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Bioarcheology is the study of archived human and animal
remains. The term was first proposed by the British arche-
ologist Grahame Clark to denote the investigations of animal
bones from archeological sites. Since its introduction in 1972,
this term has been applied to encompass additional scientific
domains and has also been used for the multidisciplinary
papers collected in this special issue.

Agriculture’s first appearance on the archeological hori-
zon is a matter of debate. Evidence provided by multidis-
ciplinary studies encompassing archaeobotany and zooar-
chaeology and the emergence of agricultural practices in the
“fertile crescent” (a crescent shaped area containing fertile
lands amidst semiarid regions ofWesternAsia, theNile valley,
and northeast Africa) in Iran add to the science of ancient
agriculture (S. Riehl et al.).

Egyptian archeology has been a widely accepted aspect
of bioarcheology. Here a wealth of information has been
collected with the applications of new techniques to ancient
tissues such as X-ray analyses applied in the field to archived
human bones (F. Rühli et al.).

Mandibles excavated from Qubbet el-Hawa cemetery
in Aswan, Egypt, have yielded information on the food
consumed by middle class people during several periods
of ancient Egyptian history. The elemental analysis of the
bones hinted at social and climatic changes affecting ancient

populations and shows the effects of state socialism (a variant
socialism in which the power of the state is employed
to creating an egalitarian society through the control of
production of all goods) and agricultural conditions during
the 17th Dynasty in Upper Egypt (G. D. AL-Khafif and R. El-
Banna).

South American frozen mummies from mountain tops
of the high Andes have only recently become available for
bioarcheological studies. Such studies have revealed impor-
tant aspects of human sacrificial practices in pre-Hispanic
times. Because of the exceptional preservation of the soft
tissues of thesemummies due to the intense cold and ambient
dryness at altitudes at which they were found, important
human pathologies accompanying life under Inca rule have
become accessible to modern techniques (M. C. Ceruti).

The histology of soft tissues is a well-accepted diagnostic
method in modern human pathology. However, its appli-
cation to ancient tissues brings challenges to the standard
interpretation of histological stains because of the variable
preservation of specimens depending on numerous unfore-
seeable factors. The postmortem interval before histological
study is one crucial obstacle. The longer this time the
less dependable the results. Paleopathological examinations
provided guidelines to the tissues likely to be best preserved
and allowed the most reliable diagnoses (C. Grove et al.).
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Successful and cheap methods recently developed for the
extraction of ancient DNA (aDNA) have led to important
studies in evolution and worldwide human migrations. East
Asian mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) especially of Koreans
has been used to determine single nucleotide polymorphisms
in mtDNA in human bone samples from premodern Joseon
tombs in Republic of Korea (C. S. Oh et al.).

Archeological materials useful for the study of bioarche-
ology are conserved in museums throughout the world.
Curators prefer the study of their collections by noninvasive
methods.Thedesire tomaintain specimens intact is shared by
bioarcheologists too. Nevertheless, invasive methods such as
autopsies, endoscopies, and biopsies are sometimes unavoid-
able for accurate diagnosis. In this setting controversies
are unavoidable but scientific criteria coupled with ethical
considerations are proposed which may resolve disputes (D.
Moissidou et al.).

Monastic inhabitants of ancient institutions provide fer-
tile grounds for the investigations of diseases and social
aspects of a particularly privileged population. Regional
differences are not often revealed but when such stud-
ies are restricted to defined populations such as those in
Bavaria, Germany, insights into paleopathology, nutrition,
and lifestyles of a well-defined human group become appar-
ent (A. G. Nerlich et al.).

Statistical modeling has advanced science in general
and bioarcheology in particular. Growth lines in archived
biological materials such as teeth and hair proved valuable
in providing evidence of metabolic health, physiology, and
lifestyles of long dead individuals. Thus new noninvasive
methods for the analyses of curated archeological specimens
could avoid ethical consideration in bioarcheological investi-
gations (C. Qualls and O. Appenzeller).

Computational methods could also predict the physical
appearance, mood, and clinical diagnosis such as hirsutism
(excessive hair growth) also known in some individuals as
Cantú syndrome (C. Qualls et al.).

Recent massive sequencing of ancient DNA has trans-
formed the study of human evolution and human history.
Such studies are only now beginning in bioarcheology but
important insights into modern diseases are likely to be
gleaned from analyses of bioarcheological specimens.
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The monastery of Attel, Upper Bavaria, which was founded in AD 1030, harbours a series of crypt burials from the time period
between AD 1700 and 1750. Due to a restoration of the church, 16 crypts had to be removed and were subjected to an extensive
anthropological-paleopathological and isotope analysis. The 16 crypts contained 19 burials in open wooden coffins. All bodies
were covered by an extensive layer of calcium carbonate. Despite this “treatment,” bone and teeth were excellently preserved (mean
degree of conservation > 75%, completeness > 85%).The anthropological investigation revealed amean age of 38.5 years and a body
height of 1.71m. Paleopathologically, a surprisingly high rate of trauma was seen (13 injuries in 7 different individuals, i.e., 36.8%
of individuals affected), 2 cases presented signs of extensive arthritis urica (gout), and several monks were affected by arthrosis
of shoulder and knee joints. Extensive dental attrition, numerous foci of dental caries, and dentogenic abscesses coincided with
considerable dental calculus indicating poor oral hygienic conditions. Stable isotope analysis showed adequate mixed carnivore-
herbivore nutrition, comparable to that of contemporaneous upper class individuals. This extensive combined analysis provides
considerable insight into the nutrition and disease pattern of a middle-class monastery of early 18th century South Germany.

1. Introduction

Most paleopathologic studies analyze human remains from
defined spatial and temporal settings and try to deduce
certain aspects of living conditions and diseases within this
population. Surprisingly little attention is paid to selected
populations, such as monasteries [1].

Monks represent a particular part of any past or present
population. This holds true for various time periods and
regions, although historic (mainly literary) evidence suggests
differences in tasks, structure, and living conditions between
variousmonasteries.Therefore, themultidisciplinary analysis
of the human remains of monastery populations is of major
interest.

Recent advances have clearly shown that the successful
investigation of ancient human remains requires the applica-
tion of amultitude of analytical techniques, depending on the

available tissue and its degree of conservation, but also on the
applicable techniques [2].

The present study was therefore designed to fill part of
this gap by an interdisciplinary analysis of a population of
very well-preserved skeletons from a SouthGerman “middle-
class” monastery of a distinct time period between 1700 and
1750 AD. Since some of the individuals could be identified,
the available monastery archive [3] helped us to reconstruct
even individual disease histories.

2. Material and Methods

In this study, we investigated the human remains from 19
individuals that have been recovered during a renovation
project of the crypt of the monastery church of Attel.
This small monastery which was founded in the year 1037
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Figure 1:Themonastery ofAttel, Upper Bavaria, in 1700 (image: col-
lection A. Nerlich).

AD, destroyed in 1070 AD, and reopened in 1110 AD was
continuously inhabited until the year 1803 AD (when all
monasteries in Bavariawere closed due to secularization). It is
located on the banks of the river Inn (Figure 1). Although the
monastery was repeatedly damaged by flooding of the river
Inn, this site was also advantageous for economic reasons,
since the river provided a good opportunity as an efficient
transport route for various goods. Accordingly, the written
records document a moderate wealth of the monastery for
several centuries. Besides the danger of flooding by the river
Inn, recurrent warfare endangered the monastery for several
times, such as what happened during the Thirty Years’ War.
However, in the period of “our” monastic population (i.e.,
between AD 1700 and 1750), there is no record of such an
event. Accordingly, at this period, economy seems to have
been stable and the support of monks and both employed
and dependent people of the monastery should have been
sufficiently good [3].

The records of the monastery, recently worked up into
a large monograph [3], not only provide insight into the
organization of daily life and the economic development but
also give some detailed data on individual persons within
the monastic community, including names, age at death,
and function within the community, and also some hint on
distinct diseases in certain individuals and eventually their
cause of death. The burial place in the monastery church is
below the church’s altar and was reserved for monks. The
crypt consists of 40 burial chambers that had been closed by
brick walls. Although we assume that all chambers initially
carried the names of the buried person, only a few of these
inscriptions have been retained until today.

Since that church was completely renovated at the end
of the 17th century, the burials cover a time period between
approximately 1700 and 1750 AD, with later burial (i.e., after
1750 AD) having been performed on the newly formed ceme-
tery close to the church. In this study, we only had access to 16
chamberswhich had to be removed for structural problems of
the church, while the other 24 chambers remained unopened.
On the wall of 4 of the chambers under investigation, an
identification tag was present; 2 further individuals could
be identified according to their precise location in one of
the untagged chambers. All residual individuals remained
unidentified.

After opening of the 16 burial chambers, all material was
removed, prescreened into those residues of the (exclusively
wooden) coffins, remains of clothes and grave goods, such
as rosaries and crucifixes, cloths, and leather shoes, and
the human remains. The open wooden coffins were mostly
covered by large amounts of a whitish crumbly material that
proved to be calcium carbonate and had obviously been
used to “preserve” the cadavers and to avoid the undesired
bad smell of the decomposing corpses following the burial.
Despite this “treatment,” the skeletal elements (and teeth)
proved to be well preserved. Soft tissue and hair, however,
were present only very occasionally.

2.1. Evaluation of the Tissue Material. In the first step, all
human biomaterial was cleaned, registered, and evaluated
according to the presence of the skeletal elements (termed
“representativity”) and the conditions of the bone substance
(“preservation”). In order to standardize, we used the previ-
ously developed and applied scheme that covers 40 regions
of the human skeleton and evaluates the presence of the
respective skeletal material (0–40 points) and the condition
of the bone (0–126 points) with low figures indicating an
absent or very fragmented skeleton and an extremely poorly
conserved bone substance, respectively [4]. In contrast, high
figures indicate the presence of all/most skeletal elements and
good/excellent preservation of the bone substance, respec-
tively. This system has previously been successfully applied
to other small skeletal series [5].

2.2. Anthropological Investigation. Following the above indi-
cated evaluation, an anthropological survey of the bones
provided data on sex, age at death, body height, and physio-
logical characteristics of the individuals. Likewise, individual
gender was determined on the pelvic suture and skull bone
characteristics; age at death was calculated from skull bone
sutures, symphyseal surface, and the ossification pattern of
the first costosternal joints. Body height was estimated from
the length of long bones according to established protocols.
Physical properties, such as handedness, mobility pattern,
and development of skeletal musculature, were determined
from bone measurement ratios and extent of muscular
insertion zones on long bones [6, 7].

2.3. Paleopathological Analysis. Features of pathological con-
ditions were also determined as shown in previous studies,
including sequels of trauma, chronic metabolic deficiencies,
and dental pathology. Degenerative diseases of large joints
and the vertebral column were evaluated using established
criteria and standardized protocols [8].

2.4. Radiological Investigations. In order to enhance the
paleopathological diagnostics, we performed X-rays and/or
CT scans on isolated skeletal elements. Here, again, previous
protocols were followed and the technical details of the
analysis are given in [2].

2.5. Stable Isotope Analyses. For the investigation of the
nutritional composition of the investigated individuals, we
used standard bone samples from vertebral bodies of all
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Figure 2: The skeleton of Gregorius Lechner (number 6) following
removal from the burial chamber and cleaning. The skeleton is
almost complete; the bone substance is excellently preserved.

identified persons. The analysis of nitrogen and carbon iso-
topes was performed according to established protocols [9].
Stable isotope analysis and concentration measurements of
nitrogen and carbon were performed using ratio mass spec-
trometry (IsoAnalytical, Crewe, UK) as previously described
in detail [2].

3. Results

3.1. Macroscopic and Anthropological Findings. In the 16
burial chambers, we were able to identify 19 individuals with
double burials in 3 of the chambers. Generally, all bones
were good to excellently preserved (Figure 2). The scoring
of bone tissue preservation revealed values between 75 and
100% of maximum values (between 32 and 40 of 40 maximal
points, average 81.9%). In parallel, the extent of skeletal
representativity was also in most cases considerably high
again reaching between c. 80 and 100% of maximum values
(between 95 and 126 points of maximum 126 points, average
89.2%).

All individuals showed skeletal features of male persons.
Most of them died in the 4th to 6th decade of age with

2 monks dying between 20 and 30 years, 7 individuals
between 30 and 40 years, 6 persons between 40 and 50
years, and two cases reaching 50 to 60 and further two
cases showing more than 60 years of age (on the average of
38.5 years). This age distribution correlates very well with
the values that can be retrieved from written sources [3].
In a detailed evaluation, most monks died in the period
between 1700 AD and 1750 AD at the age between 40 and 60
years and the resulting distribution curves are quite similar
between the overall population of 37 Attel monks and the 19
individuals that we investigated. Furthermore, 6 personswere
identified by either the inscriptions on the burial chamber
walls and/or the written records. The anthropological age
estimation correlates very well with the written data (𝑟 =
0.88).

Finally, certain physical properties could be identified.
The body height ranged between 1.67m and 1.78m (on the
average of 1.71m) which is well above the values in various
18th to early 19th century populations in Southern Bavaria
and neighbouring Austria where the average body height in
males ranges at 1.62–1.64m [10–12].

The determination of osteometric indices provides evi-
dence for right handedness in 11 monks and left handedness
in 7 persons.Themobility index (index platycnemius) reveals
low mobility ratios (stenomeric). The muscular insertion
zones were in all 19 individuals not significantly prominent
and confirmed low physical activity profiles.

3.2. Paleopathologic Investigation. In 7 of the 19 individuals,
the sequelae of trauma could be identified (36,8%). Some
cases presented with multiple lesions which thereby summed
up to 13 trauma lesions in those 7 affected individuals.

These comprised one case with a large skull defect. This
unique finding strongly suggests an attack with a sharp
weapon such as a sword blow that had removed an almost
15 × 6 cm large piece of bone out of the temporoparietal
region. This diagnosis is based on the lack of any adequate
piece of bone in the skull region of the individual. In
consequence, the piece of bone must have been removed
from the skull before burial; that is, we see a premortem
removal of that piece of bone. Furthermore, the dark brown
colouring of the cutting margin indicates an “old” lesion,
obviously occurring in previous time. Finally, the cut surface
at the high parietal margin runs from the external bone
table (tabula externa) to the internal layer of bone, while the
margin at the lower temporal margins runs in the opposite
way (Figure 3(c)), fitting best with a sharp weapon blow
downwards. In summary, these findings strongly argue for
an “old,” presumably perimortem, defect with typical cutting
margins of a violent attack. This is also consistent with a
perimortem time course, since the defect margins did not
show active bone remodelling reaction (resorption and/or
new bone formation) on X-rays and CT scans. This suggests
a terminal and potentially lethal trauma (Figures 3(a) and
3(b)).

In 3 cases, multiple old-healed fractures of several ribs
were seen, in one case together with an also healed clavicle
fracture suggestingmassive trauma, for example, from falling
from considerable height onto the thorax. In all cases,
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 3: Massive defect of the skull bone suggesting severe trauma. The morphology indicates a massive attack by a sharp weapon, for
example, a sword blow, without any bone reaction (a: macroscopy; b: radiology). A detailed aspect of the cut margin at the upper (temporal)
skull bone (c) showing the brown colouring of the cut surface which runs from the outer table tangentially to the inner table such as in a
sharp weapon blow.

Figure 4: Old-healed fracture of the clavicle with fusion of the
dislocated fracture ends.

there were clear signs of new bone formation and callus-
like bridging reaction of the defect zone. Further two cases
revealed isolated healed clavicle fractures (Figure 4), one
further case had an old-healed distal fracture of the radius,
one case had a healed compression fracture of the right
femoral condyle, and another case showed a torsion fracture
of the ventral rim of the cervical vertebral body C7 without
healing signs. Finally, 2 metacarpal bones had been fractured
with extensive pseudoarthrosis and bone reaction and in
two cases a complete unilateral fusion of the ileosacral joint
suggests potential old-healed pelvic trauma.

In contrast to this high number of trauma residues, we
had no case with cribra orbitalia (as a sign for chronic iron-
deficiency and anemia) nor for chronic vitamin C-deficiency

(scorbut). One individual presented with slight to moder-
ate bowing of several long bones such as in mild infan-
tile/juvenile rickets and one monk (of c. 30–40 years of
age) showed a moderate loss of bone substance indicating
osteopenia which is most presumably the result of prolonged
vitamin D deficiency (osteomalacia) at that age.

Despite this very low number of metabolic osteopathies,
2 monks revealed the very typical signs of chronic hyper-
uricemia (gout) as evidenced frommassive bilateral osteolytic
destruction of the first metatarsophalangeal joint which was
confirmed by typical intraosseous lytic lesions on X-rays and
CT scans of the affected bones (Figure 5). In both cases,
we were able to identify the respective historic person and
were able to correlate the paleopathological findings with
corresponding evidence from the written sources that had
indicated chronic gout in both persons.

These two persons are here briefly described in more
detail.

Gregorius Lechner (cf. Figures 2 and 5) was born on
25/02/1672 in a small Upper Bavarian village. He took his
vows at the age of 23 and the ordination of priesthood at
the age of 26 years. At the age of 41, he was designated the
“Oeconomus major”; that is, he was responsible for all exter-
nal economic transactions of themonastery.Hewas said to be
of “weak healthiness” suffering from chronic gout and dropsy.
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 5: Severe osteolysis of the metatarsophalangeal joint in Gregorius Lechner indicating severe chronic gout (a: macroscopy; b: X-ray; c:
CAT-scan).

At the age of 60, he died of both conditions. On paleopatho-
logical investigation, themost impressive findingwas a severe
bilateral arthritis urica of both first metatarsophalangeal
joints, which was supplemented by a slight spondylosis of
the lumbar spine, moderate osteoarthrosis of both shoulder
joints, and severe arthrosis of both femoropatellar joints
suggesting frequent and extensive kneeling position such as
in frequent praying. Finally, significant oral pathology pre-
sented with extensive dental calculus formation and severe
parodontosis, one apical dental abscess, and moderate dental
abrasion.

The second affected individual, Bernhardus Veldhofer,
was born on 17/11/1683 in the small town of Erding which is
approximately 30 km from Attel monastery. He entered the
monastic society at the age of 14 years and took his vows on
11/11/1706. Four years later he received the ordination as a
priest. Having served first as a keeper of the monasteries gate,
he rapidly proceeded to become the organizer of pilgrimages
and was involved in the daily religious services for the
surrounding rural population. The records describe him to
be of weak health finally developing gout and dropsy which
also were regarded as cause of death. He died on 24/5/1731
at the age of 48 years. The paleopathologic examination
again revealed the very typical signs of gout with massive
destruction of the first metatarsophalangeal joints such as
seen in the skeleton of Gregorius Lechner. As the second
most extensive pathology, the dental apparatus was affected
with multiple teeth having been lost intravitally, two teeth
with significant dental caries, and a large dentogenic abscess
at the 26/27 region (upper left maxilla/teeth number 6 and
7) extending into the adjacent maxillary sinus and causing
major remodelling of the osseous floor of this paranasal sinus.
There was no evidence for major degenerative lesions of
major joints or the vertebral column and also no signs of any
other chronic disease affecting the skeleton nor any trauma
sequelae.

The analysis of degeneration of large and small joints and
that of the vertebral column revealed in several cases mild
to moderate osteoarthrosis in the right shoulder joint and

in both knee joints (according to the evaluation scheme by
Schultz [8] average shoulder joint right 1.42 points versus
left 0.89 points and right knee joint 1.24 points and left knee
joint 1.38 points; all other values below 1). In parallel, the
vertebral bodies (including the small facette joints) showed
degeneration values ranging from 1.08 to 1.29 in the lumbar
spine and from 0.43 to 0.92 points in the cervical and thoracal
spine.Additionally, two cases presentedwith osteochondrosis
dissecans of the knee joint.

As already indicated before, dental pathology was exten-
sively present with moderate to severe dental abrasion,
multiple cases with dental caries, and apical dental abscesses
and also numerous cases with extensive dental calculus
formation. As expected, those cases with dental calculus had
lower frequencies of dental caries/dental abscesses and vice
versa. The loss of teeth during lifetime was also a frequent
event with only 4/19 cases without intravital dental loss and
5/19 cases with loss between 1 and 4 teeth, 3 cases between 5
and 9 teeth, 4 cases between 10 and 15 teeth, and 2 cases with a
loss ofmore than 15 teeth (onewith complete loss of dentition
intravitam).

3.3. Stable Isotope Analyses. In order to further evaluate the
nutritional status of this monastery population, we deter-
mined the ratios of stable nitrogen and carbon isotopes.
As a result, there was a very similar nutritional pattern
with nitrogen 𝛿15N values ranging between 10.6 and 13.6
and carbon 𝛿13C lying between −19.5 and −18.8. Most
cases clustered closely together. Accordingly, the nutritional
pattern is that of mixed carnivore-herbivore nutrition with
considerable amounts of terrestrial protein and an adequate
carbohydrate diet. There was no evidence for any dominant
fish consumption. The two individuals with the massive gout
were not different from their comonks (Figure 6).

4. Discussion

The circumstantial analysis of distinct past populations
offers an excellent insight into ancient living conditions and
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Figure 6: Isotopic results of the Attel monastery population. The
two cases with paleopathological evidence for gout are indicated in
open diamonds.

diseases. To this regard, monastery populations represent
a particular setting, as these reveal a selected group of
individuals within historic populations.

In our present study, we investigated a series of 19 monks
that had lived between AD 1700 and 1750. The anthropolog-
ical estimation of the age at death very well correlates with
the data from written sources providing evidence that our
subpopulation may be quite representative for the complete
monastic population that lived in the Attel monastery at that
time. Furthermore, all individuals investigated proved to be
males.These observations strongly support the notion thatwe
investigated the genuine monastic population that has been
well documented in written sources [3].

Most interestingly, the physical properties of the individ-
uals showed a tall stature, particularly when compared to
18th-19th century reference populations of Southern Bavaria
where the mean body size of males ranged at 1.62–1.65m
[10–12]. Accordingly, a detailed analysis of nonmonastic rural
populations inBavaria/Austria of the 18th/19th century shows
lower values than in the Attel population [11, 12]. Even
a contemporary Swedish population provides lower mean
values (mean 1.67m [13]) than the Attel monks, although it is
well known that the body height in Northern (Scandinavian)
individuals was larger than in Southern (Mediterranean)
populations with Middle European populations ranging in
between [14]. Since the written records indicate that most
monks had entered the monastery society at juvenile age,
this suggests a good nourishment and avoidance of major
consumptive, for example, infectious, diseases during their
monasticism. Accordingly, the mean body height in our pop-
ulation can be interpreted to reflect “better” living conditions
[14].However, life expectancy did not differ significantly from
other rural populations in Bavaria, Northern Germany, and
rural Poland [15–17] possibly due to the enhanced rate of
metabolic diseases in the monastic population, for example,
by the severe gout. Finally, our observation also very well cor-
relates with the stable isotope values that indicate a balanced
diet with sufficient protein supply mainly from animal source
and good carbohydrate diet. Despite its close location to the
river Inn, the fish consumption may not have dominated
their daily food. Well in line with the sufficient food supply
is the almost complete lack of metabolic malnourishment
diseases, such as cribra orbitalia or lack of essential vitamins
(see above).

The most interesting, but not surprising, finding is the
unambiguous presence of 2 cases with severe chronic hyper-
uricemia (gout). Both had at least somewhat higher positions
within the monastery society (Gregorius Lechner was even
“oeconomus major” which means that he was the “chief ” of
all economic affairs of the monastery, Bernhardus Veldhofer
obtained a less exposed position, but at least he was organizer
of the pilgrimages and thereby he also must have had some
influence on particular economic business). This suggests
that they not only were well-maintained but also may have
been subjected to excessive supply of alcohol, meat, and/or
the consumption of protein from cell-rich internal organs, for
example, liver.

Hyperuricemia is a chronic metabolic disease originating
from a disturbance of the metabolism of purines character-
ized by the accumulation of its end product sodium urate
within the body [1]. While a minor proportion of affected
patients suffer from an inborn error of metabolism, in most
instances hyperuricemia results from an excessive uptake of
purines from the nourishment together with an enzymatic
blockage of its degradation in the liver by toxic substances,
such as alcohol and/or reduced excretion through the urinary
system.The enhanced level of urate in the blood stream leads
to its deposition in bradytrophic tissue, such as the capsule of
peripheral small joints.This deposition occurs in crystal form
thereby causing massive resorptive inflammation, with con-
sequently swelling and redness of small joints, such as most
preferentiallys the metatarsophalangeal and interphalangeal
joints of the big toes.The chronic form of this condition leads
to typical osseous resorption and joint destruction such as
seen in our two present cases. The significant destruction
of the first metatarsals further indicates that the metabolic
condition in both affected individuals had persisted for
considerable periods of time [1].

In paleopathology, chronic gout has repeatedly been iden-
tified dating back to ancient Egyptian mummies [18] where
these findings could even be confirmed by laboratory inves-
tigations [19]. Furthermore, isolated cases have been seen
in Roman cemetery findings [20] and mediaeval period
skeletons [21], in several cases of the famous Medici family
[22], but also as isolated findings or very small series in
modern Pacific islanders [23]. Blondiaux et al. [24] described
a familial accumulation of cases with arthritis urica in several
skeletons of a French cemetery between the 7th century and
the 18th century suggesting possible genetic links with living
conditions in a historical privileged population. The most
renown case of as yet paleopathologically verified gout is
Emperor Charles V [25]. The investigation of one of his fin-
gers provided circumstantial evidence for gout.

In general, however, there exist neither data on the
prevalence of this disorder in antiquity, nor on its occurrence
in specific populations such asmonastic inhabitants although
written sources suggest that gout was very frequent in history
[26]. To this regard, our present analysis adds to the previous
knowledge, since the observed severe gout in two persons
with documented gout.

Besides these two cases with gout, we surprisingly found
a high number of individuals with trauma sequelae with at
least several cases typical for more or less massive trauma,
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such as falling from considerable height, but also minor
trauma leading to broken metatarsals, and/or trauma from
significant interpersonal conflict, such as a sharp weapon
attack to the skull in one monk. These high figures highlight
the dangerous daily life even within the monastic society, be
it by accidental trauma or conflict situations. Unfortunately,
no comparable data are available for any rural population in
the region of that time period. However, in other 18th/19th
century populations, trauma rates of rural population range
up to 50% of individuals [26, 27].

Finally, massive pathology was seen in the dental appara-
tus with lack of oral hygiene and significant dental abrasion,
most presumably by the consumption of food, for example,
bread that had been prepared from cereals processed by stone
mills. As a consequence, many monks suffered from caries,
dental apical abscesses, and/or early intravital loss of teeth. In
general, however, the high figures of dental pathology are not
surprising in historic populations such as investigated here.

A comparison of the stable isotopic values with those
of other historic populations from various regions and time
periods indicates a similar level of nourishment between the
Attel monks and Bavarian noblemen in terms of composition
with adequate supply in terrestrial protein and carbohydrates.
This is well in line with the written records that inform
us that the Attel monastery of the early 18th century had
a good economic basis. Furthermore, during this time we
have indication that this economic stability must have not
been endangered by warfare; the only major war at that
time period was the “War of Spanish Succession” 1701–1714
which, however, did not affect the Attel region, nor by major
environmental catastrophes, such as severe flooding by the
river Inn.

In summary, our interdisciplinary study provides a fur-
ther and extended insight into the living conditions of a very
specific early 18th century monastic population, a new and
profound example for the power of combined multidisci-
plinary historic studies that bring historic sciences together
with natural historic ones.
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The application of histology to soft tissue remains offers an important technique to obtain diagnostically important information on
various physiological and pathological conditions in paleopathology. In a series of 29 cases withmummified tissue ranging between
16 months and c. 5.200 years of postmortem time interval, we systematically investigated paleohistology and the preservation of
various tissues. We established a reproducible histological ranking system for the evaluation of mummified tissue preservation.
The application of this scheme to the series showed good tissue preservation of tissues with high connective tissue content but also
fat tissue and connective tissue rich organs, such as lung tissue, while most other internal organs were less well preserved despite
highly different postmortem time intervals. There are some organs with only poor conservation even in short term periods such
as the kidneys and CNS. Artificial mummification does not provide better conservation than naturally mummified tissues; “cold”
mummies may be much better conserved than those from desert areas. The identification of specific pathologies underlines the
potential power of paleohistology.

1. Introduction

“Some human diseases can be diagnosed from ancient skele-
tal tissue, but a much greater number can be discovered
by examination of preserved soft tissues.” This statement by
Aufderheide [1] from 2000 still holds very true and reflects
a paradigm of modern paleopathology. Although used since
very long times in paleopathology, soft tissue histopathology
has only been applied in few instances. Nevertheless, some
of the very first paleopathologic mummy studies provided
conclusive results due to histopathology, for example, in the
diagnosis of schistosomiasis [2]. The subsequent extensive
“mummy projects,” for example, the Manchester mummy
project [3] or the PhiladelphiaUniversitymummyproject [4],
also included histology of soft tissue.Thereby, important data
could be retrieved.

Besides the limited source of soft tissue remnants, the lack
of a systematic investigation of the application of histology
seems to be a limiting factor for the use of soft tissue
histology. In the available literature as yet no such study

can be found. In the present study, we therefore performed
a dual investigation, with one part covering a systematic
investigation on human tissue samples from exhumations of
more recent origin and a second part on human mummified
tissue of various historic sources covering a wide range of
time periods. Although especially the second part is strongly
limited by the available tissue (which in turn depends on
the accessibility of the tissue of a mummy), this study offers
insight into the conservation of tissues under certain “stor-
age” conditions. In summary, our study provides evidence
that soft tissue histopathology is applicable to various organ
pathologies and that the tissue conservation generally differs
between certain organs.

2. Material and Methods

2.1.Material and Samples. Thestudywas conducted on a total
of 29 mummies covering a range of time between death and
investigation between 1.25 years (yrs.) and c. 5.200 yrs. All
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(c) (d)

Figure 1: Histological features of mummified tissue from individuals with a postmortem time interval between 16 months and c. 5 yrs. (a)
Fat and connective tissue (subcutis) from mummy 3 (17 months) showing good conservation of tissue structures despite the loss of cell
nuclei. Note the similarly well-preserved small blood vessel. (b) Lung tissue from mummy 7 (18 months). The alveoli are distended, and in
the interstitium small deposits of anthracosis pigment prove the pulmonary origin. (c) Liver tissue from mummy 12 (5 yrs.) showing severe
postmortem diagenesis of the hepatocytes but retained tissue structure with small portal fields. Note the pigment that proved to be the results
of postmortem oxidation products. (d) CNS tissue from mummy 12 (5 yrs.). The structure of the parenchyma has gone lost; on the right side
a small sheath of connective tissue indicates the meninges (all examples: original magnification ×200, staining: H&E).

caseswere selected due to their good to excellentmacroscopic
state of conservation.

The study was initially divided into two groups: (i) the
first group consisted of 17 complete/near complete mummies
of the 19th till the 21st century where we had access to the
whole body and were able to perform typical autopsies. (ii)
The remaining 12 “cases” were significantly “older” and came
from historic individuals of various places and time periods
where we had mostly access only to limited material, mostly
due to restrictions in the accessibility and in order to remain
as little destructive as possible. In 4 of group II specimens,
however, several organs were available for investigation, close
to the material of group I.

Group I. Twelve of the most recent cases came from the
files of the Department of Legal Medicine of the Ludwig
Maximilians University of Munich that had been obtained
after exhumation for medicolegal reasons between 16months
and 5 years after death with more or less intense natural
mummification. Ten cases (with a postmortem time interval
between 16 and 19 months) had been autopsied from one
cemetery site in Southern Bavaria (Sonthofen) as a result of
a homicide series investigation (Figure 1). Unfortunately, in
those cases no skin tissue was retained since this seemed to

be not necessary for the forensic examination. Surprisingly,
all these cases still presented with extensively preserved soft
tissues including internal organs. Two more cases had been
autopsied also for medicolegal reasons. One had been found
as a naturally mummified corpse 5 years after death in
her living apartment; the second case was a crypt burial
(Figure 2).

In addition, we were able to investigate a small series
of historic mummies of mostly natural mummification pro-
cesses (except for one child mummy, see below). In this series
the mummies came from a South German crypt dating to
the post-Napoleonic period (AD 1841–1859) (Figure 3); one
artificially mummified infant of that crypt had died in 1816
AD and had been prepared as an artificial mummy. This is
described more in detail below.

Group II. These “cases” were significantly older than that
of group I; however, in most cases the available samples
were much more restricted due to conservatory reasons of
the objects. From one young female mummy from South
America, dating into the Nazca period between 1451 and 1642
AD [5], soft tissue samples were obtained from skin and the
rectal wall. Additionally, three naturally mummified skulls
from South American individuals were included dating to
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Table 1: Cases studied and results.

No. ID Origin Age Sex Time Skin Conn bl v Fat t Lung Heart Liver Kidney CNS
1 RM-1691 Germany 95 m 16 months nd 3 3 3 2 2 nd 1 1
2 RM-1479 Germany 93 f 16 months nd 3 3 3 2 1 nd nd 1
3 RM-1689 Germany 79 f 17 months nd 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 0
4 RM-1815 Germany 92 m 17 months 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 nd 1
5 RM-1480 Germany 81 f 17.5 months nd 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1
6 RM-1687 Germany 80 f 17.5 months nd 2 3 3 nd nd 2 nd 1
7 RM-1485 Germany 92 m 18 months nd 3 3 2 2 1 nd nd nd
8 RM-1813 Germany 88 f 18 months nd 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1
9 RM-1811 Germany 82 f 18.5 months nd 3 3 3 2 1 2 1 1
10 RM-1484 Germany 82 m 19 months nd 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 0
11 RM-2418 Germany 78 f 5 yrs. 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 0 0
12 Path-12036 Germany 68 m 36 yrs. 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 nd 1
13 Wack-5 Germany 76 f 155 yrs. 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 0
14 Wack-4 Germany 88 m 163 yrs. 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 0 0
15 Wack-3 Germany 32 m 164 yrs. 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1
16 Wack-2 Germany 69 m 173 yrs. 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 0
Gr. I Mean value 2,3 2,9 3 2,9 2 1,5 1,6 1,1 0,6

2SD 0,1 0,1 0 0,1 0 0,4 0,3 0,4 0,2
17 Wack-1∗ Germany 1 f 198 yrs. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3
18 BSAM Peru? 20–25 f 370–560 yrs. 2 3 3 3 nd nd nd nd nd
19 LT-15-465 Peru 30–40 f c. 1.650 yrs. 2 3 3 2 nd nd nd nd nd
20 CAH-331 Peru 60–70 m c. 1.650 yrs. 3 3 2 2 nd nd nd nd 1
21 CAH-427 Peru 20–30 f c. 1.650 yrs. 2 2 2 3 nd nd nd nd 1
22 TT-95-2 Egypt 50–60 f c. 2.700 yrs. 2 3 3 2 nd nd nd nd nd
23 ÄS-12d Egypt 20–40 m c. 2.900 yrs. 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 nd nd
24 DAN-95-21 Egypt 40–60 m c. 2.900 yrs. 2 2 3 2 nd 2 nd nd nd
25 TT-95-22 Egypt 20–30 f c. 3.000 yrs. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 nd nd
26 TT-183-4 Egypt 20–40 m c. 3.200 yrs. 2 2 2 2 nd nd nd nd nd
27 TT-84-18 Egypt 20–30 m c. 3.200 yrs. 2 3 2 2 2 nd nd 1 nd
28 DAN-02-5 Egypt 20–30 f c. 3.900 yrs. nd 2 nd nd 3 nd nd nd nd
29 Ötzi Alps 35–45 m c. 5.200 yrs. 3 3 3 3 nd nd nd nd nd
Gr. II Mean value 2,2 2,6 2,5 2,4 2,5 2 2,5 1 1

2SD 0,1 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,4 0,5 0,5 0 0
nd: not determined.
∗Artificially mummified mummy; this case was not included in the statistical calculations of groups I and II.

Figure 2: Liver tissue from the (natural) crypt mummy 12 (36 yrs.).
Despite significant diagnosis here again the liver structure is retained
by the presence of portal fields. In the center a nodular formation
indicates the remnants of a tumor nodule (diagnosis: metastatic
carcinoma) (original magnification ×100, H&E).

c. 350–500 AD [6] (Figure 4). Furthermore 7 human mum-
mies came from ancient Egypt (c. 1900–700 BC) [7, 8]
(Figures 5 and 6) and several soft tissue sampleswere available
for this study from the Neolithic glacier mummy “Ötzi” (c.
3.200 BC) [9, 10] (Figure 7). In four of the ancient Egyptian
cases we had been able to perform more extensive analyses,
since several internal organs had been preserved as organ
packages within the body cavities or in adjacent Canopic jars
providing access to comparable tissue types than in group I
(Figures 5 and 6). Detailed information on the material and
the underlying cases is summarized in Table 1.

The material had been obtained from autopsies or small
local tissue excisions and covers in most cases (at least in
group I) several organs fromdifferent regions of the body that
had been identified by macroscopy. In some cases (group II),
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Figure 3: (a) A natural mummy from a German crypt of AD 1851 (14, 163 yrs.).The soft tissue is in a very well conservation status with fat cell
residues and a small arteriolar blood vessel (center). (b) Lung tissue from mummy 14 with collapse of the air spaces, abundant anthracosis
pigment, and small residues of a proteinaceous exudate (obviously remnants of a lung edema). (c) The artificially mummified infant 17
(198 yrs.) shows extremely well-preserved tissue structures of the lung, again with extensive residues of a (terminal) pulmonary edema. Here,
the artificial conservation even has retained cell structures! (d) A section of kidney tissue from mummy 17 again with excellently preserved
tissue structures as visible from glomeruli and residues of tubuli (original magnification ×200; ((a)–(d)) H&E).

Figure 4: Soft tissue from the mummy skull 21 (c. 1.650 yrs.)
showing a broad connective tissue plate (left) and fat tissue (right)
with central extensions of a fresh perimortal bleeding (original
magnification ×200, H&E).

only isolated organs could be identified by macroscopy due
to their position within the body and/or their morphology,
while other internal organs obviously had disappeared or
were not accessible withoutmajor destruction of themummy.
In the South American mummy skulls [6] and in the
Neolithic Iceman [9, 10], only small samples from skin and
subcutaneous soft tissues were available, but with no internal
organs.

2.2. Tissue Processing. In order to be able to perform histol-
ogy, the dry and brittle mummy tissue has to be rehydrated.
This procedure is highly critical for the further processing
of the material and seems to be crucial for the tissue
preservation.The samples were generally prepared according
to the technique described by Ruffer in 1909 [11] with slight
modifications. Briefly, the samples were immerged into a
solution composed of 2–4% formaldehyde solution, pH 7.4,
supplemented with 5% sodium carbonate. The sample was
gently shaken for 12–16 hours in order to ensure optimal
penetration of the solution into the material. After this time
period the solution was replaced by 4–6% formaldehyde,
pH 7.4 without any further addition for another 12–16 hours
(postfixation).

The rehydration procedure is very critical for the result.
In general, only in a part of cases a successful rehydration
is possible. As yet, there exists no indicator that may help to
discriminate between both possibilities.

The organs of the artificial infantmummy (“Wack-1”) had
not to be rehydrated, since those internal organs had been
stored for 200 years in ethanol. In this case, however, skin
and soft tissues had to be rehydrated and these were treated
as in the other specimens. The samples of the Neolithic cold
mummy Ötzi were treated as those of the other specimens.
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Figure 5: Ancient Egyptian mummy 23 (c. 2.900 yrs.) soft tissue histology. (a) Lung tissue sample showing a major blood vessel (upper part)
and collapsed alveoli (lower part). Between the alveoli small deposits are seen that proved to be older bleeding residues due to a parasitic
pulmonary infection. (b) Liver tissue from mummy 23 with excellently preserved portal fields (center) and the residues of the surrounding
parenchyma (original magnification: (a) ×100, (b) ×200; (a) H&E; (b) van Gieson connective tissue stain).

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Ancient Egyptian mummy tissue from case 24 (c. 2.900 yrs.). (a) A small coronary artery shows significant intimal arteriosclerotic
thickening. Note the excellently preserved internal elastic lamina. (b) Myocardial tissue with tiny connective tissue sheaths between the
residues of the cardiomyocytes (original magnification: ×200; Elastica-van Gieson stain).

Following rehydration and fixation, mostly the fixation
fluid had turned (dark) brown indicating that the solution
contained oxidation products that have been removed from
the tissue. Poorly conserved tissuemay completely be dissolve
and “disappear.” Subsequently, the now rehydratedmaterial is
further processed as routinely done in a modern histopathol-
ogy laboratory. It is finally embedded into paraffin wax.

From the paraffinblocks thin sections of 2-3𝜇mthickness
are cut and stained with various routine stainings, including
haematoxylin and eosin (HE), van Gieson’s connective tissue
stain, PAS-stain, Prussian blue staining, and eventually other
special stains if required. All detailed staining procedures
have previously been described in detail [7, 8].

2.3. Tissue Evaluation. All sections were evaluated by light
microscopy as routinely performed. In order to render the
observations better comparable, we applied a semiquantita-
tive scoring system with a series of criteria that may help to
define the status of the embedded tissue.

These criteria are presented in detail in Table 2 and
comprise identification of tissue integrity, presence of char-
acteristic tissue structures or substructures (e.g., cartilage of
the bronchial tree in lung samples; typical layering of elastic
membranes in arterial/arteriolar blood vessels), presence and

extent of artefacts from preprocessing storage/decay, and
staining properties in various routine stainings. In order to
render this scoring system less subjective, we defined for
each criterium distinct qualitative and whenever possible
quantitative aspects that should enable a proper classification.
The criteria are described in detail in Table 2. For further
evaluation, these criteria were first tested in a subset of 10
tissue sections of the “modern” samples (group I); since this
evaluation revealed good applicability, those were applied to
all cases in a systematic manner. Finally, the resulting points
were added to a specific summation score which was used to
classify the conservation status of a sample/organ (Table 3).
Generally, this indicates the histologic conservation status
into 5 grades (grades 0 to 4, with 0 being theworst and 4 being
the best status).

Besides this (semi)quantitative evaluation of the diag-
nostic features of all tissues/organs present, we recorded
pathological findings in a qualitative way.

3. Results

3.1. Rate of Successful Analyses. All 29 cases included in this
study provided tissue preservation sufficient for evaluation.
We had no case with complete loss of tissue during the
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Subcutaneous tissue from the Iceman “Ötzi.” (a) The well-preserved fat tissue is separated by a fresh bleeding zone. (b) More on
detail, the bleeding zone shows on special staining (Prussian blue) the remnants of haemosiderin-positive macrophages (blue) indicating a
survival period of several days ante mortem (original magnification: (a) ×150; (b) ×300; (a): H&E; (b): Prussian blue stain).

Table 3: Scoring table.

Points Score
0–3 0
4–6 1
7–9 2
10–12 3
13-14 4

rehydration procedure. This may clearly be due to a “prese-
lection” of the cases, since we had selected only those cases
with good to excellent macroscopic soft tissue conservation.
Furthermore, we chose the most “ancient” technique of
rehydration which proved, at least in our hands, to be the
most successful when compared to other techniques [12–15].

3.2. Diagnostic Evaluation Scheme. The evaluation scheme
applied in this study was tested first for its applicability for
the evaluation of the material. The resulting points could be
clearly transferred into the ranking system. Thereby, every
tissue/organ under investigation could unambiguously be
characterized and classified.

The application of the system was first tested by two
independent researchers (Christina Grove and Andreas G.
Nerlich) showing a high rate of concordance and low interob-
server variability.Thiswas evaluated using percent agreement
and kappa statistics. According to Landis and Koch [16], the
agreement was rated as follows: Kappa between 0 and 0.2
indicates slight agreement, between 0.21 and 0.4 fair agree-
ment, between 0.41 and 0.60 moderate agreement, between
0.61 and 0.8 substantial agreement, and from 0.81 excellent
agreement. Absolute agreement would be 1.0. Frequency of
disagreement was calculated for each sample. In the present
assessment the percent agreement ranged at 88,9% for all
evaluated samples; the weighted kappa value was at 0.81
indicating good to excellent agreement.

Finally, the score values were statistically evaluated
between the “cases” from groups I and II with a standard
correlation test (with 𝑝 < 0.5 being regarded as statistically
significantly different).

3.3. Observations in Naturally Mummified versus Artificially
Mummified Tissues as well as in “Cold Mummy” Tissues.
Although the number of cases with artificial mummification
is significantly lower than the naturally mummified ones
in our series, the direct comparison shows no statistical
difference in the values of tissue conservations between both
(𝑝 = 0.8). The only exception is the young infant that had
been artificially conserved with an excellent preservation of
almost all tissue structures. In this young infant (“Wack.1”),
dying at AD 1816 at the age of approximately 1 year, all internal
organs had been kept in ethanol until present time, while
the body obviously had been dried by external application
(and internal treatment of the body cavities) by a mixture of
sodium-/potassium- and magnesium-sulphate salts. Despite
minor differences in conservation of internal organs and
skin/soft tissues, all specimens in this case showed excellent
conservation (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)). Only the extent of some
artefacts was higher in the dried tissue than in the fixed
material. Accordingly, skin and the subcutaneous fat and
musculature were also excellently preserved.

The exceptionally old tissue samples from the Alpine
iceman (Ötzi) were also very well preserved allowing the
identification of various substructures of the tissue without
difficulties. Here, unfortunately, we had no access to internal
organ samples that were not available at the time when our
study had been granted the authorities. A direct comparison
between the conservation status of Ötzi’s skin and subcu-
taneous tissue structures with significantly “younger” ones
revealed a significantly better preservation of the soft tissue
in this “cold” mummy tissue.

3.4. Tissue Preservation with respect to the Postmortem Time
Interval. In the next step we evaluated the tissue preservation
with increasing postmortem time interval, especially with
group I samples, and also in comparison to group II material.
A (slightly) statistically better degree of preservation is seen
for blood vessels (𝑝 < 0.5) and adipose tissue (𝑝 < 0.5),
while the other tissues did not reveal a statistical degree of
difference at all (skin and connective tissue) or obviously
due to the few tissue samples available in group II (lung,
heart, liver, kidney, and CNS). However, the values for
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the kidneys and the CNS samples were very low in both
groups. Thereby, we did not observe a general or even
gradual loss of tissue structures with increasing postmortem
time interval, at least in our series that covered the post-
mortem time interval between several months and several
centuries/millennia.

In addition, in our series we detected differences between
some tissue types in terms of the identification of specific
tissue structures. Thus, lungs are much more easily identified
when bronchial cartilage and/or small deposits of anthracosis
pigment are found, thereby also increasing the score rank
of our evaluation scheme. Similarly, the identification of
typical portal triads may facilitate the diagnosis “liver tissue.”
Similarly, “key structures” are not present in other organs,
such as kidney and the CNS. While the kidneys contain
arteriolar blood vessels that might have even been identified
even in less well-preserved status, the CNS proved to be the
least well-preserved organ. Accordingly, in none of the cases
we were able to identify CNS tissue in an adequately well-
conservation status.

3.5. Identification of Pathologic Conditions. In our small
series of cases some paleopathologic observations could be
identified.This confirms the diagnostic power of paleohistol-
ogy of soft tissues. Likewise, in one of the South American
mummy skulls we detected an extensive bleeding within
connective tissue structures obviously as a result of an acute
rotational trauma [6]. One of the ancient Egyptian mum-
mies revealed extensive intrapulmonary bleeding [7] most
presumably due to an infection by a parasitosis. In another
case, we were able to diagnose intramyocardial scarring of
old-healed myocardial infarction [8]. The soft tissue sample
from the rectal wall of a South American Inca mummy
showed massive fibrosis of the submucosa, such as that seen
in chronic inflammation due to Chagas-disease (T. cruzi
infection)whichwas further confirmed in this particular case
by molecular analysis [5]. Finally, the study of subcutaneous
soft tissue samples from the Neolithic glacier mummy Ötzi
allowed the diagnosis of an intravital laceration wound with
bleeding residues with evidence for tissue reaction, such as
that seen in shortly survived, but vital skin wounds [9].
Interestingly, even in relatively poorly conserved material
some paleopathology was seen. In case 12, a crypt mummy
with a postmortem time interval of 36 yrs. and the clinical
diagnosis of metastatic tumor disease, an intrahepatic mass
was seen highly suspicious for intrahepaticmetastasis, despite
the significant decomposition effects in the liver tissue.

4. Discussion

Despite its application even in early paleopathology at the
beginning of the 20th century, soft tissue paleohistology has
not been used widely. The reasons therefore may be multiple.
First, paleohistology is a destructive technique and it is
sometimes difficult (or even for ethical reasons impossible) to
get access to the diagnostically relevant tissue/organ without
major destruction of themummy corpse; secondly, it requires
rehydration, a “chemical” process that endangers the sample

to be destroyed during the rehydration period; this issue
may be different between mummified tissues from “cold”
mummies (i.e., mummies that had kept frozen for a long
period of time, but that obviously had retained a better
hydration status than both natural and artificial mummies
from “hot” desert areas); thirdly, there exists up to now no
systematic study that provides information on the potential
success rate of paleohistology. In contrast, major scientific
information has as yet been obtained by paleohistology (e.g.,
[1–4]) and the observations of the present study confirm the
potential of this technique in paleopathology.

We are aware that our present study has several limita-
tions: (i) the number of investigated cases is low, but this
is the as yet most extensive study on a systematic approach
to paleohistology in terms of case numbers and time range,
(ii) a certain preselection of macroscopically well-preserved
material might have influenced the outcome, (iii) especially
in most of the “older” cases (group II) we had access only to
very limited tissues/organs.

Despite these restrictions we provide here interest-
ing information on the tissue preservation in mummified
corpses: (i) macroscopically well-preserved material has a
considerably high rate of successful rehydration; (ii) “cold”
mummies may be investigated with even higher success rates
(this statement has to be made with great care since we have
seen only one case!); (iii) there is nomajor difference between
artificially and naturallymummified specimens (except when
the artificial preservation is done by a typical fixative, such
as ethanol (case “Wack-1”) or, since the end of the 19th
century, formaldehyde); (iv) selected tissues/organs are better
preserved than others (subcutis, blood vessels, lung versus
CNS, and heart/skeletal muscle); (v) we present here an
evaluation scheme that may serve as a basis for future
systematic research.

In general, the evaluation scheme for the preservation
of mummy tissue proved to be easily applicable and it
showed surprisingly high values of reproducibility. How-
ever, we clearly admit that the scheme may be refined in
ongoing studies, particularly when no prescreenedmummies
with macroscopic evidence for adequate conservation are
used. Nevertheless, this study provides clear evidence that a
paleohistologic study may be important in those cases with
adequatemacroscopic conservation and that those cases offer
a considerably high rate of successive analysis.

As a further important observation, we detected that
tissue preservation is less dependent from the postmortem
time interval than from

(i) initial (i.e., within the first weeks/months) conserva-
tion of the mummy,

(ii) type of tissue/organ under investigation (which in
turn influences the diagnostic spectrum),

(iii) experience in tissue preparation and histologic inter-
pretation.

Accordingly, soft tissue pathology is more promising in those
tissues with a high amount of connective tissue or “stable”
tissue structures, such as fat tissue. These seem to undergo
postmortem decomposition either very rapidly after death
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or remaining “stable” for a long period of time (proper
storage provided). As the least well-conserved organ we
identified the CNS; it is evident that CNS does not contain
much connective tissue; furthermore, brain tissue is not
characterized by specific substructures (with the exception
of pigmented cells in the pigmented nuclei that may indeed
be seen even in less well-preserved brain tissue specimens).
In several instances, even paleohistology may not be decisive
in identifying the proper organ. However, the identification
of particular tissue structures and their conservation even
after long periods of postmortem time interval seems to be
a promising perspective for paleohistology.

Finally, recent significant progress in imaging techniques,
mainly by CT scans, has opened the question whether
paleohistology (as a destructive technique) should be applied
to mummies at all. Problems in the proper identification of
specific lesions and the need to distinguish between pre- and
postmortem alterations, however, have made clear that CT
scanning alone cannot solve distinct questions [17]. Addi-
tionally, the application of modern molecular techniques,
such as stable isotope analysis or ancient DNA investigations,
requires tissue material and can often be interpreted suc-
cessfully when combined with corresponding paleohistology.
Therefore, the careful, precise, and knowledgeable application
of this analytical technique will persist to be fundamentally
important for multidisciplinary mummy research.
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The Valley of the Kings (arab. Wadi al Muluk; KV) situated on the West Bank near Luxor (Egypt) was the site for royal and elite
burials during the New Kingdom (ca. 1500–1100 BC), with many tombs being reused in subsequent periods. In 2009, the scientific
project “The University of Basel Kings’ Valley Project” was launched. The main purpose of this transdisciplinary project is the
clearance and documentation of nonroyal tombs in the surrounding of the tomb of PharaohThutmosis III (ca. 1479–1424 BC; KV
34).This paper reports on newly discovered ancient Egyptian humanmummified remains originating from the field seasons 2010–
2012. Besides macroscopic assessments, the remains were conventionally X-rayed by a portable X-ray unit in situ inside KV 31.
These image data serve as basis for individual sex and age determination and for the study of probable pathologies and embalming
techniques. A total of five human individuals have been examined so far and set into anEgyptological context.This project highlights
the importance of ongoing excavation and science efforts even in well-studied areas of Egypt such as the Kings’ Valley.

1. Introduction

The Valley of the Kings (arab. Wadi al Muluk; KV) situated
on the West Bank near Luxor (Egypt) was the site for royal
and elite burials during the New Kingdom (ca. 1500–1100
BC), with many tombs being subsequently reused by lesser
elites (ca. 950–850 BC). Its remote and dry location helped
for the preservation of the buried ancient humanmummified
remains [1–5]. The valley has been visited by robbers and
tourists since antiquity; since the early 19th century AD,
antiquarians and archaeologists have cleared and recorded
tombs, with a total of 61 sepulchers being known by the start
of the 20th century [6]. In 1912, The financier and excavator,
Theodore Davis (1837–1915) famously declared the valley now
“being exhausted” [7].However, in late 1922, the archaeologist
Howard Carter (1874–1939) and his colleagues discovered the
now iconic tomb (KV62) of PharaohTutankhamun [8]. Since
these days, almost one hundred years ago, discovering new
tombs has become rare in the valley: in 2005, the Amenmesse

Project found KV 63, an embalming cache [9], and in 2012,
the University of Basel Kings’ Valley Project found KV 64
[10–12]. Nowadays, most archeological research focuses on
the documentation and precise recording of the hitherto
known tombs and pits, reestablishing their precise location
and analyzing their remaining contents.

Researchers of the University of Basel (Switzerland)
have been involved in Egyptological projects in the Kings’
Valley since many years [13]. In 2009, the most recent
scientific project “The University of Basel Kings Valley
Project” (http://www.ubkvp.ch/; access date: 20 Dec. 2014) or
(http://aegyptologie.unibas.ch/forschung/projekte/univer-
sity-of-basel-kings-valley-project/; access date: 20 Dec.
2014) was started with Susanne Bickel as director and Elina
Paulin-Grothe as field director. The main purpose of this
transdisciplinary project is the investigation and documen-
tation of nonroyal tombs in the surroundings of the tomb of
PharaohThutmose III (ca. 1450 BC; KV 34; Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Map of the Kings’ Valley with the concession area of the
University of Basel Kings’ Valley Project in red.

During the season of spring 2010, the project team started
research on tomb KV 31, of which only the upper rim of
the shaft was visible on the desert surface. No information
about this tomb nor documentation of former archaeological
explorations were known, although KV 31 has possibly been
visited already by Giovanni Battista Belzoni (1778–1823) in
1817 and perhaps also by Victor Loret (1859–1946) or his team
in 1898. As its shaft was entirely filled with sand and stones,
it had not been surveyed by the Theban Mapping Project
(http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/, for a first sketch
of the tomb http://aegyptologie.unibas.ch/?id=21700, access
date: Dec. 20, 2014).

Tomb KV 31 lies on a steep slope on the west flank of
the lateral valley; it consists of a vertical shaft with a depth
of about 5m, which gives access to a central room B (ca.
470 cm × 370 cm). The main burial chamber (room C, ca.
530 cm × 320 cm, Figure 2) lies to the south of the central
room, a less properly cut room D lies to the west. The central
room was filled in with a thick layer of desert debris possibly
indicating a later reuse of the tomb. RoomsCandDcontained
the very fragmented remains of several burials, probably five
individuals, which can be assigned to the mid-18th dynasty
(ca. 1450–1400 BC, from the reign of Thutmose III to that
of Amenhotep II) on the basis of a large quantity of pottery
and some fragments of canopic jars.The original burials were
severely looted in antiquity (21st dynasty, 11th–10th c. BC),
some decades before the probable reuse of the tomb, and
further damage by modern robbers seems assured. Robbers
of all periods sought for valuables, mainly jewellery; ancient
looters moreover retrieved all wooden objects for reuse. No
wooden coffins remained in KV 31. The mummies of the
individuals were stripped of all their bandages and violently
disarticulated. Most of the mummies’ remains were found
clustered in room C (thus labelled 31.C), with one mummy
found in room D (31.D). The remaining objects do not
reveal the identity of the individuals. However, the quality of

the fragmentary burial goods indicates their very high social
status. During the mid-18th dynasty, the Kings’ Valley was
used as burial ground for members of the royal family and
the kings’ immediate entourage (queens, princesses, princes,
wet-nurses, and royal companions, [14]). Future ancientDNA
analyses might answer the question whether the individuals
of KV 31 were related to each other and whether they
belonged to the royal family or not.

The aim of this paper is to report on these ancient human
mummified remains. The application of simple, on-site tech-
niques (visual inspection, conventional X-rays) allows the
investigators to reassemble the highly fragmented bodies
as well as assess sex, individual age, and possible pre- and
postmortem changes.

2. Material and Methods

All human remains found in KV 31 (chambers C and D),
Valley of the Kings, Luxor, Egypt, were reassembled and
analysed. The initial stage of analysis consisted of match-
ing up body fragments to form complete individuals. The
mummies and fragments thereof then were subjected to
macroscopic examination by naked eye and magnifying
glasses for mummification technology, taphonomic changes
in themummies, basic ageing and sexing, and identifying any
particular lesions.This was finally followed by radiography. A
total of 27 radiological images of all bodies were taken. Some
of the images are of minor quality (field of view, exposure
time); yet unfortunately no repetition of such lower quality
images could be made due to local technical restrictions
(traditional development over night only) and administrative
restrictions prohibited the use of more modern and adequate
radiographic equipment. The portable machine used was a
Karmex Diagnostic X-ray Unit PX-20N (AC 115V 50/60HZ,
50–130KVp 2–20mA), together with Agfa industrial film.
The kV was 60, 15mAs, although there was some variation
due to technical issues of electricity supply. The distance
varied between 1.35m and 1.45m. The bodies were also
photographed within the tomb. Ageing and sexing was
based on standard anthropological criteria [15, 16] as far
as possible based on the skeletonized, partially mummified,
fully mummified, and in some cases even fully wrapped
remains. After examination, the body parts were labelled and
stored appropriately in individual modern coffins in KV 31.

3. Results

3.1. General Assessment and Macroscopic Appearance. First,
an initial macroscopic assessment was undertaken. The
various fragmented body parts, initially thought to be four
mummies, were “matched.” Almost all of the bone and
soft tissue fragments could be relocated correctly, leading
to a much more complete appearance of the bodies. This
“matching” led to a new total of five individuals. Body C1
consists of an isolated head as well as thorax and lower parts
of the body. Body C2 is almost complete yet separated in
four major parts (head, upper body, and two legs); its legs are
still partially wrapped. Body C3 is headless but thorax, and
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Figure 2: Room C of tomb KV 31 with the scattered fragments of mummy parts (survey: T. Alsheimer, University of Basel).

the majority of the left arm and both legs are in fragmented
form preserved. Body C4 is almost complete, except for the
feet and hands mostly fragmented. Body D consists of the
pelvic girdle and most likely the head of the same individual.
Thus, all bodies have sufferedmajor postmortem damage and
do not show by naked eye any inscriptions or amulets. The
position of the arms of the mummies varies (Table 1).

3.2. Mummy C1 (Figure 3). This fragmented mummy is fairly
complete. It clearly shows a female with small, albeit deflated,
breasts and a female pelvis (subpubic arcus). The individual
age seems to be juvenile, maybe up to adult (ca. 18–25 yrs).
Both arms lie straight along her torso; yet the hands have
been broken off. The body is now in several components:
head (separated from the torso between the seventh cervical
and first thoracic vertebra), torso, and legs (the right foot

is missing the toes), all of which can be realigned, giving
a length of ca. 160 cm (159 cm according to Bach [17], with
the maximum length of humerus, as defined by Martin Mass
Nr. 1 [18], to be bilaterally 290mm). The head shows some
frontal hacking marks most likely of postmortem nature.
The head length is 170mm and head width is 138mm.
The face is broken, but part of the maxilla and the entire
mandible survives, complete with teeth, and the tongue is
well preserved too. Twenty-eight teeth are erupted and do not
show signs of excessive wear or any dental disease assumed.
Some postmortem damage such as a lesion of the right lower
first molar and in the frontal part of the left maxilla can be
found. The right side of the chin is nicked by a blade. A few
wrinkles are visible on the remaining left side of the face.

Unfortunately, the damage makes it impossible to deter-
mine if excerebration took place nasally, although from
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Table 1: Basic description of mummies investigated (n.d.: not determinable).

Mummy Sex Age Height
(cm) Eviscerated Excerebrated Position of

arms
Disease

(besides unhealed fractures)

31.C.1 F Juvenile-young
adult 155–165 Yes Probably not Side None

31.C.2 M? Young adult? Ca. 165 Yes Probably not Pubes None

31.C.3 M? Juvenile-young
adult Ca. 175 Yes No skull

preserved Crossed None

31.C.4 M? Adult n.d. Yes n.d. Pubes None
31.D.1 F? Adult Ca. 155 n.d. Certainly not n.d. Unclear finding in iliac fossa

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a), (b): overview of mummy C1 (a) and close-up view of postmortem exposed abdominal cavity showing packages of bandages
(b).

the remaining anatomical elements excerebration looks
rather unlikely. Rests of meninges are visible intracranially.
The head is covered by short, fine, black, silky hair, with one
lock of lighter coloured hair, possibly the result of an excess
of natron. The ears are plugged with linen tamped in with
resinousmaterial.Thebodywas eviscerated and the abdomen
and the pelvic area are stuffed with dense embalming packing
materials.Thebodywaswrapped in several layers of linen; the
legs and arms are packed separately; much of the bandaging
has been removed later. The belly was hacked open and the
interior packing was sliced by a sharp blade as is evidenced
by cut-marks. The interior cavity is full with packages of
bandages that are blackened, presumably by oils and resins.
On the back, in the shoulder areas there are also signs of
slashing. Based on the healthy teeth, an early adult age can
be assumed.

The X-rays show that the head has been separated at the
level of the seventh cervical and first thoracic vertebra. A big
skull lesionwith fragments in the posterior skull cavity can be
seen; also parts of the maxilla are separated. Both epiphyses
of the iliac bone crest are not fully closed.

The right hand is disarticulated, and of the left hand only
three fingers are left; one of it with a fracture in the proximal
phalangeal and metacarpal bone.The left ulna and radius are
fractured.The left fibula head is most likely fractured too and
the former proximal epiphyseal plate is still slightly visible. A
fracture at the right lower limb is visible; also the left foot is
disarticulated at the upper ankle joint; the distal phalanges
of the first toe as well as the middle and distal phalanges
of the fifth toe are missing. A subluxation can be found at
the calcaneocuboid joint. All these traumata seem to be of
postmortem nature. On the conventional X-ray, the thorax

shows dense packing in the right part, but no clear signs of
remnants of a heart or othermediastinal or pulmonary tissues
can be found.The symphysis pubis is hardly visible due to the
superimposition of the stuffing material located in the small
pelvis; yet specifically both medial menisci are clearly visible.

3.3. Mummy C2 (Figure 4). The head is separated from the
torso. The legs, with feet attached, are also separated from
the body, with the pelvis attached to the legs. The clavicles
are pushed up and the humeri are squashed into the body.
The upper arms lay along the body, and the lower arms are
moved in so that the hands rested over the pubes. The belly
area is broken postmortem, and the left hand is missing, as
are portions of the left distal foot.

The remnants of the brain seem to be left in the cranium.
Parts of the head, especially the face, are still well wrapped in
linen bandages, with the back of the head and hair remaining
exposed.

Postmortem cut-marks are visible in the facial bandages
on the right side and these are at least four to five centimeters
deep. The right eye is sunk in and the bandages are missing,
whereas the left eye is fully covered by bandages.Theback and
top of the head are partially covered by hair that is braided
and does not appear to be a wig but the deceased’s own hair,
although it is possible that some of the braids are woven into
the natural hair. The crown of the head is solidly matted, as
if oil had been placed there and dribbled into the hair. The
ears, however, might have been plugged with linen as the
ear openings are distended. The thoracic cavity is completely
stuffed with a granular material. In the left thorax region,
there is a small soft tissue defect visible. There is a complete
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) overview of mummy C2, (b) Conventional x-ray (ap direction) of thorax showing among others in the right upper thoracic
cavity two dense structures most likely to be organ or other packages.

separation of the body at the level of the fourth lumbar
vertebra.

The robbers have also hacked the body in the belly area
and removed the abdominal wall, rendering visible the fact
that the body cavity is densely stuffed with rolls of linen
impregnated with resinous material. Some sand and gravel
are also visible in the body cavity.

The metacarpal bones are present on the right side,
whereas for the rest of the left and right side the fingers
and wrists are completely missing. Each arm is individually
wrapped, spirally, as are the legs. One can count at least
a dozen of layers of bandages on the right arm, although
originally there were probably more. The legs were similarly
wrapped, with the left thigh being wrapped in dozens of
layers of linen. The right leg seems to be ca. 1-2 cm longer
than the left one; however, this is most likely related to
postmortem positioning. Blade marks made by a very sharp
implement can be seen in the compacted wrappings of both
thighs.The toes arewrapped individually although they are in
fewer layers of bandages—two or three—and then wrapped
together with the rest of the foot.

On the conventional X-rays, well pneumatized frontal
sinuses, a soft tissue defect at the right neck area, and a radio-
dense structure of unknown nature at the left ear can be seen.
In the right upper thoracic aperture, a radio-dense structure
consisting of two parts can be found. A fracture of the right
first rib is also visible; also the left 11th rib is broken, most
likely postmortem. The iliosacral joint is also most likely
fractured postmortem and the left iliac crest is not yet fused.
A radio-dense structure of unknown nature can be found
between the trapezoid bone and the first metacarpal bone of
the right hand.

The stature in situ measures ca. 156 cm. However, based
on the measurement of humerus, radius, and tibia [19] an
average of ca. 165 cm can be assumed—rather a dramatic
difference. Based on the pelvis morphology, this is rather a
female individual, whereas the skull shows a slight masculine
tendency. Its age is most likely young adult, most long bone
epiphyses seem fused, and the teeth show a rather low degree
of abrasion; yet both iliac crest epiphyses are slightly visible
(ca. 20–25 yrs). On the whole, it is more likely to be a male
individual.

3.4. Mummy C3 (Figure 5). This mummy is a fairly complete
body, although the head and right foot are missing and some

extremities damaged. Multiple, uncountable layers of linen,
at least four centimeters deep/thick, cover the body.The arms
were crossed over the chest, with the left fingers II–V being
flexed,with a straight thumbas if it were holding an object. All
extremities are multiply broken and the abdomen is exposed.
Some soft tissue is missing in the left leg. It is most likely
a juvenile to adult individual; most of the epiphyses seem
to be closed (ca. 18–25 yrs). The sex is difficult to determine
from the pelvis: while the arc composé is rather female, the
incisura ischiadica major is indeterminate, and the pelvis in
general seems to be rather male. Also, there are no breasts
visible. The right humerus length is ca. 345mm, the tibial
length bilaterally each ca. 390mm; thus, based on Breitinger
[19], this would represent ca. 175 cm in total height, more in
keeping for males.

The X-rays reveal a.o. a proximal left humerus fracture of
most likely postmortem origin. The presence of mediastinal
tissue, particularly the heart, cannot be determined due to the
filling of the majority of the thorax and abdomen with rather
dense stuffing material particularly in the lower abdomen
and pelvis. Multiple fractures and anatomical dislocations
can be seen: in the left distal lower arm and in the left
subtrochanteric region as well as in the left tibia condyles.
In the right axillar region, a discontinuity with a soft tissue
defect in the humeral head region can be found; as differ-
ential diagnosis, a nondislocated humeral fracture of most
likely postmortem origin as well as an artefact due to the
superimposition of a soft tissue lesion is most likely. Also, the
right first metatarsal shows a possible postmortem fracture.
Finally, a mildly scoliotic upper thoracic spine toward the left
side mostly due to positioning can be seen.

3.5. Mummy C4 (Figure 6). Fairly complete mummy, yet
several fragments, parts of feet, and particularly the right
arm are missing. It seems to be an adult individual of
unknown sex, with a rather female pelvis shape; however,
based on secondary sex characteristics (clear absence of
female breasts), this is the broken up body of a man, although
there is no male genital visible at all. The stature in situ is
ca. 154 cm. Based on the long bone lengths (length of femur
bilaterally ca. 380mm, medial tibia length right ca. 345mm,
and left ca. 340mm), the total stature according to Breitinger
[19] for a male would be ca. 160 cm.

The partially fully exposed head has thin hanks of hair
attached to it, some of which, on the right side, are fairly long.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a), (b): overview of mummy C3 (a), close-up of left hand with flexed fingers II–V (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a), (b): overview of mummy C4 (a) and conventional X-ray (ap direction) of midfemoral region (with parts of isolated lower limbs
visible too) showing a.o. the massive soft tissue defects in the region of the adductor muscles.

The right ear is crinkled and does not look as if it was pierced.
The nose is flattened and there is no indication that it was ever
filled with linen plugs to keep its shape. The maxilla shows
that all teeth but the third molars had erupted. The teeth
show signs of wear and some, particularly the frontal ones,
are altered postmortem but no obvious disease is apparent.
Themandible ismissing.The vastmajority of the prevertebral
throat area is completely missing.

Only the proximal half of the right humerus survives, and
the right radius and ulna are missing. The left arm is broken
but present. The upper arms lay along the side of the body;
the hands seem to have been placed over the pubes but this is
difficult to ascertain due to the mummy’s broken state. Both
shoulders are positioned cranially (shoulder elevation). The
evisceration was in the left lumbar region (ca. 8 cm long),
with the cut looking fairly vertical (ca. 15∘ proximally oriented
towards lateral), which might indicate that this mummy
was made prior to the end of the reign of Thutmose III
(1479–1425) [20]. However, the cut is not clear enough to be
completely confident of this dating.Thebody cavitywas filled.
The robbers who are responsible for the destruction of the
body also cut out a piece of flesh just above the left buttock
apparently with a sharp implement.

The X-rays show an unidentifiable small bone fragment
at the left femur condyles and a fractured fibula collum as
well as a soft tissue defect. The left clavicle is fractured. Also,
a massive soft tissue defect right medial in the area of the
adductor muscles as well as a unique contour of the femurs
bilaterally up to the condyle region can be found. Also, left-
sided defects of the pubic bone and symphysis can be seen.

All traumata are most likely of postmortem nature. Finally,
the massive thoracic (with the exception of the left apex area)
and abdominal stuffing can be seen bilaterally.

3.6. Mummy D1 (Figure 7). This body is highly fragmented
consisting of a fractured head, the majority of the cervical
and thoracic spine, parts of the shoulder blades, the sternum,
the proximal part of the right humerus, the pelvis girdle, and
major parts of the lower limbs only. This highly tentative
grouping is also based on the fact that the legs and pelvic
bones definitively match, and this is the only spare head left
in the tomb (which from visual inspection may match too).
The bandages are virtually all stripped off from the head and
the legs.

The frontal part of the head is badly damaged, but there
are no clear indications of excerebration via the ethmoid
bone as it seems to be intact. The brain as well as the falx
cerebri is visible intracranially; also most likely remnants of
the brain have been identified in the conventional radiograph
(see below). The hair is short and reddish; the color might be
the result of ageing or bleaching due to embalming agents.
The ears were plugged with linen soaked in resin. The eyes
are closed and some of the eyelashes survive. Some natron,
the substance which was identified by visual testing, is visible
on the occipital area and on the left and right sides of the
head and neck, below the jaw line. The following teeth are
preserved (Fédération Dentaire Internationale (FDI)/World
Dental Federation Notation, ISO-3950 Notation): 13 with
postmortem damage, 14 ditto, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27;
35, 36, 37, 46, and 47. They show some degree of abrasion.
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(d)

Figure 7: (a), (b), (c), and (d): overview of mummified remains D1 (a), frontal view of head D1 (b), conventional X-ray of head D1 showing
among others most likely remnants of the shrunken brain (c), and close-up of alteration in left iliac fossa region of unclear etiology (d).

The right leg still has some flesh and skin covering
the bone, with a few straggling bandages remaining. It is
preserved with the exception of the middle part of the femur.
Thebandages closest to the skin on both legs are darkwith oils
and resins. The ones further from the skin are brown-beige.
The left leg is better preserved. It is possible that part of the
genitals (portion of the penis) is preserved, but the soft tissues
are difficult to identify, partially due to postmortem damage.
The legs show that the individual was probably rather plump
during his lifetime as the flesh was folded over at various
places.

An inconclusive alteration of the left iliac fossa (area
of origin of iliac muscle) can be seen; possible differential
diagnoses include those of taphonomic origin (crusts due to
water/sand) or to be a periosteal reaction such as a calcified
hematoma, though the latter is visually unlikely.

The remnants appear rather female, but it is quite uncer-
tain. It is an adult individual of unknown age, based on
the degree of dental alterations most likely within the adult
age group (ca. 20–30 yrs). The left medial tibial length is ca.
340mm; thus, an estimated stature of ca. 155 cm [17] can be
assumed for a male individual.

The X-rays show a.o. the cervical spine to be preserved
up to the 6th cervical vertebra. A massive soft tissue lesion
can be found frontally, with particularly a fractured upper
jaw. A fracture and impression of the frontoparietal bones
with some bony parts within the skull can also be found. All
traumata seem to be of postmortem nature. In the posterior
part of the skull, one finds an inhomogeneous substance with
no obvious fluid levels; these are most likely remnants of the
brain.

4. Discussion

Despite being unnamed and only loosely dated, the human
remains from KV 31 are useful and significant subjects
of study as they provide insight into the mummification
practices of mid-18th dynasty elite individuals and into
the turbulent later history of the necropolis. The various
intense looting phases hamper, however, the analysis of
the mummies. The unwrapping of the bodies as well as
much of the damage is most probably due to the activity
of retrieving valuables and wood at the beginning of the
Third Intermediate Period, whereas the scattering of the body
parts and the theft of specific mummified body parts (head,
hands) can presumably be attributed to robbers of the 19th
century AD who sold these pieces to the early tourists. As
stated above, these bodies must belong either to members of
the royal family or to elite individuals who were in personal
contact with the pharaoh. Based on the number of large
storage jars found in the tomb, it can be assumed that all five
individuals were originally buried here.

All the bodies were carefully mummified, being eviscer-
ated, well desiccated, anointed with oils, and then wrapped
with generous amounts of linen. Due to the destructive activ-
ities of robbers, one cannot determine the exacte position of
the evisceration incision on most of the mummies.

The armpositions for all those whose arms seem to follow
the traditional division that was common throughout the
New Kingdom and into theThird Intermediate Period, if not
beyond: along the sides for women, and over the pubes for
men. There is, however, one exception, mummy C3, whose
arms are crossed over his chest, with the surviving hand
posed as if it had been gripping something. This pose, from
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the mid-Eighteenth dynasty to the end of the New Kingdom
was regularly applied for kings; it became more frequent
in later periods. It is, however, still difficult to relate arm
positions of mummies to a specific social status or historical
period with any degree of certainty. There is, for example,
hardly any information available concerning the armposition
of royal sons in the 18th dynasty. Also sexing and ageing is
difficult to assess due to the partial destruction (and in some
cases even crucial missing body parts) and the limited quality
of conventional X-rays as well as the superimposition of
embalming-related artifacts. Thus, the data need to be taken
with enormous caution for these individual criteria.However,
in general the bodies seem to be all of adult age. A higher-
quality diagnostic imaging approach such as, for example, by
CT scanning shall help to better determine individual sex and
age and allow an improved evaluation of individual health
and disease; the goal of the current excavation project is to get
approval for such an advanced logistically more challenging
imaging attempt in one of the future field seasons.

The lack of clear medical diagnosis is caused by various
factors. Some of the human remains are still wrapped and
thus any macroscopic investigation of tissues is impossible.
Also, the enormous postmortem damage caused by tomb
robbers and the numerous subsequent fractures make a clear
distinction of pre- and postmortem origin of the numerous
skeletal lesions de facto impossible. Finally, more sophisti-
cated examinations methods were not available in situ.

Future studies shall hopefully include ancientDNAanaly-
ses as well as C14 dating of some of thesemummies to possibly
match them with existing New Kingdom royal mummy
data (e.g., [21]). Especially, a more precise reconstruction of
embalming techniques may help to set these individuals into
a more exact historical context. Finally, the hereby-described
unique human remains show again that the famous Valley of
the Kings is still “not exhausted” and may also in the future
reveal more insight into ancient life conditions and funerary
customs.
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Bioarcheology is cross disciplinary research encompassing the study of human remains. However, life’s activities have, up till now,
eluded bioarcheological investigation. We hypothesized that growth lines in hair might archive the biologic rhythms, growth rate,
and metabolism during life. Computational modeling predicted the physical appearance, derived from hair growth rate, biologic
rhythms, and mental state for human remains from the Roman period. The width of repeat growth intervals (RI’s) on the hair,
shown by confocal microscopy, allowed computation of time series of periodicities of the RI’s to model growth rates of the hairs.
Our results are based on four hairs from controls yielding 212 data points and the RI’s of six cropped hairs from Zweeloo woman’s
scalp yielding 504 data points. Hair growth was, ten times faster than normal consistent with hypertrichosis. Cantú syndrome
consists of hypertrichosis, dyschondrosteosis, short stature, and cardiomegaly. Sympathetic activation and enhancedmetabolic state
suggesting arousal was also present. Two-photon microscopy visualized preserved portions of autonomic nerve fibers surrounding
the hair bulb. Scanning electronmicroscopy found evidence that a knife was used to cut the hair three to five days before death.Thus
computational modeling enabled the elucidation of life’s activities 2000 years after death in this individual with Cantu syndrome.
This may have implications for archeology and forensic sciences.

1. Introduction

“Zweeloo woman,” now held in the DrentsMuseum in Assen,
theNetherlands, was discovered in 1951 in a bog and exhumed
in the presence of an archeologist and a paleobotanist.
Subsequent studies of her remains showed that she was of
short stature and affected by bony abnormalities consistent
with Léri-Weill dyschondrosteosis [1]. Her scalp hair, when
examined 2000 years after her death, was found to have
been crudely cropped [1]. We found she also suffered from
hypertrichosis, an excessive hair growth over her entire body
including the face [2].

Dyschondrosteosis together with hypertrichosis and car-
diomegaly, an enlarged heart, is characteristics of a recently
described genetic disorder called Cantú syndrome (CS) [3].

Fifteen CS cases have been described, the majority of
Mexican-Mestizo descent. The condition is suspected to be
dominantly inherited [3].

Here we use modern histological methods and computa-
tionalmodeling, applied to scalp hair.The results give insights
into her clinical and mental state for a few days before her
death ∼2000 year ago and may shed light on her burial in a
bog instead of the customary cremation and interment in a
cemetery.
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We used modeling to show that the neuroautonomic
control of biologic rhythms, metabolism, and behavior can
be deduced from ancient material such as hair.

Thus our aim of determining life’s activities from archived
remains has been validated by widely applicable computa-
tional methods.

2. Materials and Methods

The Drents Museum in Assen, the Netherlands, donated
the tissues obtained from specimen #1957/XII-13. Vincent
van Vilsteren, curator of the Drents Museums of Assen,
the Netherlands, gave permission to study the material. The
New Mexico Health Enhancement and Marathon Clinics
Research Foundation (NMHEMC, Research Foundation) in
Albuquerque NM, USA, carried out the analyses.The institu-
tional review board of the NMHEMC Research Foundation
approved the study. All necessary permits were obtained
for the described study, which complied with all relevant
regulations.

2.1. Scalp and ScalpHair. Asmall piece∼2× 5 cmof brownish
skin with reddish appearing hairs of varying length, in situ,
was received for analysis. This was labeled “scalp skin of
Zweeloo woman” without further description. Hair retrieved
from bodies interred in bogs is usually, though not invariably,
of a reddish discoloration because of the acidic environment
of the bog.

2.2. Two-Photon and Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy.
We could not apply fluorescent stains to the tissue because of
chemical changes in the skin-proteins (taphonomic changes)
caused by the long immersion in the acidic bog.

Therefore, standard methods were used to visualize
unstained images (250 𝜇mthick or single hairs) (Figures 1 and
4).

2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy. The hair samples were
coated with gold to provide better conductivity. A JEOL m
5800 electron microprobe (Figures 2 and 3) was used.

2.4. Biologic Rhythms. Our results were based on measuring
the RI’s of four hairs from controls yielding 212 data points
and the RI’s of six cropped hairs from Zweeloo woman’s scalp
yielding 504 data points.

The cropped hair remnants on the scalp skin were
10.4mm, 9.1mm, 11.4mm, 12.2mm, 17.9mm, and 16.8mm
long.

2.5. Power Spectral Analysis of Repeat Intervals. Wecomputed
periodicities from the spectrum (periodogram) of a time
series as a function of linear axis, such as, length along a
strand of hair. We used growth rates in these measures to
express frequency peaks in the spectrum as periodicities in
units of days.

Determination of a high frequency peak is usually clear
from the spectrum. However, determination of a low fre-
quency peak can take several forms.
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional image of the bog body’s scalp skin by
two-photon laser scanning microscopy. Unstained image (250 𝜇m
thick) of an autofluorescent hair shaft with remnants of autofluores-
cent autonomic fibers in green adjacent to the hair root (arrow).

200𝜇m

Figure 2:The end of a single scalp hair. Scissors would cut vertically
across the hair; however, the shape of the cut suggests that this
was made by a knife rather than scissors (scale bar in white above,
200 𝜇m).

In the time series of RI intervals (averaging 0.132mm for
short/medium hairs RI size = 0.214mm for the longer hair
remnants), there is a high frequency peak at 0.32 radians/RI in
each series (see Figure 5(b)). The periodicity of this sinusoid
cannot be 52 weeks, since the average long hair remnant
length of 17.4mm would represent 6.5 annual cycles with an
improbable annual growth of only 3mm per year (proof by
contradiction).

The low frequency spectral peak for the Zweeloo long hair
is at 0.045 radians/RI, which is a factor of 7 lower than the
high frequency. Therefore, the high frequency represents a
daily periodicity and the low frequency represents a weekly
periodicity.

An identified spectral peak (i.e., a daily or annual cycle)
can be used to compute hair growth rate; hence we then have
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Figure 3: Particle (arrow) SEM image. This is the putative remnant
of the hair cutting instrument, made of iron. Below, EDX of the
particle showing the Fe peak of the spectrum (arrow).

Figure 4: Confocal microscope image of single hair for measuring
the repeat intervals (RI). The yellow bracket delineates the limits of
one RI. Actualmeasures of someRI are shown in red. Brown patches
are fungus growing on this hair.

an absolute time scale. The growth rate based on her longer
hair remnant is estimated as (see formula below in legend
to Figure 5) 153 cm/year ∼10x the normal hair growth rate of
16 cm/year. Consider

Growth Rate

=

𝑑𝑡

(freq) (Period)

=

0.214mm/obs
(0.32 radians/obs) (1 day/ cycle)

2𝜋 radians
cycle

= 4.2mm/day,

where each observation = a scale,

which averaged = 0.214mm/obs.

(1)

This formula is derived from [4]. The corresponding annual
growth of 153 cm/year is ∼10 times the average annual growth
rate of 16 cm/year, consistent with hypertrichosis.

The spectrawere computed using finite Fourier transform
which decomposed time series into sums of sine and cosine
waves of varying amplitudes and wave lengths. We used
PROC SPECTRA from SAS version 9.3 for the statistical
computations (Figures 6, 7, and 8).

The low frequency/high frequency (LFHF) ratios were
significantly increased (𝑃 < 0.02) and the low frequency
(LF) variance significantly decreased (𝑃 = 0.02) consistent
with an increased sympathetic drive to metabolism and also
increased heart rate and stress during life.

2.6. Approximate Entropy (ApEn). To validate statistically our
results we used approximate entropy (ApEn) [5].This analysis
can quantify the degree of regularity and unpredictability in
the fluctuations of time series data such as those used in this
study.

Here we used 𝑚 = 2 and 𝑚 = 3 windows. We found that
values of 80% discriminated best for this analysis between
controls and Zweeloo woman. The ApEn in Zweeloo woman
was higher (Figure 8) thus her ANS was functioning well and
reflected the robustness of her ANS function consistent also
with sympathetic activation.

A typical case of hypertrichosis is illustrated in Figure 9.
This shows why such excessive hair growth can be emo-
tionally devastating leading to stress induced sympathetic
activation and tachycardia as we surmise was present in
Zweeloo woman before her death.

3. Results

Standard histological examination of the scalp was not
possible due to protein degradation after 2000 years in a
bog. However, using two-photon microscopy on 250 𝜇m
sections, we found preserved structures that appear to be hair
and autonomic nerve fibers using the intrinsic fluorescence
within the sample (Figure 1).

We then used the scanning electron microscope to visu-
alize the end of her cut hair. This gave hints about the type
of instrument used in her “hair cut” just before her death
(Figure 2).

During the Roman period scissors and knives were made
from either iron or copper [6]. We identify a particle on her
hair by scanning electron microscopy, presumably, left from
the “hair cut”; this was made of iron (Figure 3).

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is an
accepted analytical tool used for elemental analysis applied
here using the high-energy electron beam of the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) used on the hair. We found
iron particles on the surface of the hair (Figure 3), perhaps
left by the cutting instrument. Additionally, this method
of analysis revealed particles of the rare element, hafnium,
which is, however, common in Dutch soil (not shown).
Hafnium has also been found in hair and finger nail clipping
of contemporaneous Scandinavian and Dutch people [7].
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Figure 5: (a) Blue, control; red Zweeloo woman. Power spectra. (b)There is a high frequency peak at 0.32 radians/RI. The periodicity of this
sinusoid cannot be 52 weeks, since the average long hair remnant length of 17.4mm would represent 6.5 annual cycles with an improbable
annual growth of only 3mm per year (proof by contradiction).
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Figure 6: Comparative power spectra for a contemporary Italian
woman’s hair with normal growth rate of ∼17 cm/year.

Using confocal microscopy images, we modeled the
biologic rhythms by measuring the growth intervals, the
widths of the repeat intervals (RI) on the hair (Figure 4) [8, 9].

Repeat intervals reflect hair growth; this in turn depends
on metabolism which is affected by nutrition and environ-
mental factors [8, 9]. Additionally, mental states in humans
have overriding effects on the growth of the hair by affecting
hormonal secretions and autonomic nervous system (ANS)
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Figure 7:Modeled comparisons of Zweeloo woman’s low frequency
and LFHF ratios.

activity [10, 11]. Therefore, using modeling of the power
spectra derived from the RI’s inferences about the pathophys-
iology and mental state can be made [12].

The low frequency/high frequency (LFHF) ratios were
significantly increased (𝑃 < 0.02) and the low frequency (LF)
variance significantly decreased (𝑃 = 0.02) consistent with
an increased ANS sympathetic drive (part of the ANS) to
metabolism and also increased heart rate and stress during
life.

To validate our model of metabolism we used approxi-
mate entropy (ApEn). This technique is used in the analysis
of repetitive medical data such as heart rate variability [5, 13].

Approximate Entropy (ApEn). We used ApEn to measure the
logarithmic likelihood that patterns of data length (𝑚) that
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Figure 8: Approximate entropy (ApEn). The Low frequency/high
frequency (LF/HF) ratios of the recurrent growth intervals (RI’s) of
normal (green) and Zweeloo woman’s (red) time series.

Figure 9: Young girl with hypertrichosis (left) and similar aged
control (right). Note exuberant hair on face and both forearms
(arrows) (available at http://www.mariasharapova.com/forum/).

are similar remain so within a tolerance (𝑟) on the next
incremental (𝑚 + 1) comparison. In this analysis smaller
values of ApEn indicate greater regularity in the data. Larger
values are indicative of greater irregularities, more chaotic
and more robust, systems (Figure 9).

4. Discussion

Bioarcheology is best described as the study of human
remains from archeological excavations. This scientific
endeavor deals with the examination of long dead tissues,
mostly bone and hair. Therefore, life’s activities such as
metabolism,mood, and appearance cannot, usually, be deter-
mined from bioarcheological records. To do this suitable
proxies are required using multiple methods to constrain
inevitable uncertainties. Our study is based on a single
specimen. Nevertheless, the multiple analytical methods and

proxies used allowed us to derive sufficient data to confirm
our initial hypothesis.

Here we show that the archived records of hair growth
in ancient specimens provide an opportunity to model
metabolism, growth, physical appearance, and behavior of
individuals who lived millennia ago.

We first confirmed fromwitness accounts of the exhuma-
tion in 1951 that the tissues were buried in a Dutch bog.
This was also supported by typical deficiencies in histological
staining of the tissues caused by long immersion in the acidic
bog.

4.1. Skin and Hair. We could not assess the preservation of
the skin by ordinary histological methods because of the
degradation of proteins in the specimen caused by the acidic
environment of the bog. However, thick sections revealed the
structure of the hairs and remnants of autonomic nerve fibers
surrounding the hair bulb by their retained autofluorescence
(Figure 1).

Hair styling instruments such as knifes and scissors dur-
ing Roman times were made of either iron or copper [6]. The
shape of the terminal end of the hair is consistent with a knife-
cut rather than scissors because of its tapered appearance
(Figure 2). Particles on the surface of the hair suggested
that the knife may have been made of iron (Figure 3) rather
than copper. Although other interpretations are also possible,
notably, contamination from exhumation-instruments, these
we consider unlikely in the context of this exhumation.

Using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) we
also found remnants of bog-soil containing hafnium, on the
surface of the hair. This rare element is commonly found in
Netherland soil (P. van Gaans, personal communication).

4.2. Biologic Rhythms. Hair is a continuously growing tissue
[11]. Like all growing tissues hair is subject to its own
biologic time. The scale-like structures visible on the hair
surface (Figure 4) reflect the rhythmic oscillations of growth
and quiescence, the repeat intervals (RI) [9], paced by
the hypothalamus, the “head ganglion” of the ANS, and
master time-keeper of oscillating changes in gene expressions
throughout all tissues [8, 10]. These signals, in turn, drive
networks of intracellular proteins which affect the cycles of
growth of the hair and other functions controlled by the
ANS such as thermoregulation and especially metabolism
[10]. Morphologically, the ANS signals can be identified; they
correspond to the RI’s of varying widths seen on microscopy
of hairs (Figure 4) [8, 9].

Repetitive pattern in time series fluctuations, such as
heart rate or metabolism, renders them more predictable
whereas small numbers of repetitions in patterns make time
series less predictable [5]. Time series with more repetitions
have a small ApEn; those with fewer repetitions, therefore
more chaotic patterns, have higher ApEn. We found that
the ApEn of the low frequency/high frequency ratios in RI’s
were significantly larger in Zweeloo woman than in controls
(𝑃 = 0.01) consistent with an enhanced sympathetic drive to
metabolism (Figure 8).

The RI allowed us to determine the rate of annual hair
growth [4], which for normal scalp hair is ∼16 cm/year
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[11]. We found a surprising 153 cm/year consistent with
hypertrichosis, a condition characterized by an excessive hair
growth [2]. Using the lengths of her cropped hair remnants
we determined that she survived for ∼3–5 days after the hair
cut based on her excessive hair growth rate (∼153 cm/year).

Biologic rhythms in living humans are often gleaned from
heart rate variability which can be analyzed statistically by
spectral methods [10, 14]. Such analyses give insights into
health and disease of the subjects [10, 14].

We applied the same spectral methods to the analysis of
the widths of the RI’s in one of the best archived materials
from archeological specimens, hair. Such analyses can also
yield annual cycles of growth of the hair [4].

4.3. Cantú Syndrome. Previous studies based on her skele-
tal remains established that she suffered from Léri-Weill
dyschondrosteosis which consists of bony abnormalities and
clinically short stature [1]. This condition in combination
with hypertrichosis and cardiomegaly constitutes a recently
described syndrome designated Cantú syndrome [3].

Thus using archived material together with computa-
tionalmodeling we deduced her unusual physical appearance
due to excessive hair growth and short stature and accelerated
metabolic state including mental arousal. She survived for 3–
5 days after the hair cut, as determined statistically 2000 years
after death and burial in a Dutch bog.

Our results confirm that a record of metabolism and
behavior is archived in the spectral power of the RI’s of the
hair which, in turn, gives insight into life as it was millennia
ago and into other aspects of Zweeloo woman’s last days
before her burial in a Dutch bog.

Heart rate variability in health sciences has been exten-
sively used as indicator of impending failure of metabolism
(death) and for predicting progression of disease [10, 15].
Psychosocial investigations also use heart rate as a measure
of emotions and arousal states of normal subjects [15]. We
used the same computational methods applied to the RI of
archived hair and were able to infer her unusual appearance
during life and her emotional arousal for a few days before
she died 2000 years ago.

4.4. Hirsutism. Idiopathic hirsutism is an inherited disorder
associated with unusual physical features caused by excessive
hair growth [16]. In the recent past, those afflicted with this
disorder may have made their living by appearing in “freak-
shows” such as Julia Pastrana born in 1834 inMexico. She was
sold to a freak show manager who exhibited human oddities
throughout the United States and Canada. She suffered
from hypertrichosis and gingival hyperplasia giving her an
ape-like appearance. Darwin mentioned her in his book
The Variation of Animal and Plants under Domestication.
Because of her unusual appearance she was also considered
the “missing link” between humans and apes. In modern
times, this condition is usually associated with unexplained
hairiness which affects 10% of otherwise normal women
in the United States; the disorder implies abnormalities in
androgen actions. Though hirsutism is not lethal, in severe
cases, it causes significant mental trauma and anguish [16].
Zweeloo woman’s hair grew at ∼10 times the normal rate of

scalp hair [11] and she had excessive hair growing over her
extremities (data not shown) which would have contributed
to her unusual appearance.

Previous studies on Zweeloo woman [1] indicated short
stature, otherwise normal health for that time in history, but
failed to provide a definite clue for the reason of her unusual
burial. We surmise that because of her marked hirsutism,
short stature, and peculiar appearance that these physical
features may have been decisive in leading to her burial in
a bog.

4.5. Modeling. Advances in science can be made using
computational modeling and validating the models with
additional data. In bioarcheology and evolutionary genomics
computational modeling has also recently been used [17, 18].

Here we use archived hair from the Roman period. We
have validated our results in living people [12, 19] and in a
variety of animals such as mammoths [20]. We also used
RI’s from different tissues such as teeth from humans and
hominines [12] and confirmed our statistical methods in
these additional growing materials.

The adoption of mathematical models successfully used
in the analysis of repetitive physiological events such as
power spectral analysis of heart rate variability [19] and in
other repetitive physiological events, for example, growth
and quiescence of growth, has numerous precedents [14]. In
biology modeling has been applied to the analysis of tree
ring repeat intervals and in ptilochronology [21], the biology
of bird metabolism, deduced from repeat intervals found
on bird feathers. In the analysis of ecological competition
modeling using similar techniques is used to predict the
abundance of bird species competing for food [22]. This
method has also been applied to predict the size of industrial
efforts necessary in producing materials such as concrete
[14, 22].

Thus, power spectral analysis used in heart rate variability
which yields insights into clinical states and emotional
arousal of living people [15, 19] can be applied to the variation
in the width of repeat intervals of growth and quiescence as
evidenced in growth lines on ancient human hair. This appli-
cation of a well established method promises to also broaden
the scope of archeological and forensic investigations.

5. Conclusions

We show that valid deductions about metabolism, physical
and mental states of long dead individuals can be made from
archived hair by appropriate modeling.

Thus, we could derive metabolic data and evidence for
emotional states of individuals who died millennia ago.

Our model could help in analyzing hair remnants in
archeological remains and in forensic investigations.
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This study will focus on frozen mummies of sacrificial victims from mounts Llullaillaco (6739m), Quehuar (6130m), El Toro
(6160m), and the Aconcagua massif. These finds provide bioarchaeological data from mountaintop sites that has been recovered
in scientifically controlled excavations in the northwest of Argentina, which was once part of the southern province of the Inca
Empire. Numerous interdisciplinary studies have been conducted on the Llullaillaco mummies, including radiological evaluations
by conventional X-rays and CT scans, which provided information about condition and pathology of the bones and internal organ,
as well as dental studies oriented to the estimation of the ages of the three children at the time of death. Ancient DNA studies
and hair analysis were also performed in cooperation with the George Mason University, the University of Bradford, and the
Laboratory of Biological Anthropology at the University of Copenhagen. Ethnohistorical sources reveal interesting aspects related
to the commemorative, expiatory, propitiatory, and dedicatory aspects of human sacrifice performed under Inca rule.The selection
of the victims along with the procedures followed during the performance of the capacocha ceremony will be discussed, based on
the bioarchaeological evidences from frozen mummies and the accounts recorded by the Spanish chroniclers.

1. Introduction

The practice of human sacrifice has been known to occur
cross-culturally throughout history. Humans have been sac-
rificed in order to celebrate special events, to mark royal
funerals, in response to natural disasters, to atone for sins
committed, to consecrate a special construction project or
location, and to ensure fertility and health ([1]: 290; [2]).
Sacrificial victims have also been executed in oer to serve
as retainers to high-ranking individuals in the afterlife. Inca
human offerings should therefore be considered as being
commemorative, expiatory, propitiatory, and or dedicatory
sacrifices.

During the Late Post Classic Period in ancientMesoamer-
ica, the Aztecs embarked upon the practice of ritual of human
sacrifice involving the removal of hearts in epic proportions
(rooted in the Maya-Toltec tradition) based on their belief
that human blood needed to be continuously offered to the
Sun deity lest the god grow weak and not be able to continue
his journey through the sky each day. Sacrifices celebrating

the completion of special constructions were conducted for
such projects such as the dedication of the twin temples
of Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli in Mexico-Tenochtitlan. The
Maya-Toltec sacrificial rites were not limited to the removal of
the heart; they also included the flaying of the victim aswell as
the eating of his flesh ([3]: 51).The cruelty of these very public
sacrificial events presumably served to reinforce the power of
the Aztecs in the minds of allies as well as potential rivals.

In the ancient SouthAmericanAndes, evidence of human
sacrificial practices has been found depicted on Moche
pottery (100 to 700AD).The iconography of human sacrifice
taking place on mountains seems to have been related to
agricultural fertility rites and to the management of water
resources ([4]: 35-36). But it was almost eight centuries later,
under the rule of the Inca civilization, that the practice of
human sacrifice on mountaintop shrines reached its highest
level of cultural elaboration and expression.

The Inca Empire spread from its capital at Cuzco (located
heartland in the Peruvian highlands) northwards to south-
ern Colombia and as far south as central Chile. Since its
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beginning in 1438A.D. until the Spanish conquest in
1532A.D. (a span of less than one hundred years), the
Tawantinsuyu achieved the highest level of sociopolitical
organization in the history of Andean civilization. During
this period, the Incas constructed shrines on the summits of
snow-capped peaks (over 5,000m in elevation).These remote
locations became the settings for the ritual performance of
human sacrifice. The extraordinary preservation of the vic-
tims’ bodies as well as of many of the grave goods recovered
in the extremely cold and dry high elevation Andean envi-
ronment provides exceptional bioanthropological evidence
(both osteological aswell as soft tissue) for the study of human
sacrifice among the Incas.

The frozen bodies of three Inca children were discovered
by JohanReinhard and the author of this paper on the summit
of mount Llullaillaco, at an elevation of 6715m, at the world’s
highest archaeological site. They are considered to be among
the best preserved Precolumbian mummies known to date.
They have been previously analyzed in the context of the
diversity of mummies worldwide [5]; as objects of dedication
[6], in connection to the religious role of children in the
Andes [7], as actors in the ceremonies of capacocha [8, 9], and
as objects of paleopathological and medical research [10].

Numerous interdisciplinary studies were conducted on
the frozen mummies from mount Llullaillaco during the
years in which they were preserved at the Catholic University
of Salta (see Figures 14 and 15). These studies included radi-
ological evaluations by conventional X-rays and CT scans,
which provided information about condition and pathology
of the bones and internal organs; as well as dental studies
oriented to the estimation of the ages of the three children
at the time of death [11–13]. Ancient DNA studies and hair
analysis were also performed in cooperation with academic
institutions including the George Mason University, the
University of Bradford and the Laboratory of Biological
Anthropology at the University of Copenhagen [14–16].

The archaeology of mount Llullaillaco, including its
architectural and landscape features, has been studied and
published in the context of Inca religion and sacred landscape
in the Andes [17–19]. The material offerings associated to
the Llullaillacomountaintop burials have been described and
studied in terms of their social use and symbolic meaning
[17]. Expert work has been undertaken on the technological
analysis of the textile objects; and pottery items have been
subjected to neuthron activation analysis to help identify
their geographical origin. The results of pottery analysis
have demonstrated that the ceremonial items buried together
with the Llullaillaco mummies had been manufactured in
Cusco and around Lake Titicaca, while some of the pottery
found at the foot of the volcano came from northern Chile
[20]. This is in with what would be expected in the context
of a state sponsored pilgrimage of capacocha, in which
ceramic offerings carried to the summit of a mountain were
customarily brought from Cusco or the Bolivian highlands,
while utilitarian pottery used at base-camp could be of local
origin.

This study will focus on the frozenmummies of sacrificial
victims from mount Llullaillaco (6739m), volcano Quehuar
(6130m), mount El Toro (6160m), and the Pyramid of the

Aconcagua massif. These finds provide a robust and valuable
amount of bioarchaeological data from Inca mountaintop
shrines that has been recovered in scientifically controlled
excavations in the northern andwestern regions ofArgentina.
Reference will also be made to mummies excavated under
nonscientifically controlled digs from Mt. Chañi and Mt.
Chuscha in Argentina, and from Mt. El Plomo and Cerro
Esmeralda in Chile. These peaks are mainly located in areas
of modern day northwestern Argentina, as well as north and
central Chile, and were once part of the southern province of
the Inca Empire, known as Collasuyu.

Ethnohistorical sources reveal interesting aspects related
to the commemorative, expiatory, propitiatory, and/or dedi-
catory aspects of human sacrifice performed under Inca rule.
The selection of the human victims along with a description
of the procedures followed during the performance of the
sacred capacocha ceremony will also be discussed, based on
the bioarchaeological evidences from frozen mummies and
the accounts recorded by the Spanish chroniclers.

2. Inca Human Sacrifice in
the Historical Sources

An Inca capacocha ceremony involved the movement of
sacrificial victims (along with various ceremonial goods)
from the peripheral communities of the conquered provinces
towards the centrally located capital city of Cuzco. After being
ritually transformed into Inca-style offerings in the capital
city, the sons and daughters of local chiefs, as well as the
chosen Virgins of the Sun god, were then made to travel in
ritual procession, to various sacred places located throughout
the empire.They eventually would be sacrificed and buried at
designated locations as vivid representations of the state cult
to the sun god Inti, as well as an imperial homage to the local
sacred sites, known as huacas.

The term capacocha consists of two Quechua words:
“capac” meaning “royal” and “cocha” the word for “lake” or
“body of water” ([21]: 134, 559). According to Reinhard [22],
the capacochawould serve as a powerful publicmanifestation
of the Inca’s power to organize such propitiatory rituals. Based
on the fact that the Quechua word hucha can signifies “sin,”
interpreted “capac-hucha” as the ritual procedure designed
to atone for transgressions committed and to prevent misfor-
tune that could affect the Inca ruler and his empire.

Human sacrifice being strictly under the control of the
Inca State, ethnohistorical sources specify that the ritual
killing of native Andean people could only occur with the
explicit approval of the emperor:

. . .Cuando el dicho Inca queŕıa hacer algún sacrificio y
aplacar alguna guaca [. . .] entonces por su orden mataban
algunos indios y los sacrificaban a los cerros y guacas que
enviaba a mandar el dicho Inca, y que sin su orden no podı́an
sacrificar indios ([23]: 330).

2.1. Celebratory Sacrifices. Certain events of the life of the
emperor were celebrated by means of human sacrifices.
The chroniclers report that sacrifices took place upon the
coronation of a new Inca ruler ([24]: 92; [25]: 26). Reportedly,
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two hundred children were sacrificed when a new ruler
assumed the throne ([26]: 87) and even the birth of the
son of the emperor was celebrated with sacrifices ([27]: 93).
Other important events, such as the victorious return of the
Inca from battle, called for the sacrifice of war prisoners in
thanksgiving to the Sun God Inti for a successful military
campaign ([28]: 143).

2.2. Funerary Sacrifices. Under the Inca rule, ritual killing of
wives and servants was performed as necropompa, in order to
provide a deceased emperor with a fitting cadre of servants
in the afterlife. Chroniclers report that 1,000 persons were
sacrificed upon the death of Inca Emperor Huayna Cápac
([29]: 118), although other sources mention that the number
of victims was over 4,000 ([30]: 80). According to chronicler
Bernabe Cobo, many victims would voluntarily offer to be
sacrificed so that they could join those servants who had
already been killed in order to serve the deceased ruler in the
hereafter ([28]: 161). Chronicler Santa Cruz Pachacuti refers
to the ritual homicide of wives and servants as an example of
commemorative sacrifices undertaken by the Inca State after
the death of an emperor:

Se entierra a muchos yanas, mujeres y criados amados del
dicho Inca; todos estos eran escogidos, entendiendo que el Inca
habı́a de ser servido en la otra vida ([31]: 306).

2.3. Sacrifices of Atonement in Response to Natural Disas-
ters. Sacrifices were often conducted in response to natural
calamities, such as droughts, epidemics, earthquakes, and
volcanic eruptions ([32]: 112; [33]: 155; [34]: 48). According
to a Spanish chronicler:

. . .el sacrificar niños u hombres era para cosa de gran
importancia, como pestilencia grande o mortandad. . . ([29]:
193).

These acts of atonement involving human sacrifice were
based on their belief that illness and natural disasters were
forms of supernatural punishment for sins committed or for
the improper performance of various sacred rituals. Only a
major offering such as a human life could serve to reestablish
the spiritual equilibriumwith the cosmos ([35, 36]: 426-427):

Tenı́an por opinión que todas las enfermedades venı́an por
pecados que se hubiesen hecho. Y para el remedio usaban de
sacrificios ([29]: 12).

Chronicler Mart́ın de Murúa ([34]: 48) reports that
during the devastating eruption of the Misti Volcano in
1440, Mama Ana Huarque Coya, queen and wife of Emperor
Pachacutec Inca Yupanqui, ordered many sacrifices to be
performed in various temples throughout Cuzco in the hopes
that this would assuage the supernatural lord’s (apu) anger.
The volcanic activity ceased only after Pachacutec himself
traveled with several priests and shamans to the massif
(located near Arequipa, Peru) to personally make sacrificial
offerings designed to calm the divine fury of the mountain:

Aśı mostró su incomparable ánimo y ser en un terrible
terremoto que hubo en su tiempo en la ciudad de Arequipa,
resultado de un volcán temeroso que está a tres leguas de
la dicha ciudad. El cual cuentan los indios que lanzó de si
tanto fuego y con tan espantosas llamaradas, que en muchas

leguas quedaron los indios atónitos y absortos. Fue cierto haber
revocado y salido del volcán tanta ceniza que llovió en todo
el reyno, con universal admiración y miedo. Si no fuera por el
ánimo de esta Coya Mama Ana Huarque se hubiera asolado
la mayor parte de la gente de todas las provincias cercanas
a Arequipa. La cual mando lo primero hacer grandı́simos
sacrificios a sus ı́dolos en el templo que ellos llamanTipciHuaci,
que quiere decir casa del universo, y en otros muchos que habı́a
en el Cuzco, hasta que sabido por el Inga Yupanqui, su marido,
vino con suma prisa dentro de pocos dı́as y se partió a Arequipa
con muchos pont́ıfices, adivinos y hechiceros, y llegado cerca,
hizo diversos sacrificios. . . ([34]: 48).

2.4. Sacrifices to Consecrate a Special Construction Project or
Location. Chronicler Betanzos reports that the construction
of the Temple of the Sun in Cuzco was preceded by capacocha
ceremonies in which several children sent by the local rulers
were buried alive in the sanctuary as a way to consecrate the
“sacred space” of the place of worship ([27]: 46). According to
the chronicler RodrigoHernández Pŕıncipe [37], the sacrifice
and burial of a ten-year-old girl on a summit near her
natal village was performed to assure successful completion
of a new irrigation canal. Some human sacrifices may also
have served as a means of establishing boundaries along the
periphery of the ever expanding Inca Empire ([38]: 551; [39]:
371; [40]: 18).

2.5. Fertility and Health Sacrifices. The Incas dedicated
human offerings to the Sun god Inti, to the Weather (Thun-
der) deity Illapa, and to the Creator god Viracocha, as well as
to local deities (huacas) in order to ensure the fertility of the
crops and to plead for favorable weather as well as to petition
for the good health of the emperor. In the words of Cobo:

They made sacrifices to the Sun so that he would make the
plants grow, to the Thunder, so that he would make it rain and
not hail or freeze, and to the rest of the special gods and second
causes. First they would speak with Viracocha and afterwards
they would speak with the special gods. And in their sacrifices
to all the universal huacas they would plead for the health of
the Inca ([32]: 111).

In 1571, a group of Inca men informed the Spaniards
that the capacocha offerings were made in order to ensure
favorable weather for crops ([33]: 155). Reinhard and the
author have extensively analyzed the symbolic link between
the worship of sacred mountains, by means of offerings and
sacrifices, and the propitiation of fertility in ancient and
modern times in the Andes [19, 41].

3. Bioarchaeological Evidence of Inca Human
Sacrifice on High Andean Mountains

The climax of the Inca capacocha ceremony involved the
sacrifice of children and their burial with lavish grave goods,
such as cumbi textiles, fine pottery, and figurines made of
gold, silver and Spondylus shell. After the long processions to
the sacred summits, these children would be sacrificed and
thus be sent on a supernatural pilgrimage in the hereafter
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Figure 1: Mount Chañi in northern Argentina (© Constanza
Ceruti).

where they served asmessengers to the world of the ancestors
and deities.

Archeologically, the sacrifices performed in the context of
an Inca capacocha can be identified by (a) the location of the
burial site (often onmountaintops), (b) the age and sex of the
victims, usually boys and girls under the age of ten, and/or
(c) teenage women who were part of the so called “acllas”
or “chosen ones.” Inca offerings for capacocha ceremonies
include pottery of imperial style, textiles, and miniature
figurines made of metal and shell, representing individuals of
the same sex as the victim sacrificed (Figure 16). Alternatively,
other kind of human sacrifices, such as those performed dur-
ing the necropompa of a dead emperor, might include victims
of older ages, selected among the spouses, concubines, and
servants of the Inca.

One of the earliest sources of evidence for Inca human
sacrifice on mountaintop shrines came from a case of looting
that occurred in 1905, when the naturallymummified body of
a child was extracted from the summit ofMt. Chañi, a 5896m
peak located in northernArgentina (Figure 1). Items included
with the mummy were tunics, two belts, one comb, one bag
covered in feathers and a pair of sandals [42, 43]. Various
archaeological surveys were conducted by the author on the
Chañi massif during 1996 and 1997 [44], and three years later,
research at this same site was directed by Johan Reinhard and
the author. This investigation resulted in the discovery of the
burial place of the Chañi infant [45].

In 1922, looters removed the body of a young female
mummy that was buried with associated offerings including
a cumbi tunic, a textile bag, one belt, three combs, and a
feather adornment made from tropical birds on her head
[46]. Interdisciplinary research on the Chuscha mummy
(Figure 2) was later coordinated by Dr. Juan Schobinger,
Emeritus Professor of Archaeology at the National University
of Cuyo [47]. The mummy had been extracted from one of
the summits of Mt. Chuscha (over 5300m), in northwestern
Argentina. The burial site was relocated during a high-
altitude survey by the author in 1996 [48].

It was the discovery by treasure hunters in 1954 of
the frozen body of an 8-year-old boy on Mt. El Plomo in
central Chile that captured the attention of the archaeological
community. Although the artifacts were not recovered in

Figure 2: Mummy from mount Chuscha (© Constanza Ceruti).

a scientifically controlled excavation, they did yield a substan-
tial amount of valuable data [49].The child seems to have died
of exposure to the cold or may have even been buried alive
[50].

In 1964, mountain climbers Antonio Beorchia Nigris and
Erico Groch came across the frozen body of an adult male
that was found inside a circular stone structure (located near
an Inca ceremonial rectangular structure) at over 6000m in
elevation on Mt. El Toro (Figure 4) in western Argentina.
Archeologist Juan Schobinger recovered the mummy and
conducted an investigation which revealed that the man
had apparently been killed by strangulation. Wearing only
a breechcloth, the victim had been buried with a set of
objects including a mantle, two ordinary tunics, a woolen
cap, two pair of sandals, a sling, and feathers [35]. A more
recent survey of the southern slopes and summit of El Toro
(Figure 3) did not reveal further traces of the prehispanic use
of ritual space on the mountain [51].

In 1976, a road construction crew came across the burial
of two females (1 child and 1 adult) near the summit of Mt.
Esmeralda found along the north coast of Chile. Although
this mountain is relatively low in elevation, it nevertheless
still dominates the coast when viewed from the ocean. The
human remains found at the site had been preserved by
desiccation and many artifacts were found in association
with the mummies, albeit not in a scientifically controlled
excavation. Nonetheless, the items recovered, which included
cumbi cloth, fine Inca pottery, and Spondylus shell, clearly
indicated that this burial was a capacocha offering and
furthermore, the victims seemed to have been killed by
strangulation [52, 53].

In 1985, mountain climbers came across the frozen body
of a seven-year-old boy who was found inside a semicircular
stone structure (over 5300m in elevation) on the slopes of
Mt. Piramide located in the Aconcagua massif of western
Argentina (Figure 5). The mummy and the offerings asso-
ciated with it were recovered and studied by a team of
scholars led by Juan Schobinger. The victim had been killed
by a blow to the head, although he also had ribs broken by
compression during the process of bundling the body. He
was dressed in two tunics, wearing sandals and a necklace
of stones. The bundle contained several textile mantles (one
was covered in feathers of highland birds) and a feathered
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Figure 3: Summit of mount El Toro (© Constanza Ceruti).

Figure 4: Mummy from mount El Toro (© Constanza Ceruti).

headdress, woven belts, and five tunics, some of them woven
in cumbi, three breechcloths, a pair of sandals, and two bags.
Inside the tomb were found three male figurines made of
gold, silver, and Spondylus shell, which were adorned with
feathers of rainforest birds. In addition to these items, two
llama figurines made of Spondylus shell and a silver figurine
representing a camelid were found [54]. Red pigment was
identified on the boy’s skin, and on his tunic, traces of which
were found in the victim’s vomit and feces [55].

Mt. Misti is a steep sided, cone shaped volcano (5,822m
in elevation) found near the city of Arequipa in southern Peru
(Figure 6). It is located in what once was the western Inca
province of Cuntisuyu, (the Ampato and Sara Sara Volcanoes
are also found in this region). Misti is one of the few active
volcanoes that erupted during the historic Inca period, and
various chroniclers (mentioned above) report that both ritual
offerings and sacrifices were conducted at this site in response
to this activity. In 1998, Johan Reinhard, José Chavez,
Constanza Ceruti and a team of collaborators, excavated
the Inca ceremonial site located inside the volcano’s crater,
which is marked by unimpressive rectangular and circular
alignments of stones.The recovery of the bodies of six human
sacrificial victims and more than forty statuettes (one of the
largest capacocha assemblages ever found) demonstrated the
importance of this site to the Incas [19]. Unfortunately, the
preservation of the bodies and textile offerings on Misti was
very poor, due to the high concentration of sulfur in the soil
and the high temperatures within the crater.

Figure 5: Mummy from mount Aconcagua (© Constanza Ceruti).

Figure 6: Volcano Misti in Arequipa (© Constanza Ceruti).

Mt. Quehuar, a 6130m extinct volcano in the highlands
of northwestern Argentina, holds one of the most impressive
Inca mountaintop shrines in the Andes (Figure 7). The
summit’s architectural complex included an artificial raised
platform (ushnu) measuring over 6m long and 1.7m high,
with a frontal ramp, as well as a circular stone structure with
walls more than 2.2m high and 1.2m thick [19]. In 1999,
JohanReinhard, José AntonioChávez and the author directed
a National Geographic Society sponsored excavation of this
particular Inca shrine. A human sacrificial victim had been
originally buried inside the circular structure, but looters had
employed dynamite to gain access to the tomb. The blast left
scattered pieces of the offerings including textiles, fragmented
pottery, corn seeds, meat, and bones from a sacrificed
camelid strewn about the site. A typical Inca style female
figurine made of Spondylus shell and dressed in miniatures
of cumbi clothes was recovered from the ushnu platform
[56]. Apparently, a small damaged tunic had also been found
at the same structure in 1974 ([57]: 188–200). Subsequent
DNA analysis conducted on the individual buried on the
summit of Mt. Quehuar revealed that it was female [58] but
given the poor preservation of the remains (stemming from
the use of explosives in the recovery of the body), it was
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Figure 7: Inca platform on the summit of mount Quehuar (©
Constanza Ceruti).

Figure 8: Volcano Llullaillaco in northern Argentina (© Constanza
Ceruti).

impossible to establish the cause of death.However, due to the
types of artifacts recovered in association with the body, it is
parsimonious to conclude that this was a capacocha sacrifice.
The victim was about twelve years old at the time of her
sacrifice, according to estimations based on the length of her
long bones, as they appeared in the X-rays.

On the summit of Mt. Llullaillaco (6739m), in north-
western Argentina (Figure 8), Johan Reinhard and the author
of this paper directed an archaeological expedition funded
by the National Geographic Society, which took place in
March 1999 (Figure 9). At an elevation of 6.715m, the summit
shrine of Llullaillaco is the world’s highest archaeological site
(Figure 10). Excavations at the main ceremonial structure (a
rectangular stone platform) revealed three separate burials
and several offering assemblages. One young woman, one
girl, and one boy were found together with more than
one hundred offerings comprising metal figurines, Spondylus
shell, fine imperial pottery, cumbi textiles, and feathered
adornments of tropical birds, all in an excellent state of
preservation (cf. [19, 59]).

The Llullaillaco boy, who was 7 years old, was wearing a
red tunic, leather moccasins, fur anklets, a silver bracelet, and
a sling wrapped around his head, with his forehead adorned
withwhite feathers (Figure 13). Twofigurineswere found, one
representing a man and the other a llama, which had been
placed on the ground, close to the body. An aryballo (an Inca
ceramic vessel) that had contained chicha (an Andean corn

Figure 9: The author climbs to the top of volcano Llullaillaco (©
Constanza Ceruti).

Figure 10: Inca shrine on the summit of mount Llullaillaco, the
highest ceremonial site in the world (© Constanza Ceruti).

beverage) was recovered in the fill of the tomb, as well as a
Spondylus seashell [19].The body of a six-year-old female had
apparently been hit by lightning after she had been buried in
the tomb. She was wearing a sleeveless dress and a shawl, both
kept in place with metal pins, moccasins on her feet and a
metal plaque on her forehead. Textile and ceramic items, as
well as metal figurines, were placed around her body on the
bottom of the tomb ([59]: 60-61).

The Llullaillaco maiden (Figure 12) was about 15 years
old at the time of her sacrifice ([60]: 7). Her body was
placed in the tomb facing northeast and was covered with
two brown outer mantles. A feathered headdress was placed
on her head and an exquisite cumbi tunic on her shoulder
outside of the funerary bundle. Her hair was combed in
numerous intricately woven braids. Her offering assemblage
also included textile bags and belts, gold and silver figurines,
and various ceramic items ([59]: 59-60). Excavations also
brought to light several additional sets of offerings containing
metal and Spondylus shell statuettes, some of which included
two male figurines at the head of a row of metal and seashell
figurines representing llamas.

4. Discussion

Bioarchaeological findings of frozen mummies on the sum-
mits of high altitude Andean peaks indicate a high degree of
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correspondence with the ethnohistorical descriptions written
by various chroniclers on the Inca ceremonies of human
sacrifice with regards to the profile of the victims chosen and
the sacrificial techniques involved. Ideological motifs that
were invoked to legitimize the need for a capacocha ceremony
would have contributed to the acceptance of the ritual
violence exerted by the Inca Empire during its territorial
expansion.

The chroniclers report that childrenwere selected to serve
as messengers to the gods because their “purity” made them
the most fitting mediators between humans and deities ([61]:
233; [37]). The parents of sacrificial victims were expected to
surrender their childrenwillingly andwere encouraged by the
Inca to consider the selection of their offspring for capacocha
as a great social honor aswell as being an act of pious devotion
([32]: 112; [37]; [25]: 81).

Ethnohistorical sources state that the boys chosen for
sacrifice during capacocha ceremonies were expected to be
between four and ten years old ([62]: 342; [29]: 37; [28]: 235).
Bioarchaeological findings are consistent with these reports
as it has been determined that the Aconcagua and Llullaillaco
boys were approximately seven years old at the time of their
deaths.

The Inca Empire institutionalized a system of selection,
seclusion, and redistribution of “chosen women” or acllas,
who were taken from their homes prior to the onset of
puberty and kept in special houses or acllahuasi. Here they
were kept under the close surveillance of consecrated women
known as mamacona who would teach the young girls to
weave and to prepare chicha ([62]: 333). At the age of 14,
the young women were taken out of the acllahuasi and
some would be selected to be given as secondary wives
to nobles while others would be consecrated to serve as
priestesses or Wives of the Sun. However, some of the girls
were chosen for the capacocha ([63]: 241). The young female
from Mt. Llullaillaco (Figure 11), the famous “Ice Maiden”
found on Mt. Ampato in Peru [64, 65] and the girl from
the summit of Peru’s Mt Sara Sara [66] appear to have
been capacocha sacrificial victims because they all were all
females of approximately 14 to 15 years of age and they were
found with various ceremonial goods that are the same items
that ethnohistorical sources report as being capacocha ritual
offerings ([27]: 77; [37]: 473; [62]: 319; [24]: 96). Reinhard
has noted that girls found on mountaintop burials tend to
be older than boys because they would have been kept as
virgins until being sacrificed ([32]: 112), whereas there was
no institution equivalent to the acllahuasi to ensure a virginal
condition on the boys.

All different types of Inca human sacrifices described in
the historical sources, including capacocha and necropompa,
have been identified archaeologically in diverse funerary con-
texts excavated in the Andes of Peru, Chile, and Argentina.
The bioarchaeological evidences discussed in this paper can
all be interpreted as the outcome of Inca ceremonies of
capacocha.The only exception could be themummy found on
Mt. El Toro, since an adult male cannot easily be considered
a classic capacocha offering. This would also account for
absence of statues or other sumptuous offerings in his
burial.

Figure 11: Constanza Ceruti discovering an Inca female mummy on
the summit of Llullaillaco (© Constanza Ceruti).

Figure 12: The Llullaillaco Ice Maiden (© Constanza Ceruti).

With regards to their social ranking, the chroniclers state
that the children chosen for sacrifice were expected to be
sons and daughters of nobles and local rulers ([27]: 78).
Some of the victims were intentionally sent by their high
status parents, in order to reinforce their political ties to the
emperor and to be reaffirmed in their privileged positions of
power ([37]: 472). From the bioanthropological perspective,
the relatively good state of nutrition that the Llullaillaco
children seemed to have enjoyed in life, as reflected in the
thick layer of fatty tissue appearing in CT-scans as well as
the absence of Harris lines in the X-rays, [12, 13], serve as
indicators of the high social rank of these victims. From
an archaeological perspective, the fact that the bodies were
recovered in association with sumptuous items such as cumbi
tunics that served specific diplomatic functions (i.e., only the
emperor could give such a gift to a local ruler as a token of his
good will) indicate the high social status of these sacrificial
victims [19].

4.1. Sacrificial Procedures. During capacocha ceremonies,
children could alternatively be sacrificed by strangulation
([67]: 150), by a blow to the head ([28]: 235; [61]: 233; [25]:
25), by suffocation ([62]: 263; [25]: 26), or by being buried
alive ([27]: 46; [28]: 235).

Strangulation seems to have brought about the death of
the two female mummies on Cerro Esmeralda [52], as well as
for the man from Mt. El Toro [35]. Radiological studies have
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Figure 13: Inca mummy of the Llullaillaco boy (© Constanza
Ceruti).

Figure 14: Interdisciplinary studies on the Llullaillacomaiden at the
Catholic University of Salta (© Constanza Ceruti).

indicated that cranial trauma was the cause of death in the
case of the Mt. Ampato maiden [65] as well as in the case of
the female mummy found on Mt. Sara Sara [66]. This may
also have been the sacrificial technique used to kill the boy
on Mt. Aconcagua ([40]: 8). However, CT-scans and X-rays
taken of the skulls of the three individuals from Llullaillaco
indicated no evidence of trauma to the head [12, 13].

The practice of burying children alive or of suffocating
them prior to burial is both compatible with the physical
evidence of the Llullaillaco children [12] and the El Plomo
boy [50]. Apparently, the reason for selecting this particular
sacrificial procedure was rooted in the belief that only
“complete” offerings were acceptable to a major deity. A
victim who had shed blood would have been considered to
be an “incomplete” offering in the eyes of the Incas ([62]: 263-
264).

The case of the Llullaillaco boy suggests that death came
to him as the result of exhaustion or high altitude sickness
(or a combination of both), before he actually reached the
summit. The relaxed position of his arms differs from the
usual that mountain top sacrificial victims typically show
(with their arms flexed over the body like in perimortem
attempt to preserve body heat). The fetal position of the
body and the tight wrapping of cords around his legs could
also have been induced to facilitate the transportation of the
corpse to the summit [17]. Additionally, the swap analysis of
the lips of the boy has demonstrated the presence of blood in

Figure 15: Interdisciplinary studies on Llullaillaco mummies (©
Constanza Ceruti).

Figure 16: Inca offerings from mount Llullaillaco (© Constanza
Ceruti).

the saliva, which can be interpreted as a sign of pulmonary
edema [10].

The sacrifice of children by means of burying them alive
was still in use during the first decades of the Hispanic
invasion. Chronicler Ramos Gavilan reports that in 1598, a
ten-year-old Andean girl was found by a European miner
still alive three days after she had been ritually walled inside
a funerary tower (chullpa) by the local chiefs of the village
of Sicasica, near Caracollo, in the Bolivian highlands ([25]:
66). Antonio de Herrera Tordesillas’s account tells of a young
Andean boy who sought refuge among the Spaniards in
the Xauxa Valley (in the Peruvian Sierra), after he narrowly
escaped from being ritually buried alive in occasion of the
death of a local chief ([30]: 67).

4.2. Mountaintop Capacochas as Commemorative, Expiatory,
Propitiatory, and Dedicatory Inca Sacrifices. Capacocha cer-
emonies that took place on volcanoes located in remotely
located areas of the empire, such as the arid Atacama high-
lands in the case of Llullaillaco, were most likely related to
the commemoration of events in the life of an Inca emperor,
rather than motivated by the need to ritually respond to
locally occurring natural disasters. However, expiatory or
propitiatory rituals conducted with the goal of affecting
local conditions could have played a part in the sacrifices
performed on mountains near well populated areas, such as
in the case of Mt. Chañi (near Quebrada de Humahuaca)
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or on Mt. Chuscha (near the Calchaquı́ Valley, in northern
Argentina).

It is clear that both the archaeological and historical evi-
dence support the hypothesis that human sacrifices seeking
atonement were conducted on sacred summits in response
to natural calamities (such as volcanic eruptions) in the
hopes that such actions would put an end to the particular
phenomena that was causing strife. This seems to have been
the case with the offerings and human sacrifices performed
inside the crater of the active Misti Volcano [19, 68].

The propitiation of fertility is suggested by the presence
of Spondylus shell in the offerings recovered in the burials
of the sacrificial victims on mounts Llullaillaco, Quehuar,
Esmeralda, Chuscha, and Aconcagua. From pre-Inca times
to this very day, Spondylus has been a ritual material of high
symbolic importance in the Andes since it is believed to be
related to both seawater and rain [22, 41]. Concerns about
the fertility of camelids appear to be physically expressed in
the assemblages of figurines on Llullaillaco and Misti, which
seem to represent a caravan of llamas [17, 19].

Dedicatory rituals involving human sacrifice appear to
have been performed by the Inca on mountaintop shrines
because the burial of victims at these locations would have
consecrated the summit ([37]: 473) and such actions would
place the massif ’s “natural sacredness” under the domain
of the imperial cult [17]. Human sacrifices on mountains
conducted at the southern border of the Inca territory (like
at Aconcagua and at El Plomo) could also have been related
to the consecration of boundaries during the expansion of the
empire [40, 69].

4.3. Ideological Manipulation and Political Implications
of Human Sacrifice on Mountains. Sacrificial techniques
employed in Inca capacocha ceremonies seem to have been
selected in order to avoid an overt display of cruelty.This was
very different from Mesoamerican heart excision and the
flaying, for these extremely bloody rituals were conducted
in front of a large and presumably terrified audience.
Contrastingly, Inca sacrificial victims were transported to
largely uninhabited and inaccessible localities and were
dispatched with a minimum amount of suffering (with the
spilling of blood being avoided).

We can even infer that active sacrificial procedures (such
as a blow to the head or strangulation) would only have been
used by the priests as a last resort, as when death caused by
exposure to the cold took too long to occur or if resistance
was offered by the children. The sacrificial role of the priests
was apparently reduced to a minimum, making the high
altitude mountain environment (with its low temperatures
and extreme atmospheric conditions) a key participant in the
process of bringing about the deaths of the victims. In other
words, the ritual was designed to allow the mountain deity
to actually take the life of the victim with the Inca religious
attendants serving as subordinate facilitators in the sacrificial
ritual.

As stated above, the justification for local children to
be offered on mountaintop shrines during Inca capacocha
ceremonies would have been provided by commemorative,

propitiatory, or expiatory circumstances such as important
events in the life of the Inca emperor, the universal Andean
concern to appease themountain deities who controlled both
weather and fertility, or the need to stop locally occurring
natural disasters.

The Inca sacrifice of Andean children would have been
ideologically presented as having an important “mission” in
which these “chosen ones” would continue living among the
celestial and mountain deities as intercessors on behalf of
the Inca emperor and for their own people. Their parents,
their kinsmen, and local communities would have been
encouraged by the Inca to believe that the payment of this
type of “tribute” (consisting of their own children) was not
only a religious obligation butmore importantly, it was a great
social “honor” as well [17].

The political implications of sacrificial ceremonies would
have been utilized by local chiefs as mechanisms for creating
and maintaining alliances with imperial Cuzco. Chronicler
Hernandez Pŕıncipe specifically mentions that a local leader
from the Peruvian sierra (seeking to increase his political
standing), volunteered his ten year old daughter for the
state sponsored ritual of capacocha and was granted special
privileges by a grateful Inca emperor as a result of his
“generosity” [37].

The spectacle of these very public processions comprised
of sacrificial victims (traveling with prestigious ceremonial
items) radiating out fromCuzco towards the provinces would
have contributed to the integration of the Inca territory by
means of an intensification of the economic, political, and
religious links between the center and the periphery of the
empire [70–72].

5. Conclusions

In this presentation, we have focused on the frozen bodies
from Inca high altitude shrines as objects for bioarchaeo-
logical and ethnohistorical research, providing an overview
on the procedures and justifications of human sacrifice
among the Incas. According to the historical sources written
during theHispanic conquest, the Inca human sacrifices were
performed in response to natural catastrophes, the death of
the Inca emperor, or to propitiate the mountain spirits that
grant fertility. The selected children and the young acllas or
“chosen women” were taken in processions to the highest
summits of the Andes to be sacrificed. They were believed to
become messengers into the world of the mountain deities
and the spirits of the ancestors.

The sacrifice of young individuals on Andean mountain-
top shrines at Llullaillaco, Quehuar, Aconcagua, Ampato, El
Plomo, Chañi, Misti, and Chuscha was designed to celebrate
special events, to ensure the well-being of the emperor,
to mark a ruler’s passing into the afterlife, to promote
agricultural prosperity, to consecrate a specific construction
project or location, to appease the deities, or to atone for sins.
The Inca attributed commemorative, expiatory, propitiatory
and or dedicatory motives to these sacrifices and this made
the acceptance of the capacocha ritual by local Andean
communities more feasible.
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The ritual violence (inherent to Inca human sacrifice) was
cloaked in a bloodless ritual conducted on remote moun-
taintops and was based on belief in the efficacy of sacrificed
children as supernatural mediators to the mountain deities.
Additionally, the “propaganda” value of convincing local
elites that it was indeed an “honor” to have one’s offspring
sacrificed in the capacocha ceremony would have constituted
a very efficient ideological foundation for ensuring cooper-
ation from local rulers during the phases of expansion and
consolidation of the Inca Empire.
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The evidence for the slow development from gathering and cultivation of wild species to the use of domesticates in the Near
East, deriving from a number of Epipalaeolithic and aceramic Neolithic sites with short occupational stratigraphies, cannot
explain the reasons for the protracted development of agriculture in the Fertile Crescent. The botanical and faunal remains
from the long stratigraphic sequence of Chogha Golan, indicate local changes in environmental conditions and subsistence
practices that characterize a site-specific pathway into emerging agriculture. Our multidisciplinary approach demonstrates a
long-term subsistence strategy of several hundred years on wild cereals and pulses as well as on hunting a variety of faunal
species that were based on relatively favorable and stable environmental conditions. Fluctuations in the availability of resources
after around 10.200 cal BP may have been caused by small-scale climatic fluctuations. The temporary depletion of resources was
managed through a shift to other species which required minor technological changes to make these resources accessible and by
intensification of barley cultivationwhich approached its domestication. After roughly 200 years, emmer domestication is apparent,
accompanied by higher contribution of cattle in the diet, suggesting long-term intensification of resource management.

1. Introduction

Explaining the Beginnings of Agriculture: An Accumulated
Record. Since the first half of the 20th century the importance
of agriculture in the history of humankind has been continu-
ously emphasized along with a steady development of models
on the natural conditions and cognitive circumstances under
which the neolithization process took place.

From a bioarchaeological perspective many questions on
the associated changes seem to be well understood. During
the last decades identification criteria for distinguishing wild
and domesticated plant species have improved (e.g. [1]). In
some cases it is even possible to distinguish between gathered
and cultivated wild assemblages through consideration of
grain size and the presence of weed species [2–4]. Similar

methodological developments in the study of faunal remains
enabled novel insights into the emergence of animal domes-
tication (e.g. [5, 6]). Radiocarbon dating of morphologically
domesticated species and DNA analyses of modern species
allowed the localization and timing of the first domesticated
plant and animal species [7–10]. Archaeobotanical research
resulted in the abandonment of the hypothesis of a single
core area for the origins of agriculture within the Fertile
Crescent [11, 12]. The accumulated record of archaeobotan-
ical assemblages with different proportions of wild and
domesticated species supported the model of protracted
domestication lasting up to 2000 years ([2, 11, 13, 14], but
see also [15] for a different opinion). The term “protracted
domestication” is often used with absolute chronological
designations, for example, marking the time range between
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large-scale systematic gathering of wild cereals at Ohalo II
around 23.000 BP and the appearance of the first domesti-
cated species during the PPNB [13], contrasted with possible
“rapid domestication” resulting from the intentional selection
of domesticated phenotypes which may take place within
a few cereal generations [16]. We, however, consider the
qualitative connotation of the term to be less arbitrary and
use “protracted” as a relative term, indicating an evolutionary
process with phases of stasis or even reversal. With such an
understanding “protracted domestication” can occur equally
within a process of 1.000 or 15.000 years.

Climatic fluctuations following the end of the last
glacial maximum have been comprehensively investigated
and favored by some to represent a key catalyst for the
development of agriculture under a combined contribution
of changes in resource availability and demographic pressures
[17–22]. Others use global palaeoclimate records to argue
for the mandatory beginnings of agriculture during the
Holocene, by linking them to the rate of innovation of sub-
sistence technology or subsistence-related social organization
[23–25]. With some exceptions [26], such generalizations
rarely incorporate the regional climatic diversity that is
fundamental in considerations of agricultural development
during later periods (e.g. [27]), and that is evidenced in
the palaeoclimatic record (e.g. [28–30]). One obstacle for
integrating local palaeoclimate proxies and the archaeological
record is the considerable distance of some archaeological
sites from the locations of major palaeoclimate archives.
In the archaeological record climatic fluctuations are often
difficult to pinpoint, as the nature of the palaeoenvironmental
evidence is superimposed by human activity. In addition,
climate-relevant parameters in palaeoclimatic archives often
show the character of creeping normalcy, thus would not
necessarily have been recognized by ancient people, or
may have allowed for adaptive measures provoking further
environmental change through anthropogenic impacts [31].

Alongside the unknown mode of ancient people’s per-
ceptions that shaped their individual interactions with the
environment goes the socio-natural development of the
human species itself that has been less frequently included
into neolithization models. What has earlier been considered
as the coevolution of domesticates and human subsistence
strategies [32], has been further developed by integrating
insights from cognitive science [33]. In focusing on the
biological aspects of Homo sapiens evolution, the form and
functionality of the human brain have often been considered
to have changed little, although the cognitive and cultural
faculties as tangible through the archaeological record have
changed considerably over time (see also [34]).

This paper focuses specifically on two aspects of the
archaeological record that are particularly relevant to the
investigation of agricultural origins: archaeobotanical and
zooarchaeological assemblages. Our goal is to address the
major epistemological issue of building broad-scale, cross-
regional generalizations on the basis of a fragmentary record.

An impediment to the investigation of the local, long-
term transitional developments from cultivating wild and
later domesticated species, is the generally short-term occu-
pation at aceramic Neolithic sites, in most cases spanning

less than 2.000 years. The nature of the evidence on the
beginnings of agriculture is therefore accumulated from
disparate locations across the Fertile Crescent. Emerging
problems from adding up snapshots from sites at different
geographic locations with the goal of reconstructing a devel-
opmental sequence relate to the above described differences
in local climatic and environmental conditions, as well as in
socio-cultural identities, landscape perceptions and associ-
ated strategies of the prehistoric populations (see discussion
in [35, 36]). The shorter the archaeological sequence at a
particular site, the greater likelihood that our generalizations
on evolutionary and developmental processes capture only a
limited picture.

The long-term archaeobiological record from the ace-
ramic Neolithic site of Chogha Golan, representing more
than 2.000 years, allows the investigation of a multifactorial
interplay of humans with their environment, including adap-
tive cycles at the transition to agriculture.

Chogha Golan and Its Significance for Understanding the
Neolithization Process.The aceramic tell site of Chogha Golan
is situated at the lower ranges of the Central Zagros Moun-
tains, about 30 km north of Mehran (Amirabad plain/Ilam
Province/Iran) (Figure 1). Starting in 2009 the site was
excavated by the Tübingen-Iranian Stone Age Research
Project (TISARP) and the Iranian Center for Archaeological
Research [37, 38].

Aceramic sites in western Iran have been poorly docu-
mented so far, and our knowledge of prehistoric populations
in this area derives mainly from surveys and excavations
undertaken in the 1950s and 1960s [39–41]. Therefore little is
known about the archaeobotany and early human subsistence
strategies in the region, including the emergence of plant
cultivation and agriculture [4, 42–44]. Animal domestication
is more well-studied in the region (e.g., [5, 6, 45–53]), though
more work remains to be done.

Excavations at Chogha Golan revealed 8m of deposits
consisting of 11 archaeological layers (AH XI–I) and one
geological horizon at the lowest level of the stratigraphic
sequence spanning in all more than 2.000 years.The profile of
the deep sounding has been consistently dated, with 17 AMS
dates ranging from roughly 11.800 BP (geological horizon) to
ca. 9.600 BP (AH I) (Table 1, Figure 2).With the earliest date at
the end of the Younger Dryas, Chogha Golan represents one
of the oldest aceramic Neolithic sites in Iran, together with
Sheikh-e Abad [54]. Most of the archaeological sediments
derive from a deep sounding measuring between five and
one square meter into a depth of 8 meters. The different
archaeological horizons contain ochre-painted plaster floors
and mud brick walls interspersed with midden deposits that
have been interpreted as the contemporary architecture and
associated occupation debris of the site’s inhabitants.

The extraordinary richness of the archaeological sedi-
ments in artefacts and bioarchaeological remains at Chogha
Golan permits a high-resolution investigation of the devel-
opment of the cultural sequence, subsistence behaviors and
the local environment. Large quantities of lithic debitage
demonstrate the intensive nature of the activities of the
prehistoric community.
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Figure 1: Chogha Golan (1) and its geographic position within the Fertile Crescent; (2) Ali Kosh, (3) Chia Sabz, (4) Ganj Dareh Tepe, (5)
Sheikh-e Abad, (6) Jani, (7) Tepe Abdul Hosein, (8) M’lefaat, (9) Nemrik, (10) Qermez Dere, (11) Magzalia, (12) Körtik Tepe, (13) Hallan
Cemi, (14) Cayonu, (15) Cafer Hoyuk, (16) Asikli Hoyuk, (17) Can Hasan III, (18) Nevali Cori, (19) Göbekli Tepe, (20) Akarcay Tepe, (21)
Djade, (22) Halula, (23) Jerf al Ahmar, (24) Mureybet, (25) Abu Hureyra, (26) El Kowm I & II, (27) Bouqras, (28) Abr, (29) Qaramel, (30)
Tell Ras Shamra, (31) Kissonerga, (32) Parekklisha-Shillourokambos, (33) Tell Ghoraifé, (34) Tell Aswad, (35) Tell Ramad, (36) Yiftah’el, (37)
Iraq ed Dubb, (38) Gilgal, (39) ‘Ain Ghazal, (40) Netiv Hagdud, (41) Dhra, (42) Jericho, (43) Nahal Hemar, (44) Wadi Fidan, (45) Beidha,
(46) Basta, (47) Dhuweila, (48) Azraq 31, (49) Wadi Jilat 7; PPN is applied to Iranian sites, because PPNA and PPNB have additional cultural
connotations that do only apply to sites in the western and northern part of the FC.

The development of the lithic industry over the sequence
of 11 archaeological layers is relatively indistinct and may
indicate relative stability in tool usage. All layers can be char-
acterized by the systematic production of large numbers of
bladelets and toolsmade on bladelets [38, 56].The assemblage
contains a large component of non-retouched bladelets. The
tool diversity from Chogha Golan is relatively low, and most
tools appear to have been used for cutting or perforating, with
limited indications of scraping and harvesting.The amount of
sickle blades with evidence of usewear is also consistently low
throughout the archaeological horizons [56].The comparison
of the lithic assemblages at Chogha Golan with other early

Neolithic sites in the Zagros highlands and lowlands reveals
similarities which place these sites within a cultural and
behavioral group associated with the Mlefaatian industry
which persisted for almost 2000 years (cf. [57, 58]).

The site’s inhabitants routinely exploited locally available
raw materials as well as a very low percentage of imported
obsidian. In archaeological horizon II and subsequently
AH I obsidian occurs for the first time and comprises
approximately 0.5% of the lithic material [56]. The presence
of obsidian in the upper layers of Chogha Golan fits the
diachronic trend of the region of increased obsidian finds
around 9600–9500 cal BP [58]. At other sites in the region
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Table 1: Radiocarbon AMS data from Chogha Golan. Dating has been conducted at the AMS laboratory of the Universities of Erlangen,
Uppsala, and Kiel. Calibration BP with calPal-online.de, BC 2𝜎 after Reimer et al. [64].

Species/archaeological
horizon Lab code BP Cal BP Cal BC (2𝜎)

Hordeum spontaneum,
geological horizon KIA45647 9330 ± 35 (base residue)

10125 ± 45 BP (humic acid)
10549 ± 37 (b.r.)
11740 ± 187 (h.a.)

8658–8529 (b.r.)
10042–9651 (h.a.)

Hordeum spontaneum,
AH XI KIA44943 9790 + 120/−110 11162 ± 220 9556–8812

Hordeum spontaneum,
AH XIa KIA45648 9320 ± 120 BP (base residue)

10230 ± 45 BP (humic acid)
10527 ± 166 (b.r.)
11952 ± 137 (h.a.)

8847–8283 (b.r.)
10155–9817 (h.a.)

Hordeum spontaneum,
AH XI KIA44944 9690 ± 45 11054 ± 129 9274–9119

Hordeum spontaneum,
AH XI KIA44942 9385 ± 37 (base residue)

9590 ± 40 (humic acid)
10622 ± 45 (b.r.)
10945 ± 123 (h.a.)

8754–8565 (b.r.)
9118–8872 (h.a.)

Hordeum spontaneum,
AH VIII KIA43836 9425 ± 45 10656 ± 53 8814–8602

Hordeum spontaneum,
AH VI Ua-44324 8812 ± 53 9910 ± 157 8117–7803

Aegilops sp., AH V Ua-44323 8845 ± 54 9954 ± 148 8152–7856
Hordeum spontaneum,
AH IV Erl-14839 8887 ± 37 10037 ± 94 8234–7938

Poaceae, AH III Erl-14840 8805 ± 38 9839 ± 81 8181–7731
Hordeum spontaneum,
AH III Erl-14838 8770 ± 40 9788 ± 84 7967–7648

Aegilops glume bases,
AH II KIA45649 8965 ± 35 10091 ± 107 8286–8181

Cerealia, AH II KIA44941 9518 ± 44 10887 ± 147 8934–8713
Hordeum spontaneum,
AH II Beta336511 9110 ± 40 10319 ± 59 8460–8280

Triticum type species,
AH II Beta336510 8800 ± 40 9831 ± 82 8020–7750

Charcoal, AH I Beta336509 8900 ± 40 10045 ± 95 8240–7950
Charcoal, AH I Beta336508 8690 ± 40 9637 ± 54 7790–7600

obsidian has been found to originate from eastern Anatolia
[59, 60] suggesting prehistoric mobility patterns dating from
as early as the Palaeolithic (cf. [61]).

The first appearance of mudbrick walls, plaster floors
and associated ground stone implements such as mortars,
pestles and grinding slabs is recorded for AH X. Mortars and
grinding slabs were at times found embedded in structure
floors showing that they were permanent fixtures in the
architecture of the site, while other mortars and grinding
slabs were mobile [38, 62]. Although the first appearance of
inhabited mudbrick structures with in situ preserved ground
stone implements are from AH X, most of the mortars,
grinding slabs and pestles were recovered from AH III
onwards, and were likely used for processing foods. The
available data, however, show an emphasis on pounding and
little emphasis on grinding. This tendency could be related
to the low volume of sediments excavated thus far, rather
than an emphasis on pounding activities during the upper
occupation.The presence of asphalt and pigments on ground
stone tools also demonstrate that they were not exclusively
used for food-processing activities. In fact, the available

records fit the observation that ground stone tools were often
multifunctional devises during the aceramic Neolithic.

A total of 62 clay small objects from stratified deposits
were recovered during the course of the 2009 and 2010
field seasons at Chogha Golan. Most clay objects are from
ash and midden deposits. They are found with debris from
daily activities and are not limited to obvious ritual contexts.
Chogha Golan has provided evidence for the use of clay
from the 10th millennium cal. BC onward. The clay usage
in Chogha Golan is first evidenced by small and simply
formed objects. The usage of clay increases through the
sequence, probably reflecting social, economic and cultural
development. Excavators recovered 10 clay animal figurines.
While an unknown animal head and a goat horn were found
fromAHVI and III respectively, most of the animal figurines
representing sheep/goat, cattle and pig were recovered from
AH II and I.

Preliminary results of the ongoing archaeobotanical anal-
yses suggest that cultivation of wild plants in the Zagros
started equally early as at other places in the Fertile Crescent
[4, 63], but here we provide a more detailed picture of the
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changing economic and landscape practices of the Neolithic
inhabitants of Chogha Golan, and their interplay with envi-
ronmental and cultural shifts. Our aim is to contribute to
the ongoing scientific debate concerning the socio-cultural,
economic and environmental conditions that enabled the
slow pace of the development of cultivation and herding
practices and the transition to agriculture.

The Modern and Early Holocene Environment of the Region.
The present-day climate of Iran is marked by extreme conti-
nental conditions (i.e., cold winters and hot, dry summers);
the observed mesoclimatic heterogeneity is attributed to
the region’s complex topography. The strong north-south
contrast in atmospheric pressure is due to Iran’s position
between summer dominating north-east trade winds and the
winter dominating westerlies [65]. Chogha Golan is located
in a region receiving today between 100–200mm of mean
annual precipitation, while mean annual temperatures range
between 20–25∘C. More important for considerations of past
environmental conditions, however, is that calculated surplus
and deficits of precipitation vary considerably over relatively
short distances, particularly near the Elburz and Zagros
ranges. According to the mapping of surplus and deficits
of precipitation, Chogha Golan is situated in an area with
more than 800mm annual deficit in rainfall, but in less than
25 km distance from this region surpluses of 100–400mm

annual precipitation have been calculated (see [65, p. 76]).
Considering that isohyets may have shifted with past climatic
fluctuations, environmental conditions at ChoghaGolanmay
equally have been very variable throughout time.

The modern ecotope around Chogha Golan can be char-
acterized as a desert type vegetation zone or Mesopotamian
steppe bordering the Acacietea classes of the Sudanian
flora as defined by Zohary (Figure 3; [66]). The region
is, however, highly diversified hosting geobotanical units
ranging from steppe-forests to desert vegetation, comprising
elements of the Sudanian and sub-Sudanian flora as well
as of the Saharo-Arabian desert vegetation, Irano-Turanian
steppe, and Kurdo-Zagrosian steppe-forest sensu Zohary
[66]. Characteristic plant associations include the Acacietea
flavae iranica, Anabasetea articulatae, Artemisietea herbae-
albae mesopotamica, Pistacia-Amygdalus steppe forest and
Quercetea brantii xerophilous deciduous steppe-forest.

Another important landscape unit that is closely associ-
ated with Chogha Golan is the Konjan Cham River which is
located 200m from the site, and which would have provided
suitable conditions for the growth of vegetation requiring
alluvial wetland habitats.

Considering pollen diagrams in more detail to inform
about late Quaternary vegetation, extant Lake Mirabad
(800m asl, [67]) is, the closest palaeovegetation proxy archive
to Chogha Golan, at only 140 km away. Unfortunately the
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only palynological analysis available from this location was
conducted several decades ago, and is thus lacking a highly
resolved chronology [68]. There is however one radiocarbon
date (10.370 ± 120BP) from the lowest core level placing
the sequence into the Holocene. According to the authors,
the vegetation development reflected in the diagram is very
similar to that of the better investigated and dated core from

Lake Zeribar (1.285m asl, 240 km north of Chogha Golan,
[55, 69]; see also Figure 2). Palaeoclimate proxy archives are
also available from Lake Urmia (1.270m asl, [70, 71]) 500 km
to the north of Chogha Golan (490m asl).

For the Late Glacial/Early Holocene transition most
researchers propose that temperatures were high, therefore
so were evaporation rates. These factors, combined with low
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precipitation led to low lake levels, water salinization and
scattered occurrences of a very thin arboreal cover [55, 72].
El-Moslimany has suggested that the high percentages of
Chenopodiaceae and Artemisia pollen, generally interpreted
as indicators of dry steppe habitats and a cold-arid climate, do
not necessarily indicate low annual precipitation, but instead
a highly seasonal climate with cold winters and hot, dry
summers [69].

At the onset of the early Holocene a rise in temperatures
and a change to freshwater lake conditions as recorded in the
shift inNajas species is indicated at LakeUrmia. Unstable and
variable water levels are superimposed on generally low lake
levels as indicated by the botanical macrofossils [72]. Some
researchers have deduced changes in patterns of seasonality.
According to Stevens et al. [55], summer rainfall or at least
reduced summer drought occurred, while El-Moslimany [69]
suggests that changes in seasonality resulted in the domi-
nance of Poaceae pollen and the initial increase in arboreal
pollen. Most grasses thrive in environments characterized by
summer rainfall, while low pollen production is apparently
due to reproductive strategies related to the summer-dry cli-
mate [69]. Upland vegetation shifted to a Pistacia-deciduous
oak semi-arid grassland as low temperatures and aridity
ameliorated [55], while winter-dominated precipitation after
10.000 BP is also suggested by low 𝛿18O values observed at
Lake Mirabad [73].

Differences in the pace of Holocene expansion of oak
within the Fertile Crescent from its refugia during the Late
GlacialMaximumhave been already outlined byBottema and
van Zeist [68, 74–77]. While oak in the Levant is represented
with more than 20% in the pollen diagrams during the
YoungerDryas and immediately increases with the beginning
of the Holocene, it increases only some thousand years later
at Lake Van and Lake Zeribar [78]. There is, however, a
strong increase in Poaceae, concurrently with the decrease
of Artemisia and Chenopodiaceae values at the end of the
Younger Dryas event, supported by the 𝛿18O record of Lake
Zeribar. However, precipitation levels are interpreted to have
been low by comparison to the Mediterranean Levant.

Roberts has suggested that human activities such as
vegetation burning and woodcutting might have played a
role in the early Holocene delay of woodland expansion
in the Zagros region [79]. The discovery of charred plant
remains in Lake Zeribar sediments brings a new argument
to this discussion. Charred particles of herbaceous plants
in all sediment cores dating from the Pleniglacial to the
present indicate that occasional fires occurred in the wider
region, whether these were natural and/or anthropogenic is a
matter of debate. Wasylikowa has interpreted the increased
frequency of Plantago lanceolata-type pollen from about
10.000 cal yr BP as an indicator of the spread of this species
in steppe plant communities due to vegetation disturbance
by hunters and/or herders [30]. Asouti and Kabukcu [80]
have proposed that early Holocene vegetation across the
hilly flanks of the Irano-Anatolian region of Southwest Asia
was dominated by semi-arid grasslands. The sparse arboreal
vegetation was dominated by insect-pollinated Rosaceae
associated with erratic pollen producers, such as Pistacia
and deciduous oak shrubs. The delayed establishment of

deciduous woodlands was due to the very rapid response of
grasses to the abrupt increase in precipitation values, which
provided them with the competitive advantage over trees
in seedling establishment. Contrasting with the Levantine
littoral, the establishment of woodland vegetation on the
mid to low elevation slopes and the plateaus of the Irano-
Anatolian region became possible only with the widespread
adoption of woodland management strategies and caprine
herding. Such practices controlled the growth of grasslands
thus enabling intensively managed woodland species such as
Pistacia and deciduous Quercus to form widespread mature
woodland pastures [80].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Seed and Chaff Remains. During the excavations in
2009 and 2010 more than 700 sediment samples were
recovered and manually floated using 200𝜇m sieves, of
which 45 archaeobotanical samples containing almost 32.000
carbonized seed and chaff remains have been analyzed to
date. The mean volume of the sediment samples was 10 liters
and find densities of seed and chaff remains in the different
archaeological horizons were highly variable, ranging from
very low find densities of 10–20 items per liter sediment
in the two uppermost layers AH I and AH II to extremely
high find densities of 296 items per liter sediment in AH
IV (see also Figure 11). The mean find density of all 11
archaeological horizons was 65 seed and chaff remains per
liter sediment which is high compared to contemporaneous
sites in the Fertile Crescent, such as Tell ‘Abr or Jerf el Ahmar
(3 items/liter), Dja’de (5 items/liter) and Tell Qaramel (7
items/liter) [81, 82]. Even in comparison with later periods
when settlements are based on fully established agriculture,
such as the Bronze Age settlements in Syria [83] the find
densities for seeds and chaff remains at Chogha Golan appear
to be extremely high.This can be explained by several factors,
including a general good preservation for this type of plant
remains and the specific contextual situation, that is, their
preservation mostly in midden (refuse) contexts, but is also
related to the fine stratigraphic excavation of the layers and
subsequent careful hand flotation.

All the samples derive from the deep sounding and do
not allow a detailed consideration of context. However, an
advantage is the long-term sequence of well-dated deposits
and the direct comparability of the bioarchaeological remains
obtained from the same samples.

Analysis of the seeds was conducted using a Leica GZ6
binocular microscope at the archaeobotanical laboratory of
the Institute of Archaeological Science, Tübingen University,
based on morphological criteria and the use of the botanical
reference collection. In total, 110 botanical taxa were iden-
tified (Table 2). Basic numeric methods, such as percentage
proportions of taxa and taxa groups and the ubiquity analysis
were applied to compare the assemblages of the different
archaeological horizons.

2.2. Wood Charcoal. Anthracological analyses are ongoing
at the Archaeobotany Laboratory of the Department of
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Table 2: Archaeobotanical taxa (seeds or fruits unless otherwise stated) and their overall find number, proportions, and frequencies in the
deep sounding; ⋅ <0,01%, ∙ <0,1%, and # <1%.

Family Taxa Σ Proportion in % Frequency in %
Amaranthaceae Amaranthus sp. 2 ∙ 18
Amaranthaceae Atriplex cf. prostrata (fruit and perianth) 23 # 55
Amaranthaceae Suaeda sp. 61 # 45
Anacardiaceae Pistacia sp. 518 2 100
Anacardiaceae Pistacia terebinthus 2 ∙ 9
Apiaceae Apiaceae indet. 1 ⋅ 9
Asteraceae Anthemis cotula 1 ⋅ 9
Asteraceae Asteraceae indet. 1 ⋅ 9
Asteraceae Centaurea sp. 79 # 91
Asteraceae cf. Carthamus sp. 1 ⋅ 9
Boraginaceae Arnebia sp. 6 ∙ 27
Boraginaceae Boraginaceae indet. 4 ∙ 27
Boraginaceae Heliotropium sp. 94 # 100
Boraginaceae Lithospermum arvense, uncarbonized 16 # 73
Boraginaceae Lithospermum tenuiflorum, uncarbonized 2 ∙ 9
Brassicaceae Alyssum sp. 2 ∙ 18
Brassicaceae Brassicaceae indet. 275 1 100
Brassicaceae Lepidium/Sisymbrium 2 ∙ 18
Capparidaceae Capparis sp. 1 ⋅ 9
Caryophyllaceae Arenaria sp. 1 ⋅ 9
Caryophyllaceae Caryophyllaceae indet. 114 # 91
Caryophyllaceae Gypsophila elegans type 1 ⋅ 9
Caryophyllaceae Gypsophila sp. 39 # 55
Caryophyllaceae Silene sp. 118 # 91
Caryophyllaceae Silene/Arenaria 3 ∙ 9
Chenopodiaceae Beta vulgaris 1 ⋅ 9
Chenopodiaceae Chenopodiaceae/Amaranthaceae 52 # 36
Chenopodiaceae Chenopodium sp. 18 # 64
Chenopodiaceae Salsola kali 28 # 73
Convolvulaceae Convolvulus type 2 ∙ 18
Cyperaceae Carex sp. 1 ⋅ 9
Cyperaceae Cyperaceae indet. 5 ∙ 9
Cyperaceae Scirpus cf.maritimus 77 # 91
Cyperaceae Scirpus sp. 74 # 91
Fabaceae Astragalus sp. 1764 6 100
Fabaceae cf. Lathyrus sp. (cylindric) 12 ∙ 18
Fabaceae cf. Trigonella sp. 17 # 9
Fabaceae Coronilla sp. 50 # 55
Fabaceae Coronilla/Trigonella 13 ∙ 9
Fabaceae Fabaceae indet., large 1 ⋅ 9
Fabaceae Fabaceae indet., medium 55 # 64
Fabaceae Fabaceae indet., small 1396 4 100
Fabaceae Galega/Ornithopus type 4 ∙ 9
Fabaceae Lathyrus/Pisum/Vicia 317 1 100
Fabaceae Lathyrus/Vicia 124 # 55
Fabaceae Lens sp. 455 1 100
Fabaceae Medicago radiata 103 # 91
Fabaceae Medicago sp. 72 # 27
Fabaceae Pisum sp. 2 ∙ 9
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Table 2: Continued.

Family Taxa Σ Proportion in % Frequency in %
Fabaceae Trifolium type 1 ⋅ 9
Fabaceae Trigonella sp. 2222 7 100
Fabaceae Trigonella/Astragalus 37 # 9
Fabaceae Vicia type 3 ∙ 18
Geraniaceae Erodium sp. 19 # 9
Lamiaceae Lamiaceae indet. 1 ⋅ 9
Lamiaceae Ocimum/Salvia 1 ⋅ 9
Liliaceae Ornithogalum/Muscari 100 # 91
Malvaceae cf.Malva sp. 258 1 100
Papaveraceae Fumaria sp. 3 ∙ 9
Papaveraceae Papaver sp. 28 # 9
Plantaginaceae Veronica opaca type 1 ⋅ 9
Poaceae Aegilops sp. 139 # 91
Poaceae Aegilops sp., glume base 4698 15 100
Poaceae Aegilops/Hordeum 19 # 55
Poaceae Aegilops/Triticum, glume base 18 # 18
Poaceae Agrostis sp. 4 ∙ 9
Poaceae Avena fatua type 56 # 18
Poaceae Bromus type 87 # 82
Poaceae Bromus/Brachypodium 46 # 36
Poaceae Cerealia 3 ∙ 9
Poaceae Dasypyrum-type 18 # 9
Poaceae Echinaria capitata 1 ⋅ 9
Poaceae Eragrostis sp. 201 1 55
Poaceae Eremopyrum sp. 1 ⋅ 9
Poaceae Hordeum cf. Spontaneum 444 1 91
Poaceae Hordeum distichum, rachis 25 # 45
Poaceae Hordeum distichum type 17 # 64
Poaceae Hordeum sp. 227 1 100
Poaceae Hordeum sp., rachis 479 2 100
Poaceae Hordeum spontaneum, rachis 1698 5 91
Poaceae Hordeum/Taeniatherum 34 # 18
Poaceae Phalaris sp. 1278 4 100
Poaceae Phleum type 51 # 36
Poaceae Poaceae indet., awn fragments 47 # 9
Poaceae Poaceae indet., large 606 2 100
Poaceae Poaceae indet., large, glume base fragments 997 3 100
Poaceae Poaceae indet., medium 670 2 73
Poaceae Poaceae indet., small 10372 33 100
Poaceae Secale type 13 ∙ 9
Poaceae Stipa type 45 # 18
Poaceae Taeniatherum caput-medusae/crinitum 67 # 73
Poaceae Taeniatherum caput-medusae/crinitum, rachis 110 # 64
Poaceae Triticum boeoticum/dicoccoides, glume base 28 # 64
Poaceae Triticum boeoticum/dicoccoides 49 # 73
Poaceae Triticum cf. boeoticum 27 # 9
Poaceae Triticum cf. boeoticum (thaoudar, 2-grained) 10 ∙ 9
Poaceae Triticum cf. dicoccum, glume base 25 # 18
Poaceae Triticum cf.monococcum, 1-grained 26 # 9
Poaceae Triticum sp. glume base 205 1 82
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Table 2: Continued.

Family Taxa Σ Proportion in % Frequency in %
Poaceae Triticum sp. 10 ∙ 36
Poaceae Triticum, free-threshing type rachis 3 ∙ 18
Poaceae Triticoid type (acc. Van Zeist) 169 1 91
Polygonaceae Rumex/Polygonum 4 ∙ 9
Ranunculaceae Adonis sp. 11 ∙ 45
Resedaceae Reseda luteola 8 ∙ 9
Rosaceae Prunus sp., fragment 1 ⋅ 9
Rubiaceae Galium sp. 36 # 73
Solanaceae Solanum sp. 1 ⋅ 9

Vitaceae
cf. Vitis sp. 1 ⋅ 9
Indet. 53 # 45
Ostracoda cf. Candona sp. 14 ∙ 45

Archaeology, Classics and Egyptology, University of Liver-
pool. To date 45 anthracological samples have been analyzed
from horizons AH XI and AH IX-I amounting to 1209 wood
charcoal particles >2mm. Judging from the small size of
the retrieved charcoal particles (fragments >4mm were only
very occasionally present in the samples) the absence of fresh
edges and the relatively low charcoal densities recovered from
each archaeological horizon (Figure 11), it can be assumed
that, on the whole, the anthracological assemblage had been
subjected to a relatively high degree of post-depositional
fragmentation prior to field sampling. This appears to be
the case with the charcoal macro-remains retrieved from
horizon AH VII, and especially from the latest sampled
horizon AH I, both of which contained floors and other
intensively maintained architectural features. It should also
be noted that overall charcoal particles are verywell preserved
as indicated by the low number of unidentifiable fragments
(ranging between 0–7 fragments per sample).

Depending on their size and shape individual charcoal
fragments were fractured by hand or with a single edge
razor blade across the transverse plane.Where applicable and
necessary (also considering the small size of the examined
fragments), the tangential and radial longitudinal planes were
also obtained. Fresh charcoal surfaces were suspended in a
sand bath and examined using high-power, epi-illuminating,
dark-field microscopy (magnifications ×40, ×50, ×100, ×200,
×500). Comparative reference materials consulted for wood
charcoal identification include a modern charcoal reference
collection from Southwest Asia, alongside published wood
anatomical descriptions [84–87]. In total, 14 charcoal taxa
have been identified. Preliminary results (raw/percentage
fragment counts and sample presence) from the samples
and size fractions already analyzed are presented in Table 3,
tabulated by archaeological horizon.

2.3. Faunal Remains. While the archaeobotanical remains
studied so far comprise only approximately 6% of the entire
assemblage, about one fourth of the faunal remains from
the deep sounding sequence have been analyzed, excluding
microfaunal remains. We recorded over 5.800 specimens,
1.620 of which were identifiable to species or body class

and element. Unidentifiable fragments are recorded in order
to document taphonomic processes on the materials. In
relation to the archaeobotanical remains, the faunal remains
are under-represented. This might be due to bone loss from
taphonomic factors, or site use activities that concentrated
faunal remains in parts of the tell that are unexcavated.

Faunal specimens were identified using the comparative
collection in the Institute for Archaeological Sciences at
the University of Tübingen. Documentation of the faunas
follows standard zooarchaeological methods and counting
units (e.g., [88–92]). All specimens were counted, weighed,
and identified to species or body class, element, and portion
of element.We recorded human andnon-human taphonomic
damage when available, as well as information to determine
age. Typically, number of identified specimens (NISP) is the
preferred counting unit for faunal assemblages [88, 93, 94].
However, during excavation, some horizons were fully (IV,
V, VIII, X, XI) or partially (II, III, VI, VII, IX) wet screened,
while others were not (I). Because of this, and the potential
for NISP to underestimate small taxa in layers that were not
wet screened, an alternative method based on weight is used
to quantify the remains. Many authors have argued that bone
weight represents a more accurate measure of meat mass
because it corrects for differences in animal body size, and is
less affected by fragmentation [88, 93, 94].This is particularly
true if bones are not mineralized and do not have surface
concretions, and if the taphonomic conditions are similar
throughout the sequence, which is the case at Chogha Golan.

For the data analysis we categorize individual taxa into
groups based on body size and predator evasion tactics
(following [95]), because the assemblage considered here is
comparatively small. The groups include four sizes of ungu-
lates, small carnivores, small fast, and small-slow moving
animals (Table 4).This allows for less diagnostic remains (e.g.,
medium ungulates) to be included in the analysis.

2.4. Stable Carbon Isotope Data. Stable carbon isotope ratios
were measured on 159 wild-type barley grains from the
site. Measuring stable carbon isotopes in archaeobotanical
remains is an established method for identifying past envi-
ronmental conditions for plant growth in arid and semi-arid
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Table 4: Taxa categories based on body size and predator evasion
tactics. Weight ranges from Nowack [96] and Silva and Downing
[97].

Weight range (kg)
Very large ungulate

Aurochs (Bos primigenius) 500–1000
Large ungulate

Red deer (Cervus elaphus) 75–340
Wild pig (Sus scrofa) 50–350

Medium ungulate
Persian fallow deer (Dama mesopotamica) 50–120
Wild goat (Capra aegagrus) 40–90
Wild sheep (Ovis sp.) 40–90

Small ungulate
Gazelle (Gazella gazella) 17–23

Small carnivore
Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx) 8–38
Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) 8–10
Wild cat (Felis silvestris) 3–8

Small fast-moving
Cape hare (Lepus capensis) 1.3–7.0
Rock partridge (Alectoris graeca) 0.51–0.68
Fish (Pices)

Small slow-moving
Tortoise (Testudo sp.) 1-2+

environments, as 𝛿13C values in cereals provide a drought
stress signal when the amount of water received during
the grain-filling period is low [98–100]. Taking knowledge
of intra-sample variability of 𝛿13C into account, a target
of minimum measurements of six individual grains per
archaeobotanical sample was taken. Well-developed grains
were chosen to guarantee the exclusion of 𝛿13C values that
would not reflect the average growing conditions, such as
values obtained from immature grains. To eliminate inputs
from sedimentary carbonate, the barley grains were reacted
with 0.5MHCl before measurement. The measurements
were carried out at the Institute of Geosciences of the
University of Tubingen, Germany on a FinniganMAT252 gas
source mass spectrometer with aThermoFinnigan GasBench
II/CTC Combi-Pal autosampler.

The common standard of 𝛿13C VPDB (Vienna Peedee
belemnite ‰) was applied to the measurements of 13C/12C
ratios to calculate 𝛿13C in the barley grains. Changes in
atmospheric CO

2
concentration (𝛿13C air) over time were

considered by calibrating the 𝛿13C from ancient barley into
Δ
13C values using the approximation AIRCO2 LOESS [101].

3. Results

3.1. Long-Term Subsistence Development

3.1.1. The Carpological Remains. While 110 seed taxa are
recorded for the entire assemblage, only up to 38% of these
occur simultaneously in one of the archaeological horizons.

250

200
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100

50

0
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Find density (number of remains/litre of sediment) 
Wild progenitors (%)

−50

−100

Diversity ∗ 1000 (number of taxa : number of records)

Figure 4: Find density, diversity and percentage of wild progenitor
species of crops (all large-seeded grasses and pulses that were
domesticated in the Neolithic period, i.e., mainly taxa of Triticum,
Hordeum, and Lens) shown in their deviation from the mean
represented by the 𝑥-axis.

Some of the taxa are represented in high numbers, such as
the small-seeded Poaceae and Fabaceae, goatgrass and barley
and thus characterize the different archaeological layers. Only
16 taxa occur throughout all the 11 archaeological layers,
almost exclusively consisting of grasses and pulses (compare
frequencies in Table 2).

The overall diversity, calculated as a ratio of the number of
taxa and the number of records, was highest in layer I and IX
which may indicate a bias, because these two layers were the
poorest as concerns record numbers. The find density, that
is, the number of records per liter of sediment, was highest
in AH IV and V which is mostly due to a large number of
small-seeded grasses in these two layers and correlates with
low percentages of wild progenitor species of modern crops
(Figure 4).

The main taxa groups show distinct developments over
the stratigraphic sequence (Figure 5). Large-seeded grasses
such as goatgrass (Aegilops sp.), the genome donor to free-
threshing wheat species, and wild barley (Hordeum sponta-
neum) are very numerous from the beginning of the occu-
pation. While wild barley decreases in relative proportions
throughout the entire sequence, goatgrass appears abruptly
reduced in layers V and IV.These trends are partially reflected
in the potential arable weed species. These however increase
from layer III onwards together with the wheat species
(Triticum spp.). Large-seeded pulses, such as lentil (Lens sp.)
and vetch (Vicia sp.) occur in lower proportions with a peak
in layer VII and then continuously decrease until layer II.
Small-seeded grasses strongly increase in layers V and IV and
out-number all other taxa.

When the dominant small-seeded grass taxa are
excluded from the assemblage, the proportion patterns
change (Figure 6). The most conspicuous pattern becomes
visible for wild barley, which is now comparatively higher
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Figure 6: Development of the proportions of taxa groups without
the small-seeded grasses.

in horizons V and IV, while other large-seeded grasses,
goatgrass in particular, decrease.

Presuming that the percentages of taxa groups in the
different layers are representative for the subsistence devel-
opment of the entire site, shifts in plant use may be evident.
Notable changes are visible in layers V and IVwith decreasing
proportions of large-seeded grasses, mostly represented by
goatgrass, and an increase in proportions of barley and small-
seeded grasses.

Size development of barley grains has been documented
throughout the archaeological horizons (Figure 7). Seed size
increase in wild cereal species has been linked to increased
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Figure 7: Development of barley grain sizes (B ∗ Th: breadth
multiplied by thickness) throughout the stratigraphic sequence.

plant management and cultivation [2]. An interesting obser-
vation is the correlation of the grain size development with
the percentages of barley after exclusion of the small-seeded
grasses from the assemblage. Both grain size mean values
and proportion percentages of wild barley increase from
layer XI to IX, then decrease and increase again in layers
V and IV followed by a decrease from layer III onwards.
In layer IV the first domesticated-type rachis segments
of barley appear, indicating the emergence of potentially
genetically changed barley cultivars by roughly 10.000 cal BP.
This correlates with the increased proportions of wild barley
in layers V to IV.However, the rachis internodes occur in very
low proportions, consistent with the non-brittle lower rachis
segments occurring in wild populations of barley as reported
by Kislev [102]. Domesticated-type barley does not occur in
the following layers III–I.

At the current stage of the analysis the earliest presence
of unequivocally domesticated-type taxa occurs from layer
II onwards with the presence of phenotypically domesticated
emmer wheat chaff (Triticum dicoccum), corresponding with
an increase of potential arable weed taxa and a decrease in
goatgrass.

3.1.2.TheFaunal Remains. Ungulates are themost commonly
identified group, followed by fish (Figure 8), which are
mostly represented by small vertebrae. Among the ungulates,
sheep/goat (Ovis or Capra sp.), gazelle (Gazella gazella),
pig (Sus scrofa), red deer (Cervus elaphus), and cattle (Bos
sp.) are most common. Other taxa include tortoise (Testudo
sp.), hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus), red fox (Vulpes vulpes),
Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx), and unidentified medium-sized
birds.

Large game, in particular medium ungulates such as
sheep and goat, dominate the assemblage bymass throughout
the sequence.There is a spike in small ungulates (i.e., gazelles)
in horizons V and IV, which correlates to the changes of the
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Figure 9: Anthracological diagram showing percentage fragment counts of the main taxa represented in the Chogha Golan deep sounding
sequence (see also Table 3).

archaeobotanical assemblage. Bone weight values of extra-
large ungulates (i.e., cattle) increase in horizon II, corre-
sponding with the appearance of domesticated-type emmer
chaff.

There are no temporal trends in the proportion of small
to large game by mass through the sequence, nor are there
changes in the small game component itself. There is, how-
ever, a statistically significant trend in the increase of cattle in
later phases of the sequence (for detailed statistical results see
[103]).

3.2. Environmental Dynamics

3.2.1. Wood Charcoal. The analysis of the anthracological
remains points to the existence of two major arboreal vege-
tation catchments in the vicinity of Chogha Golan: the semi-
arid Pistacia-Amygdalus woodland and riparian vegetation
habitats dominated by Salicaceae and Tamarix (Table 3,
Figure 9). Chenopodiaceae shrubs (likely present in both

zones) form a minor component of charcoal sample com-
position, although they are ubiquitous across the sampled
sequence. Other less frequent taxa include Paliurus/Ziziphus
and Leguminosae (subf. Papilionoideae), both of which
might have been associated with riparian woodland habitats.
The presence of Hippophaë is limited in the earliest sampled
horizons (AHXI, AH IX).This taxon is considered by Zohary
as tolerant of arid and cold conditions and its presence might
represent a residual element from vegetation communities
that were locally widespread during the Younger Dryas [66].
Other very rare taxa include Vitex (a riparian shrub), Prunus
(diffuse porous; likely to represent some variety of wild
cherry), Maloideae (subfamily of the Rosaceae including
wild apples, pears and hawthorn), Acer (maple) and various
shrubs (cf. Ephedra, cf. Labiatae). Fragments of grass stems
(including charcoal particles identified as Phragmites) were
also very occasionally present in the examined samples (not
included in the wood charcoal counts).With the exception of
Vitex, Ephedra and Lamiaceae the remaining wood charcoal
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taxa are likely to have derived from vegetation catchments
located at some distance from the site. In any case, their
rarity suggests that they were not routinely and/or intensively
collected as fuel wood.

The variations observed in the ubiquity (sample pres-
ence) and frequencies (percentage fragment counts; see also
Table 3, Figure 9) of individual taxa provide some useful
insights in the temporal fluctuations of the intensity of
use and the availability of arboreal vegetation habitats near
the site. An important first observation is that Pistacia-
Amygdalus woodland was present and routinely used as a
source of wood at Chogha Golan throughout the roughly
2000 years long habitation of the site, from its earliest sampled
levels dated to the last phases of the Younger Dryas to the
10th millennium cal BP. Pistacia and Amygdalus charcoals
account for >35% of charcoal sample composition in AH XI,
AH IX-VIII (c. 11.740–10.650 cal BP). A decrease in both taxa
is observed from AH VII and is more pronounced in AH VI.
Pistacia values pick up very quickly in AH V (rising from
6.8% in AH VI to 21.67% in AH V) and continue to increase
through the remainder of the sampled sequence, reaching
90% by AH I (currently dated to c. 9.640 cal BP). Overall, the
wood charcoal samples corresponding to the much shorter
time period represented by AHVII–IV (10650–10040 cal BP)
are dominated by riparian taxa (particularly Salicaceae; the
ubiquity of Papilionoideae charcoals is also noteworthy,
representing in all cases young twig fragments). The wood
charcoal samples derived from the chronologically latest part
of the sequence (AH III–I; c. 10040–9640 cal BP) indicate
yet another shift in sample composition from AH III, still
dominated by Salicaceae, to AH II-I that are overwhelmingly
dominated by Pistacia.

3.2.2. Stable Carbon Isotopes in Barley Grain. Most of the
159 measurements are available from archaeological layer XI
(Figure 10). For horizons IX and VII only four measurements
each could be obtained so far, while the remaining data
distributes relatively equally on the other horizons. Despite
theminimum target of six measurements per sample to cover
the full range of variability in one sample [100], layers IX and
VII show a sufficiently large range of values.

The range between 17‰ and 16‰ has elsewhere been
defined to represent a transitional area between well-watered
conditions for cereal growth (above 17‰) and drought stress
(below 16‰) [99].Themeasurements for each archaeological
horizon demonstratewide ranges, as is generally the casewith
increasing numbers ofmeasurements.Most important are the
mean and minimum values which represent the generalized
signal (mean value) on one hand and the highest measured
stress (minimum value) on the other. At ChoghaGolan, there
are nomean values below 16‰, indicating that drought stress
was generally not a major impediment for plant growth. In
some layers mean values were above 17‰, suggesting that
the growing conditions for wild barley represented in layers
VIII, VII, V and IV were generally under sufficient moisture
availability. Archaeological layers XI, VI and III with mean
values below 17‰ and minima values below 16‰ can be
interpreted to show moderate drought stress signals in the
plants.
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Figure 10:Δ13Cmeasurements of wild barley grains throughout the
stratigraphic sequence of Chogha Golan. Each circle represents a
measurement for a single grain.

Although the Δ13C data do not indicate extreme drought
stress signals in any of the sampled horizons, they suggest
fluctuations of the moisture availability with reduced mois-
ture levels available for plant growth particularly in horizon
VI, which may have resulted in the reduction of or regional
shifts in some plant populations.

4. Discussion

4.1. Environmental Fluctuations and Their Possible Impact on
the Living Conditions at Chogha Golan. Various reasons have
been discussed as influential factors on the development of
domesticated species, attributing more influence to either
humans in relation to their degree of consciousness and
socio-cultural needs or to fluctuating natural conditions, such
asmoisture and temperature increase after the YoungerDryas
or increasing atmospheric CO

2
concentration.

A major argument against multiple centers of origin of
domesticated species and for the origins of domesticated
plants in the Levant was formerly based on differences in
vegetation development in the various geographic regions of
the Fertile Crescent, in particular the later expansion of oak
in the Zagros region compared to the Levant [68, 77]. Despite
limited soil moisture availability in the eastern part of the
Fertile Crescent, grasses expanded at the end of the Younger
Dryas, suggesting that the principal resource situation as
concerns the availability of grain foodwas relatively similar in
the entire Fertile Crescent. Decreasing oxygen isotope values
alongside declining Chenopodiaceae and Artemisia pollen as
reflected in the Zeribar records that are synchronouswithAH
XI throughout AH IX at Chogha Golan, suggest increases in
moisture. This is in agreement with the size development of
barley grains and the 𝛿13C record from barley (Figures 7 and
10).

However, the position of Chogha Golan in a diversified
region in terms of deficits or surpluses of rainfall suggests a
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potential for considerable environmental fluctuations in rela-
tion to inter-annual weather variability and climate change.

As C3 plants are particularly sensitive to changes in
atmospheric CO

2
, the relatively low CO

2
concentrations

during the Pleistocene have been used as an explanation
for why agriculture only started in the Holocene and not
earlier (e.g., [23, 24, 104]). Atmospheric CO

2
concentration

during the critical sequence from large-scale gathering of
wild cereals at Ohalo II around 23.000 BP increased from
roughly 200 𝜇molmol−1 to 270𝜇molmol−1 [105] until the
end of the Younger Dryas when evidence of cultivating
wild cereals started to become more frequent and remained
relatively stable until approximately 1800AD. Lower CO

2

concentrations are associated with reduced rates of photo-
synthesis which often results in the decreased production
of storage carbohydrates and lowered plant productivity
[104]. An increase from 200 to 270𝜇molmol−1 stimulates
photosynthesis and biomass productivity of C3 plants by
25–50% which served as the main argument to explain the
worldwide beginnings of agriculture only in the Holocene
[23]. If we assume that this model is possible, we may
further ask whether fluctuations in atmospheric CO

2
in the

early Holocene may have resulted in extended phases of
lower biomass productivity thus protracting the evolution of
domesticated species.

The atmospheric concentration of CO
2
effects the water

balance of C3 plants, because increased CO
2
reduces the

stomatal aperture, thus lowering transpiration. This means
that increasing CO

2
towards the end of the Pleistocene could

have led to reductions in water consumption, reducing the
intensity of drought stress experienced by the plants [23].
This has a theoretical impact on our interpretation of the
Δ
13C values in barley from Chogha Golan, as fluctuations

toward decreased CO
2
could produce relative stress signals

in the Δ13C record that are indicative of the short-term
lowering of CO

2
concentration rather than for a reduction

in water availability, as has been interpreted for the Δ13C
values in barley from AH VI. However, this assumption is
hypothetical as research on low CO

2
concentrations and

vegetation responses are still very limited.
The Chogha Golan sequence falls into the early Holocene

with CO
2
concentrations around 270 𝜇molmol−1 and fluc-

tuations in CO
2
—for example, indicated in reconstructions

of carbon-cycle dynamics based on trapped CO
2
at Taylor

Dome [106]—may have influenced the productivity of the
vegetation on a local and regional scale. In particular the
data from the Byrd Station ice core indicate relatively low
CO
2
concentrations around 10.000 BP which may be related

to the low Δ13C values in AH VI. However, using raw data
available from the World Data Center for Paleoclimatology,
Boulder [107], lower CO

2
values occur towards the end

of the occupation period at Chogha Golan, but are not
chronologically related to AH VI. Given the relatively stable
development of CO

2
concentrations between 11.800 and

10.000 BP, the lowered Δ13C values from Chogha Golan in
horizon VI seem to support a moderate drought stress signal.

A peak in salt-tolerant Tamarix charcoal and the pro-
nounced decrease of Pistacia and Amygdalus that may have

formed open woodland communities as observed in AH
VI are consistent with the interpretation of slight drought
stress, but could alternatively indicate a reduction in biomass
productivity in relation to lower CO

2
concentrations.

Integrating the Lake Zeribar palaeoenvironmental
record into our data sets we may delineate the following
environment-subsistence-coupled developments.

Before the earliest occupation of the site, temperatures
increased with the end of the Younger Dryas. High evap-
oration and low precipitation led to low lake levels, water
salinization and scattered occurrence of a very thin arboreal
cover, dominated by Chenopodiaceae. During the time of
the first settlement horizon (AH XI), conditions were still
relatively cold and dry, as indicated by the occurrence of
Hippophaë charcoal, a moderate drought stress for wild
barley at Chogha Golan, and high Chenopodiaceae and
Artemisia pollen values at Lake Zeribar. At the same time
Pistacia charcoal as well as grains of barley and goatgrass
are already present in relatively high proportions and grain
size mean values of barley increase, indicating intensive plant
management. Environmental conditions changed until AH
VIII when decreased Chenopodiaceae and Artemisia, and
increased Poaceae pollen are indicated at Lake Zeribar which
have been interpreted as reduced summer drought. Changes
in seasonality resulted in the dominance of Poaceae pollen
and an initial increase in arboreal pollen, represented by
a Pistacia-deciduous oak semi-arid grassland. These shifts
are reflected in abundant Pistacia charcoal at Chogha Golan
and sufficient moisture availability for wild barley. However,
grain size mean values and proportional percentages of wild
barley decrease in AH VIII, suggesting some limitations in
the use of barley which may have been compensated by
goatgrass. In AHVII a few dung fragments and coprophilous
fungi have been observed, while for the following sequence
(AH VI) vegetation disturbance by hunters and/or herders
has been suggested for the Lake Zeribar region. For this
horizon the lowest Pistacia charcoal proportions have been
documented, while Salicaceae and Tamarix percentages are
increased. Drought and/or lowered biomass productivity
may have limited the efficiency of plant management, which
might also have resulted in a temporary change in animal
prey availability. The latter becomes apparent in AH V with
increased bone weight for gazelle. This is accompanied by
large numbers of small-seeded grasses, a strong reduction
in goatgrass and a relative peak in wild barley that may
have been intensively cultivated under sufficient moisture
availability in relation to the previous shortcomings inAHVI.
Evidence for the intensified cultivation of wild barley is sup-
ported by increased grain size mean values. The conditions
are unchanged in AH IV when first domesticated-type rachis
segments of barley appear alongside a possible clay animal
head.

In AH III the first evidence for the use of dung fuel
is represented in the remains of a floor and suggests the
intentional collection of dung for burning or construction,
or increased access to dung from keeping certain species at
the site. In this layer, grain size mean values and proportional
percentages of wild barley decrease, whereas in the following
layer AH II an increase of arable weed taxa and wheat species
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is apparent. Pistacia pollen increases in a relative sense and
oak pollen is also present at Lake Zeribar. This correlates
with wood charcoal finds from Chogha Golan which show a
steep increase in Pistacia percentages. In this horizon the first
domesticated-type emmer chaff and an increase in cattle bone
is documented. The first animal figurines representing cattle
also occur in this horizon, as well as obsidian that comprises
0.5% of the lithicmaterial. In AH I Pistacia charcoal increases
further, and mortars, pestles and grinding slabs are frequent.
Overall, the environment-subsistence-coupled developments
suggest that despite the moderate fluctuations in biomass
productivity for various reasons, the inhabitants of Chogha
Golan created resilient living conditions through an increase
in the use of large-bodied ungulates and cereal cultivation.

4.2. Changes in Resource Availability or Limitations to the
Recognition of Spatial Patterns? Although the main seed
and faunal taxa groups from Chogha Golan are relatively
stable in composition throughout the archaeological layers,
changing proportions of taxa in the middle (AH V and IV)
and the late (AH II) parts of the sequence are considerable.
While most of the archaeological horizons are dominated by
large-seeded grasses, that is, goatgrass and barley, layers V
and IV contain large amounts of small-seeded grasses and
show signs of intensification of barley cultivation (Figure 6).
The first domesticated-type rachis segments of barley and
a relative seed size increase appear in layer IV. Resource
stress, following on somewhat drier conditions for plant
growth at the time of the formation of horizon VI, might
have been present, which is corroborated by an increase in
gazelle bones. The general lack of diachronic changes in the
ratio of proportions of easy to procure small, slow-moving
animals and more difficult to catch small, fast-moving game
might be interpreted as an absence of resource stress [91,
95, 108, 109] (see [103] for an in-depth discussion of small
game at Chogha Golan), though this might also reflect the
small sample size of the current assemblage. There is also
no significant change in the charcoal assemblages that are
dominated by Salicaceae in AH V and IV. In general, AH
VII–III are dominated by riparian taxa, while Pistacia (and
to a lesser degreeAmygdalus) register high values (percentage
frequencies and ubiquity) in AH I-II. Pistacia andAmygdalus
also have high values in the earlier part of the sampled
sequence (AHXI–VIII). It is therefore possible that a different
spatial pattern of fuel use and deposition of fuel debris is
reflected in charcoal sample composition from AH VII–III
(e.g., opportunistic clearance and use of riparian vegetation
by mobile herders/hunters).

Preliminarymicromorphological analyses have indicated
that middens, as revealed throughout AH VII–III were likely
accumulated inside abandoned structures [110]. Although
there is no evidence to suggest that any of the sampled levels
in the deep sounding could have been used as an animal
penning area, very few dung fragments and coprophilous
fungi were observed in AH VII [110, p. 129]. Small-seeded
grasses and pulses are often interpreted as potential forage
for herbivore species grazing in late summer. While the
small-seeded grasses have very high frequencies in AH V
and IV, small-seeded pulses are decreased by comparison
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Figure 11: Find densities of the different find groups over the
stratigraphic sequence.

in AH V, but increase in AH IV. It is possible that these
levels represent a spatial pattern in the use of plant-derived
resources compared to areas that are more likely to contain
the debris of domestic wood fuel. Although dung spherulites
were occasionally observed throughout the studied sequence,
the first definitive evidence for the use of dung fuel derives
from the remains of a floor preserved in AH III [110]. It
is therefore possible that dung was used, alongside wood,
as a complementary source of fuel or for the production
of construction materials. However, the available evidence
(including anthracological, seed botanical, micromorpholog-
ical and stratigraphic data) does not support increasing use of
dung fuel through time as a substitute for depleted woodland
sources, but rather points to the resilient nature of the local
landscape and its resources.

A major concern in interpreting our data is the question
of the representativeness of a 1m2 excavation area, and
whether the fluctuations described above, particularly in
AH V and IV, indeed indicate a shift in resource use or
subsistence, or if the patterns only reflect the limitations
of the excavation. Synchronous shifts in the proportions of
some important plant and animal taxa, the correlation of
barley proportions with grain size development, as well as
the appearance of domesticated-type barley rachis internodes
in AH IV and domesticated-type emmer chaff in AH II
support the patterns as representative. The wood charcoal
data, however, do not correlate with the changes in the seed
and faunal assemblages. Instead they are in relatively good
agreement with the Δ13C values in barley.

Find densities of the different find groups may partially
clarify the complex relationship of taphonomy and contextual
differences in the different materials recovered from the deep
sounding (Figure 11).

The general trend of the find densities is very similar in all
of the groups andmay indicate underlying contextual aspects
of the deposits. Except for animal bones, find densities of
the other categories are high in AH XI and decrease until
AH IX, though densities of faunal remains must be examined
with caution due to the differential wet screening methods
mentioned above. Charcoal, animal bones and lithic artefacts
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show their peak in find density in AH VIII. The densities
of all find categories decrease after AH VIII, stagnate or
slightly increase in AH VI and V, and again peak in finds in
AH IV. After AH IV there is a continuous decrease in find
densities in all categories, except for chaff remains, indicating
their intense production in the settlement. In AH I the
find densities are particularly low as a result of taphonomic
processes in close proximity to the soil surface.

As concerns the specific question of AH V and IV
reflecting some kind of bottleneck in subsistence, the high
find densities in all categories suggest that a bias through
selective preservation of themore fragile organic remains can
be excluded (i.e. the reduced presence of large-seeded grasses
and increased weights of gazelle bones very likely reflect the
contextual characteristics of these layers).

5. Conclusions

The long-term subsistence reliance on cultivated wild plant
species and wild game, with the first perpetual domesticated-
type emmer appearing after almost 2.000 years of occupation
suggests, despite a short-term depression in horizons V and
IV, a generally proliferous environment, rich in resources at
Chogha Golan.

The development of barley through time supports the
model of protracted domestication. Both proportions and
grain sizes of wild barley increase from AH XI to IX and
correlate withΔ13C signals of increasingmoisture availability.
The slight drought stress signal in AHVI, which can be easily
understood as a plausible effect of inter-annual variation
of precipitation, is followed by changes in the plant and
faunal assemblages in layers V and IV. These layers show
increased proportions of small-seeded grasses and gazelle
bone, and a relative increase of wild barley proportions and
its grain size. In AH IV, roughly around 10.200 cal BP barley
rachis internodes also show domesticated-type features that
disappear again in the following horizons. The short-term
appearance of domesticated-type characteristics in barley
suggest that the inhabitants at Chogha Golan were about to
domesticate barley around 10.200 cal BP, but continued with
the earlier practice of plant use (i.e. probably introducing
again more wild types). Grain size and Δ13C signals decrease
again in AH III. With the transition to AH II further
changes become apparent that include an increase inTriticum
species, including phenotypically domesticated emmerwheat
chaff (Triticum dicoccum), increasing percentages of potential
arable weeds and increasing numbers of cattle bones.

In our previous work about Chogha Golan we argued
that domestication of emmer may have evolved on-site [4],
supported by the long tradition in cultivating a broad range of
wild progenitor species of modern crops at the site, including
the occurrence of domesticated-type barley rachis internodes
non-recurring in layer IV, and biomolecular evidence of a
separate genepool in this area [111, 112]. There are, however,
models suggesting the dispersal of wild and/or domesticated
emmer from elsewhere [113] that are included in earlier
archaeological hypotheses on transport of cereal grain into
regions outside their original area of cultivation [114] and

supported by obsidian trade from southern Anatolia into our
study region [60].

Hypotheses concerning the transport of grain from else-
where, such as the western Fertile Crescent, can indeed be
used to explain a protracted development of domesticated
species. However, this argument is less convincing in a
proliferous environment offering sufficient resources, and
thus enabling a resilientway of living.Given the fact that there
is evidence for the extensive use of plants, we may question
whether the development of agriculture really required sig-
nificant changes in human subsistence behavior or whether
these changes were gradual and appear to be substantial only
from our modern perspective.

Overall, the entire stratigraphic sequence at Chogha
Golan can be seen as a continuously increasing intensification
in the use of grasses, even in layers V and IV. However, a bot-
tleneck in the availability of large-seeded grasses might have
occurred during the formation of these two strata, which was
attenuated by the increased gathering of small-seeded grasses,
shift to small-bodied ungulates and intensified cultivation
of barley, followed by emmer cultivation in the subsequent
phases.
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Previous study showed that East Asian mtDNA haplogroups, especially those of Koreans, could be successfully assigned by the
coupled use of analyses on coding region SNPmarkers and control region mutation motifs. In this study, we tried to see if the same
triplemultiplex analysis for coding regions SNPs could be also applicable to ancient samples fromEast Asia as the complementation
for sequence analysis of mtDNA control region. By the study on Joseon skeleton samples, we know that mtDNA haplogroup
determined by coding region SNP markers successfully falls within the same haplogroup that sequence analysis on control region
can assign. Considering that ancient samples in previous studies make no small number of errors in control region mtDNA
sequencing, coding region SNP analysis can be used as good complimentary to the conventional haplogroup determination,
especially of archaeological human bone samples buried underground over long periods.

1. Introduction

Ancient DNA (aDNA) analysis is very important for under-
standing the origin and evolution of mankind in history.
Of various aDNA studies, analysis on mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) is one of the best methods to know the phylogeny
of archaeologically obtained human samples. mtDNA shows
maternal haplotype lineage that is passed down throughout
each generation without changing and reshuffling of DNA.
In fact, it could be analyzed successfully even in case where
nuclear DNA (nDNA) is degraded seriously [1].

Recently, about the determination of East Asian mtDNA
haplogroups, Lee et al. [2] showed that KoreanmtDNA could
be allocated into 15 haplogroups by two different multiplex
systems for 21 coding region SNP markers and one deletion
motif. As Koreans do have many D4 subhaplogroups, the
third set of PCR multiplex systems was also used for defin-
ing them in much detail. Authors showed that East Asian
mtDNA haplogroups, especially those of Koreans, could
be successfully assigned by the multiplex analysis system
they developed [2]. As many previously published works
exhibited that some of mtDNA data from degraded samples
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were not sufficiently authentic, the establishment of more
tools for detecting possible sequence errors looks valuable to
concerned researches.

Themultiplex systemwas originally designed for mtDNA
analysis of the degraded samples frequently met in the field
of forensic science [2]. However, the technique looks very
suggestive to the anthropologists in East Asia as well. Like
forensic scientists, the biological anthropologists always tried
to analyze the aDNA that is seriously degraded, remaining
in archaeological human samples by small amounts. There-
fore, sequencing errors in aDNA analysis have always been
the researchers’ concern. Since archaeological and forensic
DNA typing share common subjects to be considered for
making their studies on the degraded samples more suc-
cessful and authentic, many experimental methods devel-
oped for forensic science have been also applied to aDNA
researches.

In this respect, we wonder if the mtDNA typing by use
of coding region SNP analysis could be also applicable to
ancient samples from archaeological sites in East Asia. As
the technique was proven to be time-, cost-, and target
DNA-saving [2], it can be used as a good complimentary
to conventional aDNA sequencing if both methods could
show well-matching results from archaeologically obtained
samples. However, regretfully enough, there were not any
previous researches on how perfectly this multiplex system
can be applied to archaeologically obtained human sam-
ples buried underground for several hundred to thousand
years.

For the past several years, we tried to build a skeletal
series consisting of human bones collected from 16th to 18th
century Joseon tombs in South Korea. Our previous reports
on the collection have revealed information concerning the
health and disease status of premodern Korean people [3–9].
Using the same human skeleton collection, we undertook the
experiments to compare haplogroup-directed data made by
two different methods: conventional control region sequenc-
ing and analysis of coding region SNPmarkers. It determines
whether the analysis of the triple multiplex system for coding
region SNP analysis, like the forensic cases, could be also
useful for the mtDNA analysis of hundred-year-old human
bones from archaeological sites.

2. Materials and Methods

Human skeletons (𝑛 = 11) collected from 16th to 18th century
Korean tombs (Joseon Dynasty) were used in this study.
Sex determination was made on the basis of morphological
differences manifest in the pelvic bone, by the examination of
greater sciatic notch, preauricular sulcus, ischiopubic ramus,
subpubic angle, subpubic concavity, and ventral arc [10, 11].
Considered ancillary indicators for sex determination were
skull structures, specifically the nuchal crest, the mastoid
process, the supraorbital margin, the glabella, and the mental
eminence [12, 13]. Age was also estimated by auricular-
surface degeneration of the hipbone, based on the degree of
transverse organization, granularity, apical activity, retroau-
ricular area degeneration, and auricular-surface porosity [14].

The age was accordingly categorized into eight phases: 1-2,
young adult (20–35 years old); 3–6,middle-aged (36–50 years
old); and 7-8, old adult (over 50 years old).

The femur fragments from the skeletal remains were
used for aDNA analysis in this study. The surfaces of the
bones were removed using a sterilized knife, after which they
were exposed to UV irradiation for 20min and subsequently
immersed in 5.4% (w/v) sodium hypochlorite. After the sam-
ples were washed with distilled water and absolute ethanol,
they were air-dried and pulverized to a fine powder using a
SPEX 6750 Freezer/Mill (SPEX SamplePrep, Metuchen, NJ)
[15, 16]. Bone powder (0.5 g) was incubated in 1mL of lysis
buffer (EDTA 50mM, pH 8.0; 1mg/mL of proteinase K; SDS
1%; 0.1M DTT) at 56∘C for 24 h. Total DNA was extracted
with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol
(25 : 24 : 1) and then was treated with chloroform/isoamyl
alcohol (24 : 1). DNA isolation and purification were per-
formed using a QIAmp PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany).The purifiedDNAwas eluted in 50𝜇L of EB buffer
(Qiagen) [17–20].

During sampling or lab work, we always wore protection
gloves, masks, gowns, and head caps. Our aDNA lab facilities
were set up in accordance with the protocol of Hofreiter et al.
[21]. The rooms for aDNA extraction or PCR preparation
were physically separated from our main PCR lab. The DNA
extraction/PCR preparation rooms were equipped with night
UV irradiation, isolated ventilation, and a laminated flow
hood. The other procedures for authentic aDNA analysis,
suggested by Hofreiter et al. [21], were also followed by
us.

Three multiplex PCR systems used in this study were
originally designed to detect 21 SNPs and a 9-bp deletion
motif [2], and the sizes of each PCR amplicon were originally
designed below 200 bp, for increasing success yields during
DNA typing with degraded samples. By multiplex PCR reac-
tions I and II, major 15 haplogroups could be detected from
East Asian samples. Briefly, multiplex I reaction consisted
of primers for eight different SNP loci (s4491, s5417, s7642,
s8793, s8794, s10397, s10400, and s14668), typing the hap-
logroups M9, N9, M11, M10, A, D5, M, and D4, respectively.
Multiplex II reaction also tested seven SNP loci (s3970, s4833,
s4883, s7196, s8281-8289d, s9824, and s12705) for decision of
the haplogroups R9, G, D, M8, B, M7, and R, respectively.
Haplogroup D4, one of the most frequent haplogroups in
East Asian population, was further subdivided into D4, D4a,
D4b, D4e, D4g, D4h, and D4j by seven SNP loci (s3010,
s14979, s8020, s11215, s8701, s5048, and s11696) of multiplex
III reaction [2, 22–25].

Multiplex PCR amplificationwas done in a 20 𝜇L reaction
volume, containing 40 ng of template DNA, AmpliTaq Gold
360 Master Mix (Life Technologies, USA), and appropriate
concentrations of each primer. Thermal cycling was con-
ducted on a PTC-200 DNA engine (MJ Research): 95∘C for
10min; 45 cycles of 95∘C for 20 s, 58∘C for 20 s, and 72∘C
for 30 s; and a final extension at 72∘C for 10min. To purify
PCR products, 5 𝜇L of the PCR products was treated with
1 𝜇L of ExoSAP-IT (catalogue number 78201; USB, Cleveland,
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OH, USA) at 37∘C for 45min. After that, the enzyme was
inactivated by incubation at 80∘C for 15min.

We used twenty-two single base extension (SBE) primers
recommended by Lee et al. [2]. SBE reactionswere carried out
using a SNaPshotKit (AppliedBiosystems,USA) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Thermal cycling conditions
for SBE were as follows: denaturation at 96∘C for 10 sec;
annealing at 50∘C for 5 sec; extension at 60∘C for 30 sec.
SBE was performed using a PTC-200 DNA Engine (Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Hercules, CA). For postextension treatment,
reaction mixtures were mixed with 1.0 unit of shrimp alka-
line phosphatase (SAP), incubated at 37∘C for 45min, and
followed by heat inactivation at 80∘C for 15min.The reactants
were analyzed by an ABI PRISM 3100 Genetic Analyzer
(Applied Biosystems, USA), using GeneMapper ID software,
v3.2.1 (Applied Biosystems, USA). SNP scoring at each locus
was confirmed by sequencing two samples for each of the
observed alleles.

We also did direct sequencing of mtDNA control region
of the samples. By sequencing of hypervariable regions I, II,
and III, we could get haplotype of the bones and further
determined haplogroups of them. The results could be com-
pared with haplogroup determination by coding region SNP
analysis on the same samples. Briefly, after quantification was
done by NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), 40 ng of aDNA was mixed with
premix containing 1X AmpliTaq Gold 360 Master Mix (Life
Technologies, USA) and 10 pmol of each primer (Integrated
DNA Technology, USA). PCR conditions used in this study
were as follows: predenaturation at 94∘C for 10min; 45 cycles
of denaturation at 94∘C for 30 sec; annealing at 50∘C for
30 sec; extension at 72∘C for 30 sec; final extension at 72∘C for
10min. PCR amplification was performed using a PTC-200
DNA Engine (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). Primer
sets used for this study were as follows: for 267-bp HV1A,
F15971 (5-TTA ACT CCA CCA TTA GCA CC-3) and
R16237 (5-TGT GTG ATA GTT GAG GGT TG-3); for 267-
bp HV1B, F16144 (5-TGA CCACCTGTAGTACATAA-3)
and R16410 (5-GAGGAT GGTGGT CAAGGGAC-3); for
226-bpHV2A, F015 (5-CACCCTATTAACCACTCACG-
3) and R240 (5-TAT TATTATGTCCTACAAGCA-3); for
235-bp HV2B, F155 (5-CTA TTA TTT ATC GCA CCT-3)
and R389 (5-CTG GTT AGG CTG GTG TTA GG-3); for
167-bp HV3, F403 (5-TCT TTT GGC GGT ATG CAC TTT-
3) and R569 (5-GGT GTA TTT GGG GTT TGG TTG-3)
[26].

The PCR products were separated on 2.5% agarose gel,
stained with ethidium bromide, and then isolated using a
Qiagen gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany). The sequenc-
ing of each amplicon was performed by ABI Prism 3100
Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, USA), using ABI
Prism BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction
Kit (AppliedBiosystems,USA).TheobtainedDNAsequences
were compared with the revised Cambridge Reference
Sequence (rCRS; accession number: NC 012920), to identify
the sequence differences between them.The resultant control
region mutation motifs were imported into program mtD-
NAmanager (http://mtmanager.yonsei.ac.kr/), with which

most Korean mtDNA haplotypes can be automatically clas-
sified into East Asian mtDNA haplogroups and their subhap-
logroups [27], or another web-based program for mtDNA
haplogroup analysis (http://dna.jameslick.com/mthap/) [28,
29].

In order to guard against any modern DNA contam-
ination of ancient samples, the mtDNA profiles of all of
the researchers involved in this study were determined
(with the permission of the Institutional Review Board of
Seoul National University, H-0909-049-295).They were then
comparedwith themtDNAprofiles from the Joseon skeletons
to rule out the possibility of modern DNA contamination.

3. Results

The sex and age of the samples determined in this study
are summarized in Table 1. By direct sequencing of mtDNA
control region, every Joseon skeleton could be assigned to
relevant existing haplo- or subhaplogroups of mtDNA. In
multiplex PCR analyses to detect 21 SNP markers in mtDNA
coding region, eight (multiplex I) and seven (multiplexes II
and III) primer extension peaks for different haplogroups
could be observed. Most samples exhibited no missing or
extra assignment peaks in the results (Figures 1 and 2).

When the coding region SNP typing data were further
compared with control region direct sequencing results,
well-matching patterns can be observed between the out-
comes of two methods. The mtDNA haplogroup expected
by coding region SNP could fall successfully within the
same haplogroup that control region sequencing could make
(Table 1, Figure 1). However, as far as haplogroup subclades
are concerned, the results of direct sequencing on control
region mutation motif were far better than SNP marker
analysis on coding region. The haplogroup subclades of the
cases numbers 024, 034, 036, 038, 040, 045, 100, and 238 were
much successfully determined in direct sequencing of control
region than in coding region SNP analysis (Table 1, Figure 2).

The absence of modern DNA contamination could
be confirmed by the comparison of mtDNA haplotypes
obtained from the current Joseon skeleton and participating
researchers’ samples. Aswe did not see any identical sequence
between them (Table 1), mtDNA obtained from Joseon sam-
ples should have been the endogenous DNA of the ancient
people but not the outcome of modern DNA contamination
from researchers.

4. Discussion

Coding region SNP analysis attracts forensic scientists’ inter-
est because it is a time-, cost-, and target DNA-savingmethod
for mtDNA analysis of degraded samples [2, 30–35]. Multi-
plex PCR system for coding region SNPused in this studywas
originally designed for the detection of major haplogroups
of forensic samples from East Asia. In the study, the triple
multiplex system on coding region SNP markers was proven
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Table 1: Sequencing analysis result of mtDNA coding and control region.

Subject Sex Age
Hypervariable region Haplogroup

(control region)
Haplogroup

(coding region)HVI (15991–16390) HVII (034–369) HVIII
(423–548)

004 Male Old 16223T, 16235G, 16290T 73G, 235G, 263G,
315.1C rCRS A A

005 Female Young
16171G, 16223T, 16248T,
16298C, 16327T, 16344T,
16357C

73G, 248d, 263G,
315.1C 489C M8 M8

024 Male Middle 16129A, 16223T, 16309G,
16362C

73G, 152C, 263G,
309.1C, 315.1C

489C,
533G D4a1b1 D4a

034 Male Old
16189C, 16232A, 16249C,
16304C,
16311C, 16344T

73G, 263G, 310C 489C M1a3b1 M

036 Male Old 16150T, 16183C, 16185T,
16189C

73G, 151T, 197G,
263G, 315.1C 546G B4d3 B

038 Male Old 16129A, 16223T, 16362C 73G, 194T, 263G,
315.1C 489C D4b2b D4b

040 Male Middle 16188.1C, 16193.1C, 16223T,
16311C

73G, 263G, 309.1C,
315.1C 489C M467 M

045 Male Old
16223T, 16234T, 16311C,
16316G,
16362C

73G, 263G, 309.1C,
315.1C 489C M9a1a1c1b1 M9

100 Male Middle
16111T, 16229A, 16257A,
16261T,
16362C

73G, 150T, 263G,
309.2C, 315.1C rCRS N9a N9

225 Male Middle 16209C, 16223T, 16362C 73G, 195C, 234G,
263G, 315.1C 489C D4 D4

238 Female Old 16223T, 16295T, 16319A 73G, 146C, 263G,
309.1C, 315.1C

489C,
513d, 514d M7c1a3 M7

Researcher 1 — — 16172C, 16174T, 16223T,
16362C

73G, 263G, 309.1C,
315.1C — D4g —

Researcher 2 — —
16183C, 16189C, 16220C,
16254G,
16298C, 16362C

73G, 248d, 263G,
310.1C — F3b —

Researcher 3 — —
16129A, 16182C, 16183C,
16189C,
16232A, 16249C, 16304C,
16311C, 16344T

73G, 152C, 248d,
263G, 310.1C — D6c —

to be very useful for analysis on forensic materials [2].
Briefly, when they tried to do the coding region SNP-
based mtDNA analysis on the long bone or molar samples
from about 50-year-old skeletal remains of war victims in
the Korean War (1950–1953), mtDNA haplogroup could
be determined successfully, even with a limited volume of
degraded DNA [2]. In fact, as the triple multiplex system
makes very high success rate in haplogroup determination,
the combined consideration of coding region SNP markers
and control region polymorphism can become a very useful
tool for the genetic analysis of degraded samples collected
from East Asian populations.

This technique is also very suggestive for anthropolo-
gists who deal with several hundred- to thousand-year-old

samples from archaeological sites. Most of the archaeological
human bones were maintained under the worst preservation
conditions for a long while. To make matters worse, it is
very hard for researchers to get authentic outcomes from
the ancient samples because only the limited volume of the
samples can be allowed for the analysis of archaeologically
important cases. We therefore admit that mtDNA analyses
with highly degraded ancient samples are sometimes too
risky because sequencing errors commonly occurred during
analysis, and they could not be corrected easily by a due
course of repeated experiments with a sufficient amount of
samples.

In this regard, if another time-, cost-, and sample-saving
mtDNA analysis could be also established for the assignment
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Figure 1: Analysis on sample number 005. (a) SNP analysis of mtDNA coding region by a SNaPshot Kit. ((b), (c)) Direct sequencing analysis
onmtDNA control region. (b) Electrophoresis of PCR amplicons. (c) Direct sequencing result. rCRS, revised Cambridge Reference Sequence.
Haplogroups (M8) determined by coding region SNP analysis (a) and control region direct sequencing ((b)/(c)) are the same for this case.

of ancient skeleton samples to relevant existing haplogroups,
it will become a convenient method indeed for coun-
terchecking the possible errors hidden in the conventional
mtDNA sequencing. Our current results showed that most
haplogroup results determined by coding region SNP analysis
on Joseon archaeological samples can fall successfully within
the same haplogroups that were decided by control region
sequencing analysis. In fact, the results confirm coding region
SNP analysis’ error-screening role in the mtDNA haplogroup
determination even for the ancient samples.

However, as for the current ancient samples, wemust also
admit some technical limits of haplogroup determination
based on coding region SNP analysis. Briefly, a coding region
SNP analysis on a few samples did not show the subhap-
logroup results as completely as observed in the analysis of
control region mutation motifs. This means that multiplex
SNP analysis could not completely replace the conventional
control region mtDNA sequencing, at least for the ancient
cases from archaeological fields in South Korea. Even so,
considering coding region SNP analysis’ superb potential

for reconfirmation of haplogroups determined by mtDNA
control region sequencing in time-, cost-, and target DNA-
saving manner, the use of this method can be expedient for
making mtDNA haplogroup determination of archaeological
samples much authentic.

5. Conclusion

Obtaining authentic mtDNA outcomes from archaeologi-
cal bone samples still remains a significant challenge to
concerned researchers. The identification of possible errors
in conventional sequencing as quickly as possible is thus
significant for authentic mtDNA analysis of archaeologically
obtained samples. In this study, we can show that mtDNA
haplogroup determination can also be successfully carried
out by coding region SNP analysis, in a time-, cost-, and target
DNA-saving manner. Although the mtDNA subhaplogroups
could not be determined by the coding region SNP analysis as
completely seen in the control region sequencing, the former
can be used as good supplementary to the latter, for making
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Figure 2: Analysis on sample number 038. (a) SNP analysis of mtDNA coding region by a SNaPshot Kit. ((b), (c)) Direct sequencing analysis
onmtDNA control region. (b) Electrophoresis of PCR amplicons. (c) Direct sequencing result. rCRS, revised Cambridge Reference Sequence.
AlthoughmtDNA haplogroup expected by coding region SNP analysis could fall successfully within the same haplogroup that control region
sequencing couldmake, haplogroup subclademade by SNP analysis (D4b)was not as successful as seen in control region sequencing (D4b2b).

the mtDNA typing of archaeological human bones much
authentic.
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One of the most important advantages of LIBS that make it suitable for the analysis of archeological materials is that it is a quasi-
nondestructive technique. Archeological mandibles excavated fromQubbet el Hawa Cemetery, Aswan, were subjected to elemental
analysis in order to reconstruct the dietary patterns of the middle class of the Aswan population throughout three successive eras:
the First Intermediate Period (FIP), the Middle Kingdom (MK), and the Second Intermediate Period (SIP). The bone Sr/Ca and
Ba/Ca ratios were significantly correlated, so the Sr/Ca ratios are considered to represent the ante-mortem values. It was suggested
that the significantly low FIP Sr/Ca compared to that of both the MK and the SIP was attributed to the consumption of unusual
sorts of food and imported cereals during years of famine, while the MK Sr/Ca was considered to represent the amelioration of
climatic, social, economic, and political conditions in this era of state socialism. The SIP Sr/Ca, which is nearly the same as that of
the MK, was considered to be the reflection of the continuity of the individualism respect and state socialism and a reflection of
agriculture conditions amelioration under the reign of the 17th Dynasty in Upper Egypt.

1. Introduction

Generally, social, economic, and belief system of a society can
be reflected in food [1]. Information about the ancient Egyp-
tians diet is mainly provided by artistic and textual sources
[2]. But it is important to note that theremany difficulties that
interrupt the precise identification of food types consumed in
ancient Egypt such as problems of translation [3].However, as
calcified tissues as bones and teeth can contain the indicators
of diet and the environmental conditions, they are considered
as the biological “archives” of the living organisms [4]. Thus,
elemental analysis of archeological bones can be used as an
important tool for paleodiet reconstruction.

From the Neolithic era and throughout the historic era,
the base of masses daily diet was cereal foods. Beside bread
and beer, the ancient Egyptian meals were mainly set from
vegetables, fruit, milk, dairy products, and fish. Also, many
species of fattened poultry or wild birds were eaten in ancient

Egypt. The regular consumption of beef is observed in the
higher social class [5].

Dietary calcium ions may be accompanied by Sr and Ba
ions that are removed through a food chain due to what is
called “biopurification” which is defined by Burton [6] as “the
collection of processes that tend to preferentially remove these
ions from calcium as it progress through the food chain from
lower to higher consumers.”

The intestinal absorption ratio for Ca, Sr, and Ba is 10 : 5 : 1,
respectively [7]. Once strontium is absorbed, it will be dis-
tributed throughout the body but its depositionwill bemostly
in bone and teeth [8].

Many techniques of elemental analysis are used to evalu-
ate the apatite elemental composition of archeological bone
and teeth samples, for example, atomic absorption spec-
troscopy (AAS) [9–12], atomic emission spectroscopy (AES)
[13–18], and neutron activation analysis (NAA) [19, 20].
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Although Samek et al. [21] reported on the use of laser
induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) in the quantitative
detection of trace elements in human teeth and bones by cre-
ation of calibration curves for aluminum, lead, and strontium,
few studies applied LIBS technique in the elemental analysis
of archeological skeletal remains, such as the studies of Alvira
et al. [22, 23], El-Tayeb [24], Galiová et al. [25], and Kasem et
al. [26]. While, as indicated by Giakoumaki et al. [27], one of
the most important advantages of LIBS—that makes it suit-
able for archeological science applications is that it is nearly a
non-invasive method of analysis as there is no sample prepa-
ration, in addition, destruction caused by the ablation of tens
to hundred nanograms from the target surface ismicroscopic.

The aim of the current study is to reconstruct the pale-
odiet of the Elephantine nobles followers and descendants
(the middle class of the archeological Aswan population)
through three successive historical eras: the First Interme-
diate Period (FIP), the Middle Kingdom (MK), and the
Second Intermediate Period (SIP) using LIBS technique for
the elemental analysis of mandibular bones.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Qubbet el Hawa is the cemetery of nobles of
“Abu” (Elephantine), the first Upper Egyptian Nome capital.
The cemetery consists of a large number of graves cut into
the sand stone of the eastern mountain slope of the Nile west
bank of Aswan.The human remains content of the graves are
not only that of noble families, but also that of followers. The
social rank was estimated according to the position of the
corpus within the grave: the nuclear noble family was buried
in the central grave chambers, while in shaft fillings and in the
grave chambers followers or later descendants (middle class)
were buried [28, 29]. The excavated bones were stored in the
magazine grave number 30 on the site [30].

69 mandibles of the archeological site Qubbet el Hawa
consist of the sample of the current work. The mandibles
under investigation, which are stored now in the Anthro-
pology and Mummy Conservation Lab., Ministry of Antiq-
uities, belong to the archeological period including the FIP
(7th−11th early Dynasties), the MK (the second part of the
11th-12th Dynasties) and the SIP (13th–17th Dynasties) as
indicated in Table 1.

Only mandibles of adult individuals of the middle class
were used in the current study.

Two soil samples were extracted from inside the archeo-
logical bones: one for elemental analysis and the other for pH
measurement.

2.2. Methods. Soft brushes were used for a dry mechanical
cleaning; then ethanol was applied on cotton buds to ensure
a complete removal of dust and soil particles as directed by
Hillson [31].

The eruption of the thirdmolar is considered as an indica-
tion of an age exceeding 18 years [32].The soil sample pHwas
measured using a calibrated portable pH meter (METTLER
TOLEDO, Seven GoTM, pH meter SG2, Electrode: In Lab
Surface).

Table 1: Number of mandibles for each epoch.

Grave number Sample size Era
26 17 FIP
89 19 MK
88 33 SIP

All elemental determinations were carried out in the
Laser Atomic Spectroscopy Laboratory (I) of the Depart-
ment of Laser Applications in Metrology, Photochemistry
and Agriculture (LAMPA), The National Institute of Laser
Enhanced Sciences (NILES), Cairo University.

Laser-induced plasma was obtained using Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser (Brio, Quantel, France) operating at its funda-
mental wavelength (𝜆 = 1064 nm). The laser pulse energy
was 100mJ with a pulse duration 5 ns. Laser light was focused
onto the target surface using a lens of focal length 10 cm.
The collected plasma emission was transmitted through the
optical fiber to the echelle spectrometer coupled to the
coupled to the ICCD camera. The gate and the delay time are
controlled through a personal computer that is used also for
displaying and storing the obtained spectra.The gate time and
the delay time were adjusted at 1000 ns for each. All measure-
ments were performed in air at atmospheric pressure. Two
laser pulses were applied to the desired position for surface
cleaning. Bone analysis was performed by irradiating each
mandible at 2 different positions on the surface of the cortical
bone of the mandibular body, each by 5 laser pulses. The 10
obtained spectra were averaged.

Prior to elemental analysis, soil sample was prepared to
formapellet.The soil was finely grounded; then it was pressed
using a hydraulic piston without using any sort of fillers.
The elemental analysis of the soil sample was carried out by
shooting 4 different positions on the surface of the soil pellet,
each by 5 laser pulses.The 20 obtained spectra were averaged.

Finally, the analysis of the emission spectra was per-
formed using the LIPS++ software. To minimize the effect
of experimental parameters fluctuations, emission line of
carbon at 2478 Å was used for normalization of relative
intensities of all spectral lines.

A data base of collected qualitative and quantitative data
was created using Microsoft Office Excel 2007 (Microsoft).

Sr calibration curve created by Samek et al. [21] was used
to obtain quantitative data. Samek et al. [21] used artificial
reference samples of calcium CaCO

3
with known amount of

SrCO
3
(10–10000 ppm relative to Ca content of the matrix).

Relative intensities of strontium were obtained at 461 nm and
that of calcium at 432 nm. The line equation and 𝑟2 value is
obtained after El-Tayeb [24].

Sr/Ca ratio and Ba/Ca ratios were transformed into the
logarithmic form as Burton et al. [33] stated that “The log-
transform creates a more normal distribution than the strongly
positively skewed ppm data and obviates some of the bias of
anomalous outliers.”

The statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS
statistics software (version 17) (IBM).
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Table 2: Comparison between soil and bone elemental relative intensities for the three epochs under investigation.

Soil Bone Diff. 𝑡-value 𝑃 value
Mean SD

FIP
Ca 3.31 10.108 4.241 6.798 6.61 𝑃 = <0.001∗

Sr 0.44 0.830 0.406 0.3901 3.958 𝑃 = <0.001∗

Ba 2.14 0.831 0.37 −1.309 −14.581 𝑃 = <0.001∗

MK
Ca 3.31 56.126 26.577 52.816 8.662 𝑃 = <0.001∗

Sr 0.44 9.351 8.668 8.911 4.481 𝑃 = <0.001∗

Ba 2.14 5.687 1.876 3.547 8.24 𝑃 = <0.001∗

SIP
Ca 3.31 17.551 23.244 14.241 3.52 𝑃 = <0.001∗

Sr 0.44 2.641 4.578 2.201 2.762 𝑃 = 0.007∗

Ba 2.14 1.676 2.163 −0.464 −1.231 𝑃 = 0.223
SD: standard deviation.
∗Significant at 𝑃 < 0.05; 𝑃 > 0.05 (nonsignificant), 𝑃 < 0.05 (significant), and 𝑃 < 0.01 (highly significant).
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Figure 1: Bivariate plot of log(Ba/Ca) and log(Sr/Ca) for the three epochs.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison between Soil and Bone Elemental Relative
Intensities. The soil pHmeasured for Qubbet el Hawa Ceme-
tery was 6.6 (i.e., neutral). The elemental analysis of bone
and soil samples using LIBS was performed: Ca was detected
at 432 nm, Sr at 461 nm, and Ba at 455.5 nm. The emission
line intensity (a.u.) of an element represents the relative
concentration of this element in the sample. The mean and
the standard deviation were calculated as shown in Table 2.

3.2. Correlation between Bone Ba/Ca and Sr/Ca. The cor-
relation coefficients of log(Ba/Ca) and log(Sr/Ca) for the
FIP, the MK, and the SIP were 0.403, 0.721, and 0.486 for

the three epochs, respectively; this positive significant corre-
lation between Ba/Ca and Sr/Ca (Figure 1) indicates that they
reflect intact biological values.

3.3. Determination of Strontium Concentrations in the Three
Epochs. Using the strontium calibration curve created by
Samek et al. [21] strontium concentration relative to calcium
(Sr/Ca ratio) was obtained in ppm for the three historical
epochs (FIP,MK, and SIP). Results ofANOVA test comparing
the log(Sr/Ca) between the 3 historical eras revealed that
there is a significant difference between the three epochs
(𝑃 = 0.002). Post hoc comparisons LSD test indicated that
the log(Sr/Ca) of the FIP was significantly lower than that of
both the MK and the SIP as shown in Table 3 and Figure 2.
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Table 3: Strontium concentration and log(Sr/Ca) in mandibular
bodies belonging to the three epochs.

Era Sr (ppm) log(Sr/Ca)
FIP 71.4a 1.85a

MK 187.5b 2.272b

SIP 156.7b 2.1948b

Different small letters indicate significant difference between different age
groups according to Tukey LSD pairwise comparison.
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Figure 2: Comparison of log(Sr/Ca) for the three epochs under
investigation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Discussion of Methodology. The studies concerning ele-
mental analysis of ancient Egyptians archeological bones are
very rare. This may be attributed to the higher anthropolo-
gists’ interest inmore classic studies such as anthropometrical
and pathological researches. The published anthropological
studies concerning the skeletal collection of the Aswan
population had covered many domains except diet recon-
struction through elemental analysis of bones; that is why
it was recommended by Rösing [34] to conduct researches
concerning this item.

Benefiting from LIBS technique as a quasinondestruc-
tive technique the multielemental analysis of archeological
mandibles belonging to Aswan population and dated to FIP,
MK, and SIP was performed without the destruction of the
mandibles that are considered as “precious” bones as the
mandible represents a part of the skull.

The analysis of mandibles was restricted to the mandibu-
lar body which is considered as one of the sites containing
the highest mineralized regions in the mandible [35]. It was
chosen to use the cortical bone ofmandibles because the high
mineralization of the cortical bone and its small surface area
in comparison to spongy bone render it more resistant to the
diagenetic processes [36] and also because the skull cortical
bone remodeling rate is slower than that in spongy bones
[37]. During remodeling trace elements can be removed or
deposited from bone apatite [38].

The cortical bone elemental analysis provides data con-
cerning the last 6–10 years of the individual life [39], as the
cortical bone is characterized by a lower biological activity
than trabecular bone and it can be represented as the site of

elemental storage, while the spongy bone is characterized by
a greater biological activity and greater turnover rate because
it is closest to bone marrow and blood plasma and hence a
more rapid metabolism is available [38].

In the current study only mandibles were analyzed, as it
is recommended according to Grupe [36], to use compact
bone from corresponding anatomical site in the studies of
paleodiet reconstruction.That is because the rate of turnover
of compact bone may differ in the same individual according
to the anatomical location [40].

Only adult individuals were included in this work as
the bones of immature individuals are more susceptible to
diagenetic changes as they are characterized by their thinner
compact bone and lower level of mineralization in compari-
son to the bones of adult individuals [41].

4.2. Diagenesis Evaluation. Diagenetic alterations can change
the elemental content of archeological bones both by physical
contamination and by chemical reaction [6].

In order to evaluate the extent of diagenesis the measure-
ment of soil pH was conducted. The soil in Qubbet el Hawa
is nearly neutral. The neutrality of the soil may be considered
as an indicator of the good preservation state of bones [42].
Thanks to the ancient Egyptians burial customs the stability
of the burial conditions over years is enhanced by the dryness
of tomb environment as generally ancient Egyptians buried
their dead in arid areas.

But, according to Nicholson [43], “The pH alone is insuf-
ficient as a predictor of skeletal preservation,” so the elemental
content of soil was determined and compared to that of bones.

The significant higher levels of Sr and Ca in bones in
comparison to that in soil was considered as an indication
that Sr and Ca levels represent the biological levels, but the
main argument against diagenesis was the results showed by
the significant correlation between the Sr/Ca ratio and the
Ba/Ca ratio that indicate that these ratios reflect the biological
values. This test was used not only for its effectiveness over
classic tests [33] but also because the target of analysis was
the mandible which represents a “precious” bone because it
is a part of the skull, so the use of any destructive method for
assessing the extent of diagenesis was avoided.

4.3. Diet Reconstruction. Many studies used the Sr/Ca ratio
as a quantitative indication of the plant to meat ratio basing
on the biopurification of strontium through the food chain,
for example, that of Schoeninger and Peebles [20], El-
Tayeb [24]; however, this way of interpretation had been
criticized because the relationship between bone Sr/Ca and
the plant/meat ratio is not linear, also, as bone Sr/Ca ratio
is negatively affected by calcium-rich food consumption, the
low bone Sr/Ca ratio is not necessarily the result of reliance
on meat [44].

It is important to note that ethanol consumption causes a
decrease in bone strontium and barium, while a low-protein
diet accompanied by ethanol consumption increases the bone
strontium and decreases that of barium [45]. Also, ways of
cooking may affect Sr content of food [46]. In addition, it
is indicated by Katzenberg [47] that the concentration of
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strontium in plant tissues depends on many factors such as
the soil type.

Before discussing the results it is important to note that
differences in the Sr/Ca ratio between the three groups could
not be attributed to alcoholism, as, in contrast to beer, wine
was available mainly for the higher social class [48]. In
addition, prohibition of some sorts of food is not expected
as taboos concerning eating some sorts of food in the ancient
Egyptian culture were very few [49]. Also, as little is known
about ancient Egypt methods of cooking [50], it is impossible
to conclude to what extent ancient Egyptian processing could
affect strontium levels in foods.

That log(Sr/Ca) ratio in case of the FIP is significantly
lower than that of MK and SIP. The FIP was a period
accompanied by the rise of nomarchs authority and the
dissolution of the central government: it was the period of
feudalism [51]. According to Welc and Marks [52], at the end
of the Old Kingdom, failure of the rains over the Ethiopian
Highlands led into the failure ofNile floods. According to Bell
[53], this situation that extended for decades during the FIP
was the “crisis that shattered a weakened central government
utterly unable to cope with the problem, and decimated the
Egyptian people.” As explained by Erman [54], there is an
indication in the text named “Admonitions of an Egyptian
Sage” that famine pushed the people to eat which they used
to feed to the domesticated birds and mammals. Then, the
introduction of “unusual” sorts of foods or plants in the diet
of Elephantine nobles followers and descendants during years
of famine is suggested by this study.The high calcium or very
low strontium contents of these newly and “exceptionally”
introduced food types may be the cause of low Sr/Ca ratio
relative to that in following eras, the MK and the SIP.

In addition, as indicated by Vandier [55] one of the
adopted strategies against famine in ancient Egypt was the
loans of cereals between nomes, for example, Ankhtifi, the
nomarch of “Edfu” and “Hierakonpolis” during the early
FIP supported the neighboring cities, including Elephantine,
during years of famine, as he described in his tomb. Thus,
it is expected that the consumption of cereals-staple food-
exported from other nomes, that is, from regions with differ-
ent chemical soil composition, caused this low level of Sr/Ca
during years of famine where Aswan population cannot be
considered as self-sufficient.

During the MK, the whole situation had been changed:
Egypt was reunified and feudalism disappeared [51]. The
social revolution during the FIP led to radical changes in
moral values that led in turn to equal opportunities availabil-
ity. Thus, the rise of a new class of officials that were proud
to be self-made was allowed [56], and the flourishment of
the ancient Egyptian middle class [51] that was “safeguarded
from famine” [57] took place. The current study suggested
that considering the amelioration of conditions, especially for
the middle class to which the population under investigation
is belonging, it is expected that dietary habits of Elephantine
nobles followers and descendants had been differed from
that of the FIP. The typical Dynastic diet consumption was
adopted with no need for the consumption of “exceptional”
sorts of food nor cereals import.

The Sr/Ca ratio of the group of the SIP is nearly equal
to that of the MK. According to Ryholt [58] famines struck
Egypt during the reign of the two competing Dynasties,
the 13th and the 14th ones, as well as during the reign of
the 16th Dynasty that governed the south of Upper Egypt.
Although the anarchy swept all over the country during the
SIP, the dissolution of the central government did not appear
as the feudalism disappeared [51]. According to Abu-Taleb
[59], by the disappearance of feudalism during the MK and
the SIP, the individualism associated with state socialism
flourished. That means that although the SIP was a period
of weakness, general conditions were different from that of
the FIP which is reflected in a Sr/Ca ratio that is nearly
similar to that of the MK: despite the anarchy and famines,
the calcium sources of the population under investigation
remained the same during the MK and the SIP which may
reflect an indication that food intake during the SIP in
Elephantine was not hardly affected to the same extent of the
FIP, taking inmind that as indicated by Vandier [55] few texts
concerning famine during the SIP are available. One of these
texts reflects the amelioration of political and economical
conditions at the end of the SIP during the reign of the 17th
Dynasty in Upper Egypt to the extent that the legitimate
authority in the South was ready to struggle the Asiatics that
ruled Lower Egypt (The Hyksos). In Carnarvon Tablet, the
pharaoh Kamose recorded his discussion with the counselors
about the situation in Egypt where they said “We are tranquil
in our part of Egypt. Elephantine is strong, and the middle part
(of the land) is with us as far as Cusae. Men till for us the
finest of their lands. Our cattle pasture in the Papyrus marshes.
Corn is sent for our swine. Our cattle are not taken away. . .He
holds the land of the Asiatics; we hold Egypt” (quotation from
Gardiner [60]).

It is recommended to conduct isotopic studies on
the Aswan population to achieve more detailed interpre-
tations about food customs of this area during ancient
epochs. This will be completed with detailed paleoclimato-
logical, zooarcheological, archeobotanical, and land use stud-
ies.
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Advances in the application of non invasive techniques to mummified remains have shed new light on past diseases. The virtual
inspection of a corpse, which has almost completely replaced classical autopsy, has proven to be important especially when dealing
with valuable museum specimens. In spite of some very rewarding results, there are still many open questions. Non invasive
techniques provide information on hard and soft tissue pathologies and allow information to be gleaned concerningmummification
practices (e.g., ancient Egyptian artificial mummification). Nevertheless, there are other fields of mummy studies in which the
results provided by non invasive techniques are not always self-explanatory. Reliance exclusively upon virtual diagnoses can
sometimes lead to inconclusive and misleading interpretations. On the other hand, several types of investigation (e.g., histology,
paleomicrobiology, and biochemistry), although minimally invasive, require direct contact with the bodies and, for this reason, are
often avoided, particularly by museum curators. Here we present an overview of the non invasive and invasive techniques currently
used in mummy studies and propose an approach that might solve these conflicts.

1. Introduction

Mummies represent a unique source of information about
past diseases and their evolution. The question as to how to
best maintain the integrity of archaeological and anthropo-
logical specimens in the course of examining this evidence
has been a major cause for dispute among scholars.

The advent of non invasive techniques (e.g., X-ray, CAT
scanning, and MRI) for examining mummified remains

has been a breakthrough in paleopathology as retrospective
diagnoses can now be achieved without dissection.

However, mainly because of the structural differences
betweenmodern and ancient soft tissues, the efficiency of non
invasive techniques has been questioned repeatedly. Many
scholars insist that an accurate diagnosis can be correctly
made only through direct examination of the corpse (i.e.,
autopsy, endoscopy). However, this approach creates concern
among curators and archaeologists.
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Here we address the debate from a broader perspective
considering the advantages and disadvantages of both inva-
sive and non invasivemethods and propose the creation of an
examination protocol for the analysis of ancient mummified
remains based upon strict scientific and ethical criteria.

2. The Use of Non Invasive
Techniques in Paleopathology

A new era in mummy studies began when the first group of
Egyptian mummies was subjected to computed tomography
(CT) in 1979 [1]. Scientists were given the opportunity to
inspect the ancient Egyptians’ bodies without resorting to
the use of invasive methods [2, 3]. Both hard and soft
tissues could be differentiated from multiple textile layers
and artifacts (amulets, death masks, or portraits) and their
pathologies diagnosed.

Although diagenetic alterations of ancient tissues often
generate interpretative biases, CT scans have allowed differ-
entiation between tissue structures and embalmingmaterials.
Similarly, antemortem traumas could be distinguished from
postmortem manipulations associated with the embalming
process [4], generating greater knowledge about the ways in
which ancient populations treated and preserved their dead.

Artificial mummification is the deliberate act of preserva-
tion of a body after death [5].This practice is aimed at slowing
and/or halting soft tissues’ degradation [6]. Different types of
treatments (e.g., evisceration, use of natron, and coating with
complex mixtures with antibacterial and antiputrefactive
properties) allowed long-term preservation of the Egyptian
mummies [7, 8].

Apart from exceptional cases, in which some steps of the
mummification procedure were documented (i.e., the coffin
of Djedbastiuefankh, Pelizaeus Museum, Hildesheim, Late
Period; the Rhind Magical Papyrus, ca. 200 BC; three papyri
in Cairo, Durham Oriental and Louvre Museums, around 1st
centuryAD), the Egyptians did not leavewritten or illustrated
records of their mummification methods [5].

Gaps in direct evidence have, therefore, been filled
with information derived from numerous written sources.
Herodotus (5th century AD) provided the earliest written
accounts of mummification (Book II of The Histories). This
is coupled with the records of Diodorus Siculus (1st century
BC) and further augmented by the writings of Porphyry (3rd
century AD). These principal sources have long provided
the basis of modern knowledge about Egyptian mummifi-
cation techniques [9]. CT scans have thus helped scientists
and Egyptologists to increase their knowledge, which had
hitherto been biased by the cultural stereotyping of Egypt in
classical sources. New and more detailed knowledge about
the evolution of artificialmummification has emerged [10, 11].

Over the last decade, a new generation of CAT scanners
with increased power of resolution has been released and
virtual autopsy has become one of the basic steps in any
scientific investigation of mummified remains [12]. Visual-
ization technology is an efficient tool in hard and soft tissue
paleopathology [13]. Dental diseases (e.g., severe teeth abra-
sion, carious lesions, cists/abscesses, inflammation, and tooth
loss) [14] and many degenerative disorders (e.g., rheumatoid

arthritis of the Iceman [15], anthropo-paleopathological in
Egyptian mummies [16], bone and soft tissue malignant
tumours and/or soft tissue adenomas [17], or atherosclerosis
[18, 19]) can now be diagnosed.

The latest developments inCT resolution (MicroCT) have
even enabled the observation of architectural structures of
bones [20].

Variations in wavelength radiation or use of Terahertz
imaging have also been applied to mummified remains.
Depending on the degree of hydration of a mummi-
fied corpse, this technique enables scientists to distinguish
between features of soft tissues or bone and various artifacts,
identifying objects [21] wrapped within textiles.

MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) has been similarly
advantageous, especially in the study of hydrated mummies
(i.e., bog bodies, South Korean mummies) [22]. MRI appli-
cation on a 17th century Korean body showed unique clear
organ structures, which could not be visualized by CT [23].
Less satisfactory results were obtained from MRI applied to
dehydrated and embalmed bodies (i.e., Egyptian mummies)
[24–26].

Despite the increased use of non invasive techniques,
scholars still debate whether virtual inspection should be
regarded as the “gold standard” in mummy studies or not.

In general, the CT methodological reference standards
applied to the study of ancient remains are those determined
from living patients [27]. Any kind of modification to CT
scanning methodology (e.g., slice thickness or the introduc-
tion of other non invasive methods such as ionizing radiation
on mummified cells) is still on an experimental level and is
applied mainly in pilot studies of uncertain potential [28].

As a result of the differences betweenmodern and ancient
tissues and the absence of well-established methodological
standards in mummy studies, misdiagnosis can occur. Grav-
itational force modifies both the morphology and location
of the organs that elapses between burial and exhumation.
Organs are displaced to the dorsal portion and their con-
traction is severe. While the difference in radiodensity is
very important at a diagnostic level for living patients, radio-
density does not differ from organ to organ in mummies.
Diagenetic processes can be misidentified as pathological
conditions and vice versa [20]. To avoid misinterpretations,
the complementary use of invasive methods (i.e., endoscopy,
histology) is of utmost importance, either to support or to
reject an initial diagnosis.

Another problem associated with the exclusive use of
non invasive techniques is the lack of multidisciplinarity
in teams involved in the interpretations of the data. Valid
scientific research should include trained radiologists, whose
experience lies mostly in diagnosing living patients, physical
anthropologists or paleopathologists, and archaeologists who
provide background information [4, 19, 22, 29].

To some extent concerning the scope of non invasive
techniques applied to the study of ancient mummies gen-
erates confusion; therefore, the scientific purpose of non
invasive methods often loses its meaning.

Museum curators and conservation experts usually prefer
to resort to CT scanning in order to avoid specimen sampling
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and usually disregard the need for an overall anthropopa-
leopathological investigation. As a result, the broader use
of non invasive techniques has become a fad, a spectacle
misused by some scientists and curators for “infotainment”
or advertising purposes. In many cases, the motivation for
the employment of visual imaging is to take a curious glimpse
inside amummy [12] and perform animated 3D rendering for
public display in exhibits rather than acquire sound scientific
data.

3. The Role of Invasive Methods in
Mummy Studies

Prior to recent advances in paleoradiology, invasive methods
were the only available means of examining anthropological
materials scientifically. Precious information about ancient
lifestyles and diseases was acquired over decades, allowing
scholars to gain a more profound historical and biological
knowledge about populations of the past. The first invasive
examination of ancientmummies began during the early 19th
century, albeit as a form of public entertainment [2]. Many
mummy unwrappings were carried out on the basis of mere
curiosity and limited scientific knowledge. Therefore, many
specimens were partially or completely destroyed.

Gradually, mummy autopsy became a more meticulous
postmortem and provided scientists with information about
both pathologies and possible causes of death [30].

Pioneering palaeopathologists adapted modern labora-
tory techniques to tiny mummified tissue biopsies in order
to identify ancient tissue structures. They successfully diag-
nosed many diseases (e.g., tuberculosis, atherosclerosis, and
parasitic diseases) [31–35].

Step by step, scientists have developed new methods to
sample inner organ tissues, for example, endoscopy through
natural orifices (i.e.,mouth, nasal cavities, and use of forceps),
and have progressively reduced the damage caused to mum-
mies [36, 37].

Where endoscopes could not be introduced through
natural or postmortem openings, a small perforation was
made in the mummy’s back [38], so that tissue samples could
be taken for histological studies.

As in forensic pathology [39], microscopic examination
of small tissue biopsies (0.7 × 0.7 cm) is a requisite to comple-
ment non invasive methods because it allows an initial diag-
nosis to be precisely confirmed or infirmed [17, 35, 40, 41].

Similar developments in gas chromatography/mass spec-
trometry (GC/MS), isotopic analysis, and synchrotron anal-
ysis of minimal amounts of mummy hair have provided
remarkable information about the daily lives of ancient pop-
ulations within various social classes [42–44] and detected
chronic or acute exposure to heavy metals [45–47].

Advances in paleoimmunology [48–50] and paleomicro-
biology through soft/hard tissue analysis and secretion swabs
led to the retrospective diagnosis of several pathogens (e.g.,
salmonellosis, tuberculosis, malaria, human leishmaniasis,
and Chagas disease) in mummies [51–67] and revealed some
of their evolutionary patterns [68]. However, not all scientists
agree that it is possible to recover ancient endogenous human
and pathogenic DNAs from Egyptian mummies [69–71].

Sampling of small skin tissue biopsies (0.7 × 0.7 cm)
and textiles (1 × 1 cm) proved to be a reliable method for
assessing potential biodeterioration of a mummified body
or its external contamination. Microorganism identification
through cultivation and molecular techniques is extremely
useful for conservation purposes and to minimize the risk of
potential hazards to the public, especially whenmummies are
on display [72].

Biochemical investigations (a combination of gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry, GC-MS, and thermal
desorption/pyrolysis, TD/Py-GC-MS) applied to skin and
textiles and to dental calculus provide a plethora of informa-
tion concerning the recipes used in embalming procedures
[73–77] and the diets of ancient populations [78, 79].

Nowadays, the use of invasive methods for examining
mummies is widely regarded with skepticism. While some
researchers consider autopsies unavoidable, many consider
them a destructive procedure [80].

Full autopsy has often been performed mainly to see
inside a mummy and take samples for experimental research
rather than obtain confirmation of a disease tentatively
identified via a non invasive method.

The archaeological value of a human/animal specimen
must always be a primary concern, especially when it
is on display. When mummies are completely wrapped,
fully dressed, and accompanied by funerary equipment, the
prospect of a full autopsy threatens their integrity [20].
Whereas CT imaging requires only careful transportation
of the mummy, invasive examination is more complex but
can potentially be performed in a manner that respects the
integrity of the corpse [29].

Equally significant is the ethical issue concerning lack of
respect for a human body. A mummy is a deceased person,
not an artifact, and burial customs should not be ignored
[81]. If this assumption is followed, no sampling or limited
sampling should be allowed in order to respect the deceased,
and it is equally true that presenting 3D virtual renderings
of undressed dead bodies to a lay public also raises ethical
concerns.

Questions concerning the analyses of anthropological
remains have been raised in many countries and these call
for a specific set of bioethical guidelines [82].

The extent of invasive examination to which ancient
mummies should be subjected is the cause of much debate.
In the absence of specific laboratory guidelines and protocols,
there is a lack of consistency; this has allowed people without
sufficient if any scientific background to decide how valuable
samples should be investigated. In most countries, decisions
rely mostly upon the protocols established by individual
institutes, museums, or team supervisors. Decisions based
upon such independent judgments may therefore vary from
full autopsy permission to total prohibition of the use of any
invasive technique.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

4.1. Is the Examination Method the Real Issue? The con-
troversy over the necessity of invasive versus non invasive
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techniques calls for some appropriate and standardized pro-
tocols to be applied to mummy research. The issue is not
the effectiveness of invasive or non invasive studies but their
suitability for mummy research, which at present does not
consistently achieve scientific standards.

Firstly, the purposes of many studies are inconsistent.
A mummy must be investigated in order to provide schol-
ars with answers related to specific biological or historical
questions. An investigation performed simply to observe a
mummymacroscopically ormicroscopically is not useful and
is not ethical. Curiously, only a limited number of studies
focusing upon specific diseases or historical developments
in funerary artifact types found upon mummies have been
performed to date.

Secondly, artificial mummification techniques vary con-
siderably according to environmental conditions and cultural
practices. Various factors, temperature, humidity, soil acidity,
and time, cause various cell system modifications; these
can be pinpointed both through invasive and non invasive
techniques. The state of preservation, fully intact or partially
preserved, is significant even for mummies of similar type,
which means that every mummy is a unique case.

Despite the numerous studies performed upon mum-
mies, methodological consistency and scientific comparison
are lacking. Validity of results cannot be cross-checked for the
lack of comparative studies and when scientists from various
disciplines collaborate inmultidisciplinary studies, conflict of
interests is not uncommon.

4.2. Mummy Research Guidelines: The Need for an Inter-
national Ethical and Scientific Committee. The aim of this
review is to show that the current controversy is mainly
caused by a lack of internationally established guidelines in
mummy research. This, in turn, calls for an international
mummy research protocol to be instituted. Composed of
scholars of high repute, whose integrity is widely recognized,
a committee should reestablish a series of priorities in the
study of mummified bodies.

Firstly, ethical issues should be considered [83]. Scientists
need to pay respect to the funerary beliefs of the deceased.
With advice from cultural anthropologists, ethnologists, and
bioethicists, a specific protocol to approach each type of
cultural/religious context should be designed.

Secondly,mummy studies should be allowed for scientific
and educational purposes but not for business (i.e., public
entertainment or commercialmovies).Thepurpose of a given
study, either medical or archaeological, should be disclosed
before any kind of investigation is performed, its value being
widely recognized by the scientific community. Similarly, as
many neophytes approach the field without proper training,
strict selection criteria should be applied.

Obviously, it is impossible to apply a rigid and inflexible
scientific protocol to all mummy cohorts. While some uni-
versal principles and rules will apply, technical protocols will
necessarily need to be adjusted depending upon the type of
mummy (i.e., dry or hydrated) and its state of preservation
(i.e., fully wrapped, intact, partially destroyed, etc.). Nonethe-
less, all parameters used for mummy investigations should be
clearly detailed and results fully published.

More transparency should be demanded when genetic
studies are released. Entire datasets should be published
rather than selected sequences. This would enable other
researchers to provide the scientific community with their
own interpretations and critical assessments of the data. The
absence of transparency through selective data publication
only gives rise to accusations of secrecy that taint the name
of science and reputation of the data.

Along with an international protocol for mummy inves-
tigations, the creation of a worldwide network of tissue banks
would be an optimal solution. Scientists could be provided
with samples for laboratory research without frequent exam-
ination of the original remains [84] and their research would
generate a comparative database with which to enable more
targeted scientific applications.

Mummies represent the most precious anthropological
material with which ancient cultures have provided us. Since
mummified bodies attract scientists from different fields, an
international protocol is now essential and required urgently.
This protocol should clearly answer three main questions:
“Are we showing adequate respect to the corpse we are
analyzing?”, “Which scientific hypothesis necessitates our
study of mummified remains?”, and “Do we propose to study
mummies for scientific/cultural purposes or for business?”

With the aim of creating a scientific committee and,
subsequently, of promoting the standardisation of a bioethical
protocol onmummified remains, the authors plan to organise
a dedicated symposium within the next World Congress on
Mummy Studies (Lima, July 27–30, 2016).
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We examine two important measures that can be made in bioarcheology on the remains of human and vertebrate animals. These
remains consist of bone, teeth, or hair; each shows growth increments and each can be assayed for isotope ratios and other chemicals
in equal intervals along the direction of growth. In each case, the central data is a time series of measurements. The first important
measures are spectral estimates in spectral analyses and linear system analyses; we emphasize calculation of periodicities and growth
rates as well as the comparison of power in bands. A low frequency band relates to the autonomic nervous system (ANS) control of
metabolism and thus provides information about the life history of the individual of archeological interest. Turning to nonlinear
system analysis, we discuss the calculation of SM Pinus’ approximate entropy (ApEn) for short or moderate length time series. Like
the concept that regular heart R-R interval data may indicate lack of health, low values of ApEnmay indicate disrupted metabolism
in individuals of archeological interest and even that a tipping point in deteriorating metabolismmay have been reached just before
death. This adds to the list of causes of death that can be determined from minimal data.

1. Introduction

Big data sets are revolutionizing science. They promote in-
sights, facilitate comprehension, and order priorities for fur-
ther studies using models and powerful computers. In the
past decade important advances have been made using big
data sets; they range from astronomy to climate change and
from biology to geology. Bioarcheology, however, has not
benefited from this trend, seemingly, because big data in bio-
archeology are difficult to obtain.

Bioarcheology, as defined here, is cross-disciplinary re-
search encompassing the study of human and animal re-
mains. The best preserved tissues are bones, teeth, and occa-
sionally hair.

Here we show that such archived materials provide suf-
ficient data to model life’s activities such as metabolism,
growth, and biologic rhythms of individuals who have died
decades or even millennia ago.

Many preserved tissues have growthmarks left during life
which reflect the rates of growth and by extension metab-
olism. For example, there are “scale like” markings on hair
shafts which occur at more or less regular intervals which can
be measured (Figure 1). Similarly on teeth surfaces or bone

sections growth lines can easily be discerned. For all of these
we use the term repeat intervals (RIs) from Bromage et al. [1]
to denote the histological evidence on archived remains that
betray life’s activities such as metabolism and growth.

We hypothesized that the growth lines (GL) in hair,
measured by microscopy as a time series, provide direct
measurements of hair growth rate, which in turn depends
on metabolism and therefore is a proxy for that individual’s
metabolism during life [1, 2]. By analogy heart rate time series
variability provides insight into autonomic nervous system
(ANS) function and can hint at diseased states [3, 4].

In death, forensic time series have been linked to ANS
function andmay reflect on the individual’s life history; these
time series include the repeat intervals between growth lines
(RIs) in scalp hair expressed as sizes of hair scales measured
by microscopy. Also the repeat intervals between Perikymata
Grooves (PG) or Striae of Retzius (SR) in the enamel in human
teeth and growth lines in archosaur teeth provide other time
series [1, 2, 5]. In addition, there are time series of osteocyte
density in bone [6]. Oxygen, hydrogen, or carbon isotope
ratios as well as other chemicals in hair measured along fixed
intervals in the direction of growth provide time series. Here
we use spectral analysis of such time series as proxies of
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Figure 1: Human hair with repeat intervals (RIs) marked in green,
50 𝜇m vertical bar in white.

metabolism, which provide insight into dynamic processes in
operation in the individual’s past life.

2. Materials and Methods

The annual growth rate can often be computed in the time
domain.

2.1. Annual Growth Rate and Preprocessing Forensic Time
Series. The forensic time series may be discrete time 𝑌

𝑖
, 𝑖 =

1, . . . , 𝑁, as in the growth lines in bone and teeth or for the
scale sizes in hair, or a sample 𝑌

𝑖
= 𝑌(𝑡

𝑖
), 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑁, and

𝑡
𝑖
= 𝑖Δ𝑡 from a continuous time process such as chemicals

measured in successive sections of bone of equal length Δ𝑡.
For the discrete time process takeΔ𝑡 = 1, so that in both cases
we have a discrete time series {𝑌

𝑖
} of sample size (length)𝑁.

Usually this series will need to be preprocessed before it can
be considered stationaryGaussian, the typical assumption for
its spectral analysis.

Examining the plot 𝑌 versus time 𝑡, that is, 𝑌
𝑖
versus 𝑖, it

may show a nonzero mean, a trend over time, or an obvious
annual cycle. We detrend the series if necessary by fitting
a regression line �̂�

𝑖
= 𝑏 + 𝑚𝑡

𝑖
and replacing the series 𝑌

𝑖

by its residuals 𝑌
𝑖
− �̂�
𝑖
thereafter. The mean of the series is

subtracted; the mean corresponds to the power at the zero
frequency on the spectra, but our interest in spectral analysis
sets aside consideration of the mean for separate analysis.

The next step in standardizing the time series {𝑌
𝑖
} is

to divide by its standard deviation. This preserves all the
frequency content of the series and makes two different time
series (perhaps even with different units of measurement)
comparable. The situations where we would not standardize
both series to variance = 1 is when our interest is the
comparison of the variability (variances or the power in
specified frequency bands) between the series.

If examination of the plot 𝑌 versus distance 𝑡 along the
hair shows an obvious annual cycle, then we can proceed
directly to computing the annual growth rate of the hair.

Example 1 (mammoth). Thehydrogen isotope ratiomeasure-
ments (𝑑𝐷) at multiples of 0.3 cm are taken along a hair from
a mammoth [7, 8]. There is a partial annual sinusoid evident,
whose periodicity is 52 weeks.

Fitting the annual sinusoid as well as a trend yields
the function of length along the hair in cm: Predicted 𝑑𝐷
= −158 −0.727 ∗ cm + 8.69∗ sin (−0.196 ∗ cm + 3.98) as
reported in [7]. The frequency of the sinusoid is 0.196
radians/cm. Converting radians to cycles we have frequency
= (0.196 radians/cm)/(2𝜋 radians/cycle) = 0.0312 cycles/cm.
This times the annual growth rate (cm/year) gives the number
of cycles per year, which is equated to 1 cycle/year. Thus

growth rate = 1

(freq) (period)

=

1

(0.0312 cycles/cm) (1 year/cycle)

= 32 cm/yr.

(1)

This is the growth rate reported in Sharp et al. [7].

2.2. Computing Periodicities by Spectral Analysis of Forensic
Time Series. To identified periodicities that are more fre-
quent than annual and less frequent than daily we compute
the power spectrum of the discrete time standardized ver-
sion of our annually adjusted time series using SAS PROC
SPECTRA and the Fast Fourier Transform [9]. The mean
is removed because it corresponds only to the power at
frequency = 0, which is not our interest. Dividing each
series by its own standard deviation (SD) removes the last
difference in units between series, which is appropriate if we
are not interested in comparing variances. In other settings
the comparison of means or variance may be the goal, so this
information is retained for such an analysis. Note that 𝑡-axis
is no longer measured in cm but in the number of Δ𝑡, just as,
in the mammoth Example 1 where Δ𝑡 = 0.3 cm. Now we give
the spectral parameter definitions.

To be explicit, let the discrete time, stationary, Gaussian
time series representing a series of measured intervals be
{𝑌(𝑡), for 𝑡 = 1, . . . , 𝑁}with continuous spectral density𝑓(𝜆),
where 𝜆 is the frequency on the𝑥-axis.Then the periodogram
𝐼(𝜆) is an estimate of 𝑓(𝜆). One has

𝐼 (𝜆) =

1

2𝜋𝑁












𝑁

∑

𝑡=1

𝑌(𝑡)𝑒
−𝑖𝜆𝑡












2

, for − 𝜋 < 𝜆 ≤ 𝜋. (2)

Note that each sinusoid 𝑒𝑖𝜆𝑡 as a function of 𝑡 has a fre-
quency 𝜆 (radians per unit of 𝑡; in this case, radians per
observation) and a corresponding period 2𝜋/𝜆. Dividing𝜆 by
2𝜋 radians per cycle gives a unit of cycle per observation as
an alternative scale. For heartbeat, the frequency unit would
be cycles per RR interval. For teeth, frequency units would
be cycles per PG deposition (SR, Lines of Anderson (LA),
or GL deposition). For the mammoth hair, the frequency
units would be cycles per Δ𝑡 increment. The units of the
periodogram (and the spectral density) can be seen from
the fact (proof not shown) that the sum of 𝐼(𝜆

𝑗
)Δ𝜆
𝑗
is the
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variance of the 𝑌(𝑡)’s. The unit for power density on the 𝑦-
axis is the measurement unit squared divided by the unit of
the 𝑥-axis.

There is a well-known problem with the periodogram as
an estimator of the spectral density; it is not consistent; it
does not become better as the sample size𝑁 gets larger.Thus,
the usual (and better) estimate of 𝑓(𝜆) is the spectral density
estimator ̂

𝑓(𝜆), which is a smoothed and locally weighted
average of the periodogram [10, 11]. One has

̂
𝑓 (𝜆
𝑖
) =

2

𝑁

[𝑁/2]

∑

𝑗=1

𝑊(𝜆
𝑖
− 𝜆
𝑗
) 𝐼 (𝜆

𝑗
) ,

for 𝜆
𝑗
=

2𝜋𝑗

𝑁

, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , [

𝑁

2

] .

(3)

The symbol [𝑥] represents the integer part of 𝑥. Spectral
density 𝑓(𝜆) is symmetric about 𝜆 = 0 by definition (defi-
nition not shown) and 𝐼(𝜆) is symmetric. Since 𝑊, called
the spectral window, is taken to be symmetric, the estimated
spectral density is symmetric, which allows one to plot the
spectral density only for the nonnegative frequencies 0 ≤

𝜆
𝑗
≤ 2𝜋. Note that 4𝜋/𝑁 = 2Δ𝜆

𝑗
, where the extra 2 repre-

sents the sum over the negative 𝜆 and the 𝑦-axis should also
be scaled by dividing by 2𝜋, and finally that (4𝜋/𝑁) ÷ 2𝜋 =

2/𝑁 is the coefficient in (2).
Let us return to the mammoth example; the estimate of

the spectral density of the standardized series in Figure 2(b)
is Figure 2(c).

There are high frequency (0.42) and a low frequency
(0.15) spectral peaks. Rearranging (1) above and includingΔ𝑡
provide the formula for computing periodicity. One has

period = Δ𝑡

(freq) (growth rate)
. (1



)

For the low frequency peak, we compute a periodicity of
3.25 weeks. Consider

Period = Δ𝑡

(freq) (growth)

=

0.3 cm/obs
(0.15 cycles/obs) (32 cm/52wk)

= 3.25wk/ cycle,

(4)

where each observation represents onemeasurement interval
with Δ𝑡 = 0.3 cm/obs.

Similarly, the periodicity of the high frequency peak is 1.2
weeks.

2.3. Nyquist Folding Frequency. There is a remaining issue;
forensic time series are not measured continuously and the
use of Δ𝑡 affects the computed spectral density; one cannot
hope to measure frequencies higher than a certain value
taking place within an interval of length Δ𝑡. Furthermore,
the spectral density is folded over at the Nyquist folding
frequency 𝜔

𝑁
with the high frequency content above 𝜔

𝑁

being added to the low frequency content below 𝜔
𝑁
. For the

Smithsonian mammoth hair,
Nyquist folding frequency

𝜔
𝑁
=

.5

Δ𝑡

=

.5 cycles/obs
0.3 cm/obs

= 1.67 cycles/cm.
(5)

This folding frequency times the growth rate gives a fre-
quency of 1.03 cycles/week with a corresponding periodicity
of 1/1.03 or approximately 1.0 week. Since we are not exam-
ining periodicities this low or lower, there may be no fold-
back contamination in the above results. We have excluded
the daily cycles from our interest; a much smaller Δ𝑡 would
have been necessary for this purpose. Though we are not
examining the daily cycles directly, it could be folded back
and contaminate our spectral density computation. The high
frequency that folds back to a low frequency is called an alias.
The aliasing problem sometimes requires a detailed discus-
sion. The aliases of a given frequency 𝜆 are 𝜆 + 2𝑘𝜔

𝑁
, where

𝑘 = ±1, ±2, ±3, . . .. The daily frequency is 7 cycles/week,
and for 𝑘 = −3, it is the alias of +0.82 cycles/week, but
the observed peak is at 1/1.2 = 0.83 cycles/week. Now we are
uncertainwhether the observed high frequency peak is real at
a periodicity 1.2 weeks or it is a contamination from the daily
cycle at 1/7 weeks. See discussion. It is clear that one should
formally consider the effect of the Nyquist folding frequency.

2.4. Low Frequency–High Frequency Ratio. To compute the
power in a given band of frequencies, the spectral density is
integrated over the band; that is, the spectral density timesΔ𝜆
is summed over the frequencies 𝜆

𝑗
in the band.

Thus, the total power or power in frequency bands is
obtained as areas under the curve where the units of the 𝑥-
axis cancel. While the computation of power as areas (AUCs)
under the spectral density from (2) above is typical, we
also wish to compute the asymptotic standard error of such
estimates. The formulae for power in a frequency band are
adapted from Priestley [12, page 427]. One has

AUC = ∑

𝜆𝑗 in band
2
̂
𝑓 (𝜆
𝑗
) Δ𝜆
𝑗
,

Variance = ∑

𝜆𝑗 in band
4
̂
𝑓
2

(𝜆
𝑗
) Δ𝜆
2

𝑗
, where Δ𝜆

𝑗
=

2𝜋

𝑁

,

SE = √Variance.
(6)

Again the factor of 2 represents the negative frequencies.
When the time series is standardized, these formulae are
dimensionless and can give a measure of the spectral shape.
With these asymptotic means and SEs, one can compute
a 𝑡-statistic and 𝑃 value for the comparison of two AUCs.
Note that these formulae in Priestley were developed for
the periodogram 𝐼(𝜆) instead of the locally smoothed peri-
odogram, the estimated spectral density function ̂

𝑓(𝜆
𝑗
). Both

are approximately equal to the spectral density function𝑓(𝜆).
Koopmans [13] uses the estimated spectral densities ̂𝑓(𝜆

𝑗
) for

these formulae.
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Figure 2: (a) Hydrogen isotope measured in 0.3 cm intervals of a hair of a Siberian mammoth loaned from the Smithsonian and published
in [7]. (b) Standardized hydrogen isotope data in Figure 2(a) computed as the residuals of fitting the annual sinusoid, which have been
standardized to mean = 0 and SD = 1. (c) Hydrogen isotope spectra of Smithonian mammoth (red line) hair measured every 0.3 cm. Series
standardized to mean = 0 and SD = 1. The low frequency peak marked at 0.15 and high frequency peak at 0.42 are marked. Frequency axis
(radians/observation) is divided by 2𝜋 radians/cycle to obtain cycles/observation. (d) Hydrogen isotope spectra of Smithonian mammoth
(red line) and of Jarkov mammoth (blue line) hair measured every 0.3 cm. Series standardized to mean = 0 and SD = 1. Frequency axis is
divided by 2𝜋; multiplying 𝑦-axis by 2𝜋maintains AUCs; multiplying 𝑦-axis by 2 represents contribution from negative frequencies.

2.5. Distribution of Estimates. The distribution of the AUC
estimator is based on the distribution of single estimated
spectral densities ̂

𝑓(𝜆
𝑗
), which in turn depends on the

effective degrees of freedom (EDF) of spectral window𝑊(𝜆);
see Koopmans [13, Table 8.1, page 279]. The standard result
is 𝑟( ̂𝑓(𝜆)/𝑓(𝜆)) ≈ 𝜒

2

𝑟
, where the random variable on the

left hand side is chi-square-distributed with 𝑟 = EDF. Now
we write the random AUC ≈ ∑

𝜆𝑗 in band(2𝑓(𝜆𝑗)Δ𝜆𝑗/𝑟)𝑋𝑗,
where 𝑋

𝑗
are independent 𝜒2

𝑟
, chi-square random variables.

Since 𝐸𝑋
𝑗
= 𝑟, the expected value of the random AUC

is the targeted AUC. The variance of the random AUC is
the targeted variance in (3). We now model the complicated

distribution of the random AUC, a weighted sum of chi-
square random variables, as a single distribution ≈ 𝑐𝜒2

𝑅
by the

standard method of equating moments. One has estimates

𝐸 (𝑐𝜒
2

𝑅
) = 𝑐𝑅, Var (𝑐𝜒2

𝑅
) = 2𝑐

2

𝑅. (7)

In terms of the moments in (3) we have

𝑟

̂
𝑓 (𝜆)

𝑓 (𝜆)

is approximately distributed as 𝑎 𝜒2
𝑟
,

chi-square random variable;

AUC ≈ 𝑐𝜒
2

𝑅
, where
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𝑐 =

1

2

Var (AUC)
𝐸 (AUC)

and 𝑅 = 2 𝐸
2

(AUC)
Var (AUC)

with

𝐸 (AUC) ,Var (AUC) computed as the

moments of AUC in (3) .
(8)

Example 2. Let us compute the 95% confidence intervals for
the low frequency power for the Smithonian mammoth (red
line, Figure 2(d)). First for the low frequency band, 0.07 ≤
𝜆 < 0.27, we have AUC

2
= 0.587, 𝑉

2
= 0.064. Second, 𝑐 =

.5∗ .064/.587 = 0.0545,𝑅= .587/.0545 = 10.8.Third, the upper
and lower critical values for the 𝜒2

𝑅
distribution are 3.7 and

21.6. Since 𝑐∗21.6 > 1, we compute the one-sided confidence
interval with critical value 4.45. Finally, 𝑃[𝑐 ∗ 4.45 < AUC] =
0.95 and [0.24, 1.0] is the 95% one-sided confidence interval
for the power in this low frequency band. The upper bound
is 1.0 since the area under the whole curve is 1.0 for the
standardized series.

Example 3. Now the ratio (LF/HF) = AUC
2
/AUC

3
= 0.587/

0.322 = 1.82. Is this different than 1.0? Here, the high fre-
quency band is 0.27 < 𝜆 < 0.5 with a width of 0.23, which
introduces a bias relative to low frequency band width of
0.20.We could rerun our statistics for the comparable interval
0.30 < 𝜆 < 0.5, but we modify our estimate of AUC

3

to be (0.20/0.23)∗ 0.322 = 0.28 and LF/HF = 2.10. So, we
develop the following two-tailed𝐹-test. In spectral theory, the
two AUCs are based on disjoint frequencies and are nearly
independent.Theywould bemore independent if the spectral
windows did not overlap. We have already computed 𝑐 =
0.0545 and 𝑅 = 10.8 for the statistic AUC

2
.

For the modified AUC
3
, we have 𝐸(AUC

3
) = 0.28 and

variance 𝑉
3
= 0.0102. Second, 𝑐

3
= 0.5∗ 0.0102/0.28 = 0.0182

and 𝑅
3
= 0.28/0.0182 = 15.4. Third, the distribution of

AUC
2

AUC
3

≈

𝑐
2
𝜒
𝑅2

𝑐
3
𝜒
𝑅3

=

𝑐
2
𝑅
2

𝑐
3
𝑅
3

𝐹
𝑅2 ,𝑅3

,

𝑐
2
𝑅
2

𝑐
3
𝑅
3

=

0.0545 ∗ 10.8

0.0182 ∗ 15.4

= 2.10,

(9)

where 𝐹 = 𝐹
𝑅2 ,𝑅3

is an 𝐹-statistic. Finally, 𝑃[𝐹 > 2.1] = 0.09
and the two-sided 𝑃 = 0.18.

For an example of comparison between two spectra,
we add the data for a hair sample from a Jarkov Siberian
mammoth (Figure 2(d), in blue). For the frequency band 0.07
≤ 𝜆 < 0.27, including the low frequency peaks, we have AUC

2

= 0.587±0.253 (SE) for Smith and AUC
2
= 0.527±0.199 (SE)

for Jarkov.
A test of the difference shows no difference:

𝑡 =

AUCSmith − AUCJarkov

√SE2Smith + SE2Jarkov
=

0.587 − 0.527

√.253
2
+ .199

2

=

0.06

0.322

= 0.19, 𝑃 = 0.85.

(10)

Comment. For a spectral analysis, these sample sizes are
small: 𝑁 = 33 and 𝑁 = 44. For chemical analyses these can
be larger.

2.6. Tipping Points and Telogen Duration (Quiescence in
Growth). Longer quiescence in hair growth (telogen [14])
indicates disrupted metabolism (longer intervals of oscilla-
tions of the system) and may be a marker of the tipping
point in metabolism before complete cessations of rhythmic
oscillations that are the hallmarks of biological systems.
Here we compute the quiescent period in a basic model
of reduced annual growth rate in hair. In normal human
hair the telogen phase lasts approximately 3 months divided
into approximately 4 periods. Hair grows for approximately
8 years and then, normally, falls out (metabolism ceases in
this particular hair). Stress is known to lengthen the telogen;
hormonal levels, age, andmetabolism also affect the duration
of the telogen. We cannot know at the time of modeling of
the hair growth in what stage each hair is at the time of
death.The basic model assumes (1) hair growth rate after the
telogen continues independently of the telogen preceding it
and independent of the telogen duration and (2)metabolism
continues during the telogen phase as it was before and
after, but since the hair is not growing, information about
metabolism is missing in the hair record.

Let𝑄 be the annual quiescence periodmeasured in weeks
and let 𝐺 and𝐺 be the reference and reduced annual growth
rates of the hair, respectively. 𝐺 is reduced because of the
augmented quiescence period 𝐴𝑄. The relationship is

𝐺


=

52 − 𝐴𝑄

52 − 𝑄

𝐺, and conversely, 𝐴𝑄 = 52 −

𝐺


𝐺

(52 − 𝑄) .

(11)

If𝐴 = 1 then𝐺 = 𝐺 and𝐺 is not reduced; if𝐴 > 1 then𝐺 <
𝐺 and 𝐺 is reduced. For normal human hair growth, 𝑄 =

13 weeks. The augmented quiescence period 𝐴𝑄 can only be
computed by comparison of the reduced 𝐺 to a reference 𝐺
unless direct observation can be made in life.

Example 4. For the 16th century Spanish royals at the end
of life, King Ferrante had an annual hair growth rate of
12 cm/year andQueen Isabella had a growth rate of 2 cm/year.
Thus assuming 𝐺 = 16 cm/year, the augmented quiescence
periods were𝐴𝑄 = 52− (12/16)(52−13) = 52−29.25 = 22.7

weeks for Ferrante and𝐴𝑄 = 52−(2/16)(52−13) = 52−4.88 =

47.2 weeks for Isabella. These are longer than the normal
13 weeks and Isabella’s is extreme. The historical record may
contain information about metabolism; for example, Isabella
had marked hair loss before she died. However, since direct
measurement of quiescence was unlikely to be recorded,
computations based on comparison of growth rates give
information on quiescence periods as illustrated above.

We now show graphically how the quiescence period 𝐴𝑄
in our basic model affects the observed sinusoid representing
the annual growth cycle. We will also check whether 𝐴𝑄
affects the observed low frequency sinusoid representing
autonomic neural system (ANS) control. Normal annual
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Figure 3: (a) Distance (cm) along a hypothetic hair (blue) that grows continuously for 52 weeks to a length of 20 cm as though there were
no quiescence periods; now the quiescence periods are superimposed and marked (red). (b) Incremental weekly growth of the hypothetic
hair (blue) with quiescence periods (red), mathematically obtained as the derivative of (a). (c) Observable incremental weekly growth for 39
weeks out of the year, periodic but not a sinusoid though a sinusoid of periodicity 39 weeks fits very well (not shown). (d) Distance (cm) along
the observable hair for 39 weeks for an observed length of approximately 16 cm for the year, mathematically obtained as the integral of (c).

hair growth rate measured in hair growth is approximately
16 cm/year. Thus we begin with growth of 20 cm/year when
there is no quiescence period (𝑄 = 0 and 𝐴𝑄 = 0) and
weeklymeasurements that average 0.385 cm (see Figure 3(a)).
The annual sinusoid as a function of weeks is followed by
differentiation (see Figure 3(b)). Now three (3) months of
quiescence are marked as missing (red) in Figures 3(a) and
3(b).

However the quiescence periods are not observed; thus
the observable result is in Figures 3(c) and 3(d).

When the periodic function in Figure 3(c) is identified
as an annual cycle, computations would consider the cycle as

though on a 52-week 𝑥-axis. Thus, the annual growth rate is
computed as 16 cm/year. We have shown how a growth rate
of 20 cm/year becomes 16 cm/year in our basic model with
𝑄 = 3months out of the year.

2.7. Nonlinear Time Series Analysis. We have examined spec-
tral analysis in the frequency domain, which can be consid-
ered as linear systems analysis. There are also methods for
nonlinear time series analyses and their application to chaos
in dynamical systems [15]. The name most associated with
this field is Takens [16]. The field provides measure of chaos,
which can arise from nonlinear dynamical equations. There
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is also a more purely mathematical analysis [17]. We illustrate
just one practical method from this large field.

2.7.1. Approximate Entropy Measure. Approximate entropy
(ApEn) as described by Pincus et al. [18, 19] quantifies regu-
larity in time series data. ApEn and othermeasures have been
used extensively in the analysis of biological time series [20].
In heart rate variability the low frequency/high frequency
ratios reflect the autonomic nervous system (ANS) control of
the activity of the cardiac pacemaker; in our analysis these
ratios reflect the ANS pacemaker of metabolism and thus
the ANS control of metabolism. In heart rate variability,
disease such as diabetes decreases the variability; the heart
rate is fixed at a higher rate but the variability in heart rate is
reduced, a sign of ANS failure due to the disease. Conversely,
high variability in ApEn reflects the robustness of the system.
Bone, teeth, and hair also reflect metabolism and as such
reflect ANS control.

ApEn depends on three parameters: the length of the
time series (𝑁), the width of the window that defines the
patterns (𝑚), and the tolerance that defines the closeness
of the patterns (𝑟). ApEn measures how the pattern (𝑚)
repeats itself within tolerance (𝑟) over the course of the time
series. ApEn(𝑚, 𝑟) is a statistic that estimates the logarithmic
difference for𝑚 and𝑚+ 1 in the conditional probability that
runs of patterns that are close for previous repetitions remain
close. Consequently, a large ApEn corresponds to an irregular
time series and a small ApEn corresponds to a regular time
series. ApEn for lengths of 𝑁 > 50 has been found to be
reproducible, but the literature suggests it can also be used
with 𝑁 ≤ 50. The pattern matching window can vary, but
values between 1 and 3 are generally used. We used 𝑚 = 2

and 𝑚 + 1 = 3. A small tolerance value (𝑟) corresponds to
a fine pattern matching and a large 𝑟 value corresponds to a
coarser comparison. Our 𝑟 was selected to be scale invariant
as a percentage of the standard deviation of the time series
being analyzed. We found values of 𝑟 between 60% and 70%
discriminated best for our analysis.

Thus, we use ApEn to measure the logarithmic likelihood
that similar patterns of data length (𝑚) that are similar remain
so within a tolerance (𝑟) on the next incremental (𝑚 + 1)
comparison. In this analysis smaller values of ApEn indicate
greater regularity in the data. Larger values are indicative of
greater irregularities, more chaotic systems.

Example 5. The “Zweloo woman” was exhumed from a bog
in Netherlands in 1951.

We examined six scalp hairs, 2000 years after her death.
The approximate entropy (ApEn) was computed for the
repeat intervals (RIs) defined by the sizes of hair scales along
the length of the hair and for each of her six hairs separately;
with 𝑁 = 64–105 repeat intervals, pattern width 𝑚 = 2 and
tolerance 𝑟 = 80% of the total standard deviation of the time
series.ThemeanApEn for Zweloo’s hairs was 0.84±0.05 (SD).
Since tolerance (𝑟) and, to a limited extent, pattern (𝑚) are
“free” parameters, these choices can be partially validated by
comparison to a control group using the same parameters.

Here a control group of 4 individuals had a mean ApEn of
0.71 ± 0.10.

3. Results and Discussion

For themethods outlined above, some operational aspects are
now considered.

The Nyquist folding frequency probably is not a problem
for measured RIs, since generally they are not sampling from
a more continuous series. The RIs for hair are deposited
in multiple of whole days with the multiple of days being
related in an algometric fashion to the species’ body mass;
the whole days for periodic deposits to tooth enamel were
1 day for smallest bodied primates to 11 days for largest
bodied primates and 8 days for humans [1]. Thus the daily
cycles are not explicitly present in the RI data. This is not so
for the continuous chemical record. The usual engineering
solution to theNyquist folding frequency problem is to design
so that there is no power for frequencies beyond 𝜔

𝑁
. This

is a consideration for the chemical times series, since the
sampling rate Δ𝑡 may be under the experimenter’s control.
Even if this is not an option open to us, this spectral peak
could still be real (uncontaminated), provided we knew the
power of the daily cycle was low.

The data segments caused by missing values are pooled,
laid end-to-end. The laying short time series end-to-end
(concatenated) to form a longer series may cause difficulty.
However, this difficulty is handled automatically in a similar
situation for the spectral analysis of heart rate recordings
where gaps occur due to technical problems or are introduced
to eliminate periods of anomalous heartbeats for separate
consideration. We follow this convention unless the difficul-
ties become too large.

An important assumption for the distributions of spectral
estimates in the section so named is that the choice of
band width for the spectral window is wide enough for that
the smoothed estimate of each spectral density function is
consistent and narrow enough that estimates of adjacent
spectral densities are approximately independent. The series
length𝑁must be large enough that the two conditions on the
spectral window can be met.

Among several additional methods in use for nonlinear
time series analysis, there are generalizations of the two
basic methods (ApEn and FFT) used herein. First is the
replacement of the deterministic rules used in approximate
entropy (ApEn) with fuzzy logic rules yielding an improved
algorithm (fApEn) that could help with the choice of the
tolerance parameter (𝑟) [21, 22]. Second is the Hilbert-Huang
Transform (HHT) which is designed as a time-frequency
analysis of nonlinear, nonstationary time series [23]. Com-
pared to the spectral analysis using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), which is designed as a frequency analysis of linear
time series that are stationary in time, the HHT could help
with periodicity estimation.TheHilbert-Huang Transform is
implemented in a file exchange (hht) in MATLAB and in a
package (hht) in the R language.

For our basic model of quiescence, we assume that the
growth rate when the hair is growing is always constant
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and normal. Then the length of the quiescence intervals is
the major effect on the annual growth rate and the effect is
algebraic. If the disruption in metabolism affects both 𝑄 and
the growth rate when the hair is growing, then we would
need a model that connects increased quiescence to change
(lowering) in the (instantaneous) growth rate when growing.

Does quiescence affect the frequency (periodicity) of the
low frequency peak, the peak most related to autonomic
nervous system (ANS) control? No doubt it does in the
samemanner that quiescence affects the annual growth cycle.
Nonetheless, the computation of the periodicity of the low
frequency peak is from the same hair growth record where
we compute the growth rate usually reported. As such, it is
comparable and useable on its face.
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